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FD-263 (Rev. 4-30-85)

,.SE

i-ASS.

REPORTljfe OFFICE

WMFO - -

T5TLE OF CASE

I

FEDERA#BUREAU OF' !NVESTHi|PiTION

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

BUREAU

OF CASE X i

JOHN GOODWIN^fOWER

DATE

12/10/88

REPORT MADE BY

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

12/2-9/88

CHARACTER OF CASE

SPECIAL INQUIRY (A)

REFERENCE-; Bureau telephone calls from SSa| I S-P-I-N Unit, on
November 28, 1988, and December 8, 1988, and from SSA

|

on December 2, 1988; WMFO routing slips dated November 28, 1988,
December 6, 1988, December 7, 1988, December 8, 1988, and December 9,
1988; Bureau routing slip dated November 29, 1988; Bureau teletypes
dated December 2 and 5, 1988; Dallas facsimile of appointee interview
dated December 3, 1988; WMFO teletype to Bureau and Dallas dated
December 6, 1988, WMFO teletype to Houston, Knoxville, Los Angeles,
New York, Philadelphia, San Diego and San Francisco dated December 6,
1988; and WMFO teletypes to Bureau dated December 8, 1988; and Los
Angeles teletype to Bureau dated December 9, 1988.

ADMINISTRATIVE

;

Where appropriate, all persons interviewed were
advised of the provisions of the Privacy Act (e) (3), and promises of
confidentiality were made where noted.



Due to its length and the nature of the information bg
contained thprpin. a nnnv nf thp ”t-rnp nair.p" FD-'^OI? i ni-prvi pw of

] SPIN Unit, FBIHQ, onhand-carried to SSA | , „

12/7/88. WMFO is currently preparing a "T-symbol" FD-302 of this
interview. This will be provided expeditiously.

b7C
was b7D

A copy of the deposition of John G. Tower in the matter of
"Lilia Burt Cummings Tower, Plaintiff, vs John Goodwin Tower,
Defendant," taken in the Superior Court of the District of Columbia,
Fairiily Division, Domestic Relations Branch, Civil action 1403-86 will
be submitted' under Separate cover.

Matters related to the information developed in the major
case entitled "ILLWIND" has been transmitted to the Criminal
Investigative Division, FBIHQ, under separte communication.

Referenced Los Angele s teletype to the Bureau, 12/9/88, ^70
requestedWMFO to interview one I I Rockwell International,
Crystal/city, Virginia, regarding the appointee. As WMFO has
interviewed other personal associates with that organization, WMFO
will pot conduct the requested interview, UACB.

WMFO, upon interview of officials of the Office of the
General Counsel, Federal' Election Commission, received potentially
contradictory information regarding the elements that could constitute
a possible violation of the Federal Election Law statute. WMFO will
resolve this possible discrepancy on 12/12/88 when FEC officials are
expected to make themselves available for interview.

Due to the transfer of the responsible Investigative
Assistant, the results of the U. S. Park Police checks will not be
available until 12/12/88.

On 12/9/88, a reporter for the New York Times,
Washington Bureau, requested an interview with FBI personnel for the
purpose of imparting information in his possession he believes
pertinent to the current investigation.

| |
will not be

available for interview until 12/12/88.

b6
b7C

On 12/8/88, SPIN Unit, FBIHQ, provided the names of six
persons who, reportedly could provide pertinent informatio n pursuant
to this current inquiry. Investigation has determined that
is currently assigned to|

I ]is t^

o has
/ the

I
Preiiirnnar^

]is an employee of thep
Preliiriinary investigation indicates that]"

interviewed

[

J
andl

]

J
while

I
]

WMFO

results of which are contained in the details of this report

be
b7C
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WMFO 161A-19411
MFG: tnw

The following investigahi on was conducted by Special
J on December 3, 1988, regarding theAgent (SA)

appointee’s ex-wife, LILLA BURT CUMMINGS TOWER;

1

1

1

home telephone number
physician for LILLA1 advised that he is the orinciole

BURT CUMMINGS TOWER. When asked about Mrs. TOWER 's ability to
speak to the interviewing agent. advised that he had
some reservations about the length of the interviews, because
Mrs. TOWER "wears quickly".

[
| conferred with Mrs.

TOWER and advised the interviewing agent that we had his
permission to interview his patient, as long as we kept the
interview to a reasonable length. He stated that if the
interviews were to take a great length of time, he would
appreciate if they were broken up into several visits.

When asked to comment on the mental state of Mrs.
TOWEr J^ 1 advised that she is "mentally astute and
competent".

| |had no reservations whatsoever, about
Mrs. tower's mental state. He advised that she was presently
under no drugs or other medication that would have an adverse
effect on her judgment or her mental state of mind. He advised
that several months back, while she was in another hospital, she
was being over medicated, and this, at that time, would have had
an adverse effect on her mental state. As soon as she was moved
to the Washington Hospital Center, her medication was greatly
reduced, and she has been astute, since that time.

be
b7C
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FD-302 (REV. J*l0-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

12/1/88
0*t« of tranicrlptlon

a Department of State Diplomatic Security
Service St>eciai Agent assigned to t}je Federal Rnr<=.an nf
Investigation (FBI), an(^ the former

at the a. S.,

I wastelephone number
|_

Department ot State

,

advised that the following
investigation was to resolve allegations that the appointee,
GOODWIN TOWER, while U.S. Ambassador to the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency negotiations in Geneva, Switzerland, from
March, 1985 to April, 1986, engaged in a sexual liaison with
foreign nat ional, thereby possibly exposing him to coercion

JOHN

blackmail

.

Jprovided the following information:

a

or

advised that he was the
during the 1985 through 1986 time frame
recalled some allegations regarding JOHN
an investigation conducted by the Office
Investigations,’ (OSI), U-.S. Air Force,
Colonel assigned to the Geneva Delegation,
the Cl Branch, did no investigative work on

1 d—l^ave been the investigative arm to
could not recall the

]
]
advised that he

the result ofTOWER, as
of Special

involving an Air Force
advised that

the

[said that
allegations

.

he

case, and that OSI
handle the allegations,

of thenature

Investigation on_ 11/29/88 Washington. D.C. .rii* •

WMFO
161B-19411



WMFO_
161A-19411

LEADS

WMFO at Washington, D. C.

Interview members of U.S. House of Representatives and
Senate as currently scheduled.

Interview^ scheduled 12/12/88

Reinterview scheduled 12/13/88
bo
b7C

Report results of outstanding agency checks.

Attempt to locate and inaerview l landl

I I
(leads received at WMFO 12/9/88)

.

Report results of reinterview at FEC.

WMFO at Fredericksburg, Virginia.

Attempt to locate (name provided to WMFO 12 / 9 / 88 )

WMFO at Crystal City, Virginia.

Interview^



lev. 3-3-59 )

UNI STATES DEPARTMENT OF 4USTI
FiAertI liirtau »f Invaaticatlan

Copy to:

Ro(>ort •figj

December 10, 198 8

Field Offie. Fil, #: 161^-19411

John Goodwin Tower

OHieo: WMFO

Bufoou FlU If: 161-20403

bo per FBI
b7C

O.oroct.,: Special Inquiry

Sjrnepti*;

b6 per FBI
b7C

White House Office records and OPF verified. State Department
employment verified and OPF reviewed. Investigation at Department of
State and at the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense, unable
to locate any cables concerning alleged extra-marital activities
concerning the appointee. Interviews of I

~

|

I I
ana l Ireveais

all are aware of allegations of extra-marital activities concerning
the appointee, but could not confirm , Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency records disclosed that appointee granted a top secret clearance
r»n' PpVn-naT-17 1 *? 1 Q R I I

I

Of f 1 pf
Speecial Investigations, United States Air Force, and
Investigative Service negative regarding an investigation concerning
the appointee. Affiliation with Pergamon Brassey's International :'^®

Defense Publishers, Incorporated, British Aerospace, Incorporated
Hill and Knowlton, Hicks and Associates, Martin-Marietta, and Textron
verified. Residence at Jefferson Hotel verified and one individual
recomiTiends . Appointee* s F 1 gave a qualified
recommendation. One reference recommends. Jline former colleagues in
the U. S. Senate and two in the House of Representatives recommend.
One U. S. Representative gave a qualified recommendation and two
Seators are unable to comment. Nineteen associates recommend.
Membership in Metropolitan Club verifiedr’ Favorable comment solicited
from American Security Couccil and Common Cause unable to comment.
Favorable comment from The Heritage Foundation and one individual
recommends. NAACP offered a limited comment and the National Urban
League, National Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives, and
the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights had no knowledge of the
apointee. Secretary of the Senate, U. S. Senate, verified appointee
is a registered active lobbyist for six firms. Committee on Ethics,
U. S. Senate, would not release file pertaining to appointee. Defense
Contract Audit Agency records reflect that appointee's name has

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the
your aiency; h and tis contents are nor to be distributed outside yoiff agency

,

property of the F3l ffTCf tc loaned to

UL •<



surfaced during the course of audits conducted by that agency and no
derogatory information developed. Inspector General and Securuty
negative at Departments of Defense and Education. Records checks at
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Federal Reserve' Board,
Comptroller of the Currency and the Federal Election Commission
negative. United States Attorney's Office, Washington, D. C.,
negative. Public Integrity Section, Department of Justice, reveals
information regarding the appointee only on an index card.

Divorce verified. Office of Professional Responsibility, Department
of Justice, negative. United States Secret Service negative. Credit
reveals an account with Garf inkle's rated R-9 and an account with
Nieman-Marcus in a "dispute-resolution pending" status. Garfinkle's
reports acoount to paid. Appointee interviewed.
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WMFO 161A-19411
LLS :dmt

WHITE HOUSE

On December 5, 1988, Special Agent (SA) I I

checked the records of the Executive Clerks Office, The White
House Office, and determined that the following records were
located therein regarding the appointee, JOHN TOWER:

On March 5, 1985, TOWER was confirmed as Ambassador
during his tenure of service as United States Negotiator on
Strategic Nuclear Arms.

On December 1, 1986, TOWER was designated as Chairman
of the President's Special Review Board. This Review Board was
installed on December 1, 1986, their final report was submitted
to the President on February 26, 1987, and the Board was in

existence until March 28, 1987, when it was disbanded.

On November 10, 1987, TOWER was commissioned as a

member of the President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board.

No further records concerning TOWER were located in the
Executive Clerk's Office-.

be
b7C

A



WMFO 161A-19411
SGJ/sgj

ASSOCIATE

1

Thft fnllnwji.ng investigation was conducted by Special
Jon December 8, 1988, at Washington, D.C.,Agent

regarding the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

be
b7C

_ _ . ^ 1 I
Member, President's

iiigence Advisory Board, advised that he has knownthe appointee for approximately twelve (12) years. The
association has been almost exclusively professional in nature,although they have socialized in conjvmction with business. He

that their association has been invariably associated
with tile business of national security. He characterized the
aDoni nree—.as intelligent, cible, serious, and experienced.

appointee's competency and loyalty tothe United States, are without question.

. , , , I
stated that he had no reason to questionthe

^
(Aarabuer, associates or reputation of the appointee. Theappointee was never Hhgwn to have used illegal drugs , nor to haveabused alcohol . I T added that he has never seen theappointee drink more than a glass of wine. He stated that theappointee certainly appears to live within his means,

inst^ility^
shown no signs of emotional or psychological

. I J stated toat he has never witnessed anyindiscretion or signs of impropriety by either the appointee, orhis wife, ^d further stated that both had always displayedexemplary behavior.

, j I

stated that he does not know the appointee
1

“ ^®®” "super careful" regarding
^ conflicts of interests. However, he does not perceive

appointee is, or has been, involved in any genuineconflicts of interest.

1^ J knowledge of the appointee's

S??K
usa^e Of campaign funds, nor was he familiarwim the appointee s involvement in the banking industry.

.

The appointee was never known to associate withgroups which may be considered adverse to the American way of
any



WMFO 161A-19411
SGJ/sgj

2

goverment, or any radical groups.
any display of prejudice or bias by toe appointee.

never witnessed

. , . I I without reservation, highly recommended
the appointee for toe position of Secretary of Defense of The
United States, stating that he will serve toe President and toe
country well.
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WMFO 161B-19411
RSB/jlp

EMPLOYMENT

U.S. Department of State
Washington, D. C.

SpeciarbS per

JOHN
p:’he foil owing i nvp>st 1 gati on was conducted by

regarding the appointee.
Referral/Consult

FBI

Agent (SA)
GO-ODW-IN. TOWER
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WMFO 161B-19411
RSB :dmt

U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.C.

The following investigation was conducted between
Nnvemhpr ?R and November 30, 1988, by Special Agent (SA) I I

I The purpose of the following investigation was to
resolve allegations that the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER, while
a U.S. Ambassador to the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
negotiations in Geneva, Switzerland, from March, 1985 to April,
1986, engaged in a sexual liaison with a foreign .national

,

thereby possibly exposing him to coercion or blackmail. Referrai/consuit

7



FD-302 (REV. S-lO*82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

12/ 1/88
Datt of tranacfiption.

1

telephone number was advised that the

appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER, while U.S. Ambassador to the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency negotiations in Geneva,
Switzerland, from March, 1985 to April, 1986, engaged in a sexual
liaison with a f-oxe iq n na-t i-ona 1 > thereby possibly exposing him to

on

:

coercion or blackmail Jprovided the following informati(

advised that he knew of the rumor involving the
above stated allegations, but his recollection of the rumor was
that the liaison was wi th a member of the U.S. Delegation, and
not a foreign national.

|

~] further advised that he never saw
any written communication regarding the nature of the above
stated allegations.

I I said that he could not provide any
additional information.

-b6

b7C

WMFO
Investigation on 11/28/88 Washington, D.C. F„e . 161B-19411

by. SA dmt Date dictated

/O
11/30/88

bo
b7C

Tnii document contains neither recommendations nor conclus*ons ot the FBI it is the propert> o< the FBI and is loaned to you* ayen, >

H and its contents are not to oe distributed outside your a9ency



FO»02 (REV.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Referral/Consult

12/1/88
Oatt pf transcription

I reiepnone number f I was advised that the
following investigation was to resolve allegations that the
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER, while U.S. Ambassador to the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency negotiations in Geneva,
Switzerland, from March, 1985 to April, 1986, engaged in a sexual
liaison with a foreign national, thereby possibly exposing him to
coercion or blackmaiJ,.

|
provi-ded the follbwinq

information

:

//
This document contains neither recommendations not conclusions of the FBI. It is the prooerty of the FBI and is loaned to yOu agency
ri and its contents are not to t>* distributed outside your agency.



FD-302 (REV. 3-10-821

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Referral/ Consult

12/ 1/88
Oat* of tranacrlptlon

advised that the following investigation was to resolve
allegations that the apporntee, JOHN GOGDWI-N TOWER, while U. S

.

Ambassador to the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
negotiations in Geneva, Switzerland, from March, 1985 to April
1986, engaged in a sexual liaison with a foreign national

,thereby possibly exposing him to coercion or blackmail,
provided the following information:



FD-302 (REV. 3-10-B^T

• •
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

12/7/88
Oit* of uonicflptlorReferral/Consult

phone number
I
was interviewed regarding allegations made against tormer

Senator , JOHN G. TOWER. The allegations suggested that TOWER may
have had a sexual liaison with a foreign national, during his
tenure as a negotiator, for the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency (ACDA) . TOWER was assigned to ACDA in Geneva,

February, 1985 and February, 1986.
provided the tollowing information regarding

the allegations.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to youi agency

;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

'i.



FD-302 (REV. S-lO-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

OaU of transcription.

12 /1/88
n Referral/Consult

was advised that the following
investigation was to resolve allegations that the appointee, JOHN
GOODWIN TOWER, while U.S. Ambassador to the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency negotiations in Geneva, Switzerland, from
March, 1985 to April, 1986, engaged in a sexual liaison with a
foreign national , thereby possibly exposing him to coercion or
blackmail, provided the following information!

Investigation on_ 11/30/88
,, Washington, D.C.

•b6 per
b7C FBI

Date dictated.

WMFO
Pii.. 1613-19411

11/30/88

Tnii oocument contjinj neith.r recommendit.ons noi concluiions of the FBI. It ii the propert, o( the FBI jnd .s loeneo to yoo. .

and its contents are not to p« distriputad outside your agency.
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WMFO 161A-14311
THJ ; rac

ASSOCIATES

The following investigati on was conducted bv Special b6 per

regarding b7c fbiAgent (SA)
the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

f

tigatic
and Sa[

I [ advised on December 8, 1988, that his
introduction to the appointee was when the interviewee came to
Washington, D .C., as a |

meeting the appointee in a meeting in late 1975. By
early 1976, the Interviewee began to work I 1

I n characterized the appointee as "a great
statesman, a quiet man, very intelligent, (and as) one of the
great unsung heroes." When asked to comment upon the appointee's
reputation in the workplace, | | responded that among the
population as a whole, there seems to be some difference of
opinion, but among those who worked with him, many were struck by
the fact that he was a good leader but interested in the market
place of ideas, actively soliciting the ideas of others.

The interviewee recommends the appointee "absolutely"
with respect to his character and loyalty, as well as to his
associates. He believes the appointee to be "very" emotionally
stable, and is unaware of any episode of depression experienced
by the appointee. He mentioned that in 1985, at the START talks
in Geneva, the interviewee became the appointee's Deputy,
becoming the "closest confidante" the appointee had in Geneva,
thus he is in a position to comment upon the appointee's
emotional state.

He believes the appointee to be financially stable and
has never known the him to abuse alcohol, prescription drugs, or
use illegal drugs.

When asked as to whether he was aware of any contact
with foreigners or foreign nationals on the appointee's part,
which caused him any kind of concern in national security sense,

I n related that the appointee is well known to many
throughout the world, and the interviewee is aware of no contacts



WMFO 161A-19411 2

which he considers to be out of the ordinary for a man of the
appointee's stature.

He knows of no radical or adverse political
associations on the appointee's part and believes the appointee
would have no problems in continuing to deal effectively with
sensitive information. When asked as to whether he had ever been
approached by anyone in Geneva regarding the appointee's
susceptibility to entrapment by the Soviets because of his life-
style, [responded in the negative. When asked as to
whether he had ever been approached by the appointee's second
wife, LILLA CUMMINGS TOWER, regarding the appointee's fitness as
a negotiator, he responded that she had approached him at one
point because she felt the appointee did not understand how vital
she was to his mission. I ~l denied that he was ever
approached by LILLA TOWER regarding issues of womanizing or
susceptibility to entrapment by the Soviets. She did mention to
the interviewee, that she was afraid the appointee, was becoming
depressed and drinking excessively. | | advised her that he
would watch the appointee, but never saw any evidence of it.

The interviewee knows of no derogatory information
concerning the appointee and is likewise unaware of any criminal
activities in the appointee's past. He is similarly unaware of
any aspect of the appointee's past that would render him
susceptible to any kind of a coercive effort.

When advised that it had been suggested in some corners
that the appointee was having an affair with|

[
I the interviewee advis^

that the person in question. I

I

going on to mention that she was a hard
worker as well as i ntelligent. He personally knows

'

— ^ ^
as well as characterizing

as well as devoted

When asked as to whether he was aware o f any conflict
of interest experienced by the appointee, ! [ related that the
appointee is indeed on the Board of Directors of a number of
Defense-Related Firms, but this is not unusual given the
appointee's background and expertise. The interviewee knows of
no sexual indiscretions, excessive use of alcohol, mental
incompacities, illegal activities in the banking industry, nor
illegal campaign contributions of the appointee.

When asked as to whether he was in a position to
comment upon the appointee's interaction with his own family,



WMFO 161A-19411

I

~| advised that regarding the appointee ' s | | "its
clear that they are very close to

| |
related that

"TOWER was a very private man about his private life, and was very
protective of Mrs. TOWER." Regarding Mrs. TOWER, the interviewee's
comment was "I don't know the details of her life, but she was very
unstable .

"

The interviewee "absolutely" recommends the appointee for a
position of trust and confidence with the United States Government.

-bo

b7C



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
Data of transcription. 12/9/88

I

after being advised of the identities of
tne interviewing Agents, and the nature of the interview,
provided the following information:

be
b7C

She recalls her in-treduction to the appointee as having
been when she was working for[

|

on Capitol
Hill, specifically for the Senate Armed Services Committee, thi s

event taking place in 1979.
I r

l at the
START talk in Geneva, Switzerland.

When asked to characterize . the appointee,]
|

responded "He's very well respected, has a reputation for women
and so do a lot of people," going on to mention that she believes
the appointee's reputation in this regard to be "undeserved,
(but) not totally untrue'." She did mention that, to her
knowledge, these activities did not interfere with his work.
When asked as- to whether she was aware of any work-related
problems experienced by the appointee, she responded "absolutely
not," going on to mention that he "butted heads with a lot of
people," but "nothing extraordinary."

She recommends the appointee with the respect to his
character and loyalty, as well as to his associates, both in
Texas as well as Washington, D.C.

She believes the appointee to be emotionally stable and
has no knowledge of any bouts of depression experienced by the
appointee, mentioning "I've seem him down, but not a state of
depression." Regarding his financial stability, she has no
personal knowledge, having been out of his employment for a

year's time, but mentioned that she is "good friends" with the
appointee's]

]

who has not
mentioned anything in this regard.

Investigation on 12/8/88

SA

Arlington, 'VA
-File #.

WMFO
161A-19411

by_ SA TJ;

be
b7C

-fr
.Date dictated. 12/9/88

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to you? agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-302a (Rev. 11-15-83)

Continuation of FD-302 of I

bo
hlC

,
On 12/9/88

, Page 2

When asked as to whether she was aware of any abuse of
alcohol, prescription drugs or use or sale of illegal drugs, she
responded that the appointee "doesn't abuse alcohol, he drinks
socially like the rest of us; smokes a lot of cigarettes, that's
it." She has no knowledge of any prescription drug abuse or use
or sale of illegal drugs by the appointee.

When asked as to whether she was aware of any contacts
with foreigners or foreign nationals on the appointee's part
which would be considered unusual, she mentioned, "he has lots of
friends at NATO" and has worked with the Soviets at NATO. She is
however, aware of no contacts that were not professional in

nature or at formal gatherings. She knows of no radical or
adverse political associations on the appointee's part and
believes that he would have no problems in dealing effectively
with sensitive information, "even after a couple of drinks,"
going on to mention that "he never talks work and drinks at the
same time."

The interviewee is aware of no substantive derogatory
information concerning the appointee, commenting that she has
heard rumors regarding, for example, alcohol and womanizing,
going on to mention of the latter "I believe it was probably
true, but I never witnessed it." She is aware of no aspect of
the appointee's past that would render him susceptible to any
kind of a coercive effort.

When asked as to whether she was in a position to
comment upon the appointee's interaction with his own fapiilv, she
responded that thethat the apn

]
commenting

[

rtinl-AP gpi-s ng "very well" with
love him." Regaxding the

appointee's first wife, she is aware that she is "still fond of
him," mentioning that the two "get along." Regarding the
appointee's second wife, LILLA CUMMINGS TOWER, the interviewee
advised "she's a raving lunatic, start to finish, as long as I've
known her." She continued "I never met anyone (else) like that
in my life."

When asked as to whether she was aware of any instances
that female members of the United States Delegation were directed
toward male members of the Soviet Delegation, while in the
Geneva, Switzerland, she responded in the negative. When asked
as to whether Senator TOWER had ever made a request of this
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nature of her, she again responded in a negative, comment ing that
the appointee did not even talk to the |

~| besides

When asked as to whether she was awa-r-e of any lia-ison
between the appointee and I I

responded "never even thought of it, I can't imagine TOWER even
looki ng at her that wav." To her knowledge, the appoi ntee was
never

[

commented "he wouldn't have seen her anywhere else."
and

When asked as to whether she was aware of any contact
between the appointee and any female members of the Soviet
Delegation, she responded that there was one female Soviet
interpreter, whose name she does not recall, whom the "guys use
to talk about how good her legs looked that day," To her
knowledge, the appointee had no personal contact with that female
Soviet Interpreter,

When asked as to whether she was aware any excessive
alcohol consumption by the appointee, she responded that "TOWER
likes to play poker," clarifying this by saying that usually once
per round of negotiations, the whole United States Delegation
would get together for a social poker game, on the order of 20 to
30 people involved. She mentioned that the appointee would
occasionally stay as late as two to three o'clock in the morning,
commenting "Mrs, TOWER wouldn't let him stay out later than
that," On these occasions, she has never known the appointee to
drink more than two martinis, has seen him drink no other liquor,
and commented "I've never seen him even tipsy,"

The interviewee has no knowledge of any mental
incapacities, potential conflicts of interest, illegal campaign
contributions, nor illegal activities in the banking industry, as
they relate to the appointee.

She "absolutely" recommends the appointee for a

position of trust and confidence with the United States
government

,
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numoer [

teiepnone
was inrerviewea to proviae cacKground

information regarding the investigation of Senator JOHN GOODWIN
TOWER. [ provided the following information:

advised that he worked 1 1

1
rthe U.S. Mission in Geneva, Switzerland. | I

,

adviseca tnat Ipe was ..==r

[

Reduction Talks (START)
. |

[advised th
was the Chief negotiator for the START talks.

f

be
b7C

advised that he had no firsthand knowledge
regarding sexual liaisons between-Sfinatoai. TOWER, American women,
foreign nationals, or Soviets. | advised however, that
there was a rumor that he was “attracted t(j ~l

I Isaid that he did see Senator TOWER and
| |Ln

public frequently, but “^at he never personally saw any
inappropriate behavior. I I advised 'toat he was aware that
Senator TOWER and | Ion official business.

I ^went on to say that the rumor about Senator TOWER was
that he was very interested inf
emphasized that he was unaware of anv additional
any other persons other thanQ

rumors regarding
advised that

attractive women, andmany of TOWER'S staff members were young
that that mav have been the source of the allegations and the

3.
I [

said that Senator TOWER was always extremely
•
j that he never saw Senator TOWER

rumors
security conscious,
in any indiscreet behavior of any kind.

engaging

ladvTsed tjiat he never saw Stator TOWER using
alcohol to excess.

|
[advised that he did see TOWER

drinking on occasion, nut he would describe Senator TOWER'S
drinking as ''moderate.'' i Isaid that in his opinion.
Senator TOWER did not have an alcohol problem, and that he would
trust TOWER with any sensitive information.
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12/8/88 Washington, D.C.
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I I advised that he was vmaware of any firsthand,
hearsay, or rumor information regarding any mental incapacities
esqperienced by JOHN TOWER. In his opinion, ! [said that
JOHN TOWER'S behavior was always "above reproach."

I I
advised that he had no firsthand, hearsay, or

rumor information regarding any conflict of interest matters
involving Senator TOWER.

I
I said that he had no firsthand, hearsay, or

rumor informat i on rp,gard ing any illegal campaign contributions or
expenditures.

|
[added by saying that he did not know

Senator TOWER prior to nis tenure at the U.S. Mission in Geneva,
and would logically have no information regarding TOWER'S Senate
career.

advised that he had no firsthand, hearsay, or
namor information regarding any banking issues, legal, illegal,
or otherwise.

went on to describe the appointee, JOHN
TOWER, as' a Hiaft Whb listened well, and who offered staff members
and colleagues opportunities to voice their opinions,

j

said that TOWER was a good decision maker, and that he frequently
based his. decisions on the opinions and advice of others

.

I said that TOWER was a very friendly man and very
serious, hard-working and conscientious,

j

'

in his opinion, he is a very impressive man to the
Delegation, with which the U.S. Delegation worked closely.

advised that
Soviet

advised that he never had a reason to
question JOHN TOWER'S character, associates, reputation or
loyalty as a good American,

j
[said that he neither knew

nor suspected illegal drug usage, alcohol abuse, personal,
financial or mental instability, nor did he believe JOHN TOWER to
live beyond his financial means. I Iadvised that at no
time did he believe the appointee ever harbored or displayed bias
or preiud:\ce against any group of persons for any reason.

advised that he would be glad to recommend Senator JOHN
TOWER for any position of trust and confidence with the U.S.
Government.

A/.
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raijcsj
] JOHN TOWER was the Phief n.S. Mpgnt-iafnr -Fnr- fho

, ,
advised that he had no firsthand knowledge

of any sexual liaisons between TOWER and anv women, to include
XT J _ I

' '
1 ^ .

advised^ericans, foreign nationals or Soviets.
, ,

that JOHN TOWER arrived jn Geneva, Switzerland with a reputation
as a "ladies man”.

|
Jadvised however, that he never saw OHNas a "laaies man".

|

|advised however, that he never saw .t

TOWER with any other women, other then TOWER'S wife. | f
further advised that the only rumors he would have been aware of
dealt with "TOWER ' s marital problems

.

I
advised that he never saw evidence, nor did

he hear rumors of excessive alcohol consumption by JOHN TOWER.
I I

went on to say that he saw JOHN TOWER at many parties, and
that he never saw him drink to excess. In view of that. Doctor

[
advised that he never believed JOHN TOWER to be a security

risk in regard to excessive use of alcohol.
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I
advised that he believed that JOHN TOWER'S

wife was a "Dad actor'' regarding the TOWER marriage, and he went
on to say that TOWER'S wife made a "terrible impression" upon the
U.S. Delegation to the U.S. Mission in Geneva. 1 \

advised that he is personally sympathetic towards TOWER because
of TOWER'S wife. advised that he was aware that
TOWER'S wife left Geneva and returned later, and that at that
time, JOHN TOWER elected to move from the house assigned to him
and into an apartment.

I Isaid that he- would have
assumed JOHN TOWER to be undergoing some stress during this
marital period, but he never saw evidence of that stress during
TOWER'S duties at the U.S. Mission.

I I advised that he had no firsthand, hearsay,
or rumor information regarding any conflict of interest involving
JOHN TOWER.

I kent on to say that he was aware that
TOWER has been doing very well lately in the private sector but
he said that he knew of no illegal actions conducted by TOWER.

I
I
advised that he had no firsthand, hearsay,

or rumor Information regarding any illegal campaign contributions
or expenditures.

Jadvised that he had no firsthand, hearsay,
or rumor information regarding any inappropriate banking matters.

I I advised that he knew JOHN TOWER only in a
professional sense for the approximately one year that he and
TOWER were assigned to the U.S. Mission in Geneva. [personal opinion of TOWER was that he respected him greatly, and
that he wa.s

,
a hard-line negotiator and a very bright man as well

.

advised that JOHN TOWER ran the meetings well, and
that those meetings were always held in a very democratic and
fair environment.

| ^HQ^vised that he believed the
view of

I |
W*W T U XI.c: V C

Soviet Delegation was highly impressed with JOHN TOWER
mr\T*TT:ir5 i« .j j . i I ^

J advisedTOWER'S reputation and serious demeanor.
, i

that the only personal note he would make regarding JOHN TOWER
negotiating abilities, was that he believed TOWER did not push
hard enough on certain issues.

| [
advised however, that

he was not aware of the protocol tor the political implications
of sll of the meetings, and that it very well may have been
TOWER'S instructions to "not push".
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went on to describe JOHN TOWER at a typical
"Texan" , anc that he was not a particularly religious man.

[
advised however that he believed JOHN TOWER to be

very trustworthy and patriotic, j [ advised that TOWER
enjoyed dealing with persons of influence and wealth, but he
added that he was unaware of any financial improprieties or any
reason to believe JOHN TOWER lived beyond his financial means.

[
[said, that he would never question JOHN

TOWER'S character, associates, reputation or loyalties with
Americans.

[ [ said that he was unaware nor did he
suspect illegal drug usage.

|

~| said that he never knew
JOHN TOWER to harbor or display any bias or preludlce against
any group of persons for any reason.

[ | said
that he would be glad to recommend JOHN TOWER for any position of
trust and confidence with the U.S. Government.

-^7
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V ayc:xiu£> aiiu Llia U U
nature of the interview was to provide backornun rS investigation
regarding Senator JOHN GOODWIN TOWER,
provided the following- information-:

thereafter

He has known TOWER for approximately three years,
mostly on a professional level. He met TOWER when he (TOWER) was
the Negotiator for the Strategic Nuclear Arms Reduction Talks
(START) in Geneva. Switzerland. I -t-haf ho

,

[ ] was

5 ] TOWER and|^During his residence i^
he was travelling with en route to NATO Hea
r>V(Brn-i rrhb -in r.r^ng,^J;^

|

at his residence. [

:ers
J whom

st,nr>r>AH

was a mutual fondness between TOWER and
I advised that thf>r«=»

'
1 I

but never in hispresence did they demonstrate inappropriate behavior.

r ~l ad\7i gp>f=l -|-ha4- r

recollection, two rooms were booked for TOWER and
To the best of
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\
\ advised that he had no firsthand knowledge or

hearsay information of any sexual indiscretions by TOWER with any
Soviets or foreign nationals. He heard rumors that TOWER was
"fooling around" with women while in Geneva, but he has no
information which could substantiate these rumors.

I
advised that TOWER drank on occasion, but that

he never saw him drink excessively. He stated that it was
rumored that TOWER dralik heavily, but that he had no firsthand
information to support these rumors.

I
[
stated that TOWER never demonstrated any

mental incapacities while in Geneva, even though he was under
stress from his impending divorce. He stated that TOWER
exercised good judgment regarding security matters.

I
[had no knowledge of any matters which would

represent a conflict of interest by TOWER. He knew of no illegal
campaign contributions or expenditures by TOWER. He has no
information nor has he heard any information regarding TOWER'S
involvement in any banking institutions.

^ never knew TOWER to use or sell narcotics or
abuse alconol . He stated TOWER never demonstrated any bias or
prejudice toward any individual or group because of race,
nationality or religious beliefs.

I I considers TOWER to be a serious politician and
stated he (TOWER) was very committed to his job as negotiator at
the Geneva Talks. He stated that TOWER is a tough task master
but is easygoing and gets along well with his staff.

I
[advised that he has no reason to believe that

TOWER would ever show disloyalty toward the U.S. Government and
that TOWER has strong beliefs about national security issues

.

[ [
described TOWER as flamboyant and free-

wheeling, lea^Tng^ lively personal life. He expanded on this by
saying that TOWER liked "the finer things of life" such as
expensive suits and fine dinners.

[ [ recommends TOWER for a position of trust and
confidence with the U.S. Government.
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was
advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the nature
of the interview; the background investigation of JOHN GOODWIN
TOWER. He thereafter provided the following information:

He first met TOWE-R in the fall of 19'84'

1 rv/hen TOWER
advised thatwas the Chief Negotiator at the' START talks.

he was a representative for the Secretary of Defense at the START
talks in Geneva, Switzerland.

advised that he knew TOWER on both a

professional and social level. He stated that he had no
knowledge, first hand or hearsay, of any sexual indiscretions by
TOWER, other than what he has recently read in the newspapers.
He said that TOWER drank at social functions, but that he never
saw him impaired as a result of excessive drinking.

[ ] believed TOWER to be under stress while in
Geneva, because he was having marital problems. He stated that
tower's wife, LILLA, was a "disruptive influence" at the mission.
Several members of the support staff had difficulty getting along
with Mrs. TOWER as she was demanding and hard to please. This
stress, however, did not nrpvpnt TOWER from conducting his duties
in a responsible manner. I had no knowledge of any contacts
or connections by TOWER that would cause a conflict of interest.

I

~| further stated that he had no first hand or hearsay
information regarding any illegal campaign contributions or
expenditures by TOWER. He could provide no information regarding
TOWER'S connection with any banking or financial institutions
that had failed.

advised that
to TOWER, may have more knowledge of TOWER'S financial matters.

[ ] described TOWER as sincere, direct, non-
demanding and confident in his ability as a negotiator at the
START talks. He has no reason to question TOWER's character,
associates or loyalty to the United States. He said that TOWER
enjoyed a good reputation at Geneva. He has never known TOWER
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to use or sell narcotics or abuse alcohol. He stated TOWER never
displayed any bias or prejudice toward any individual or group
because of race, nationality or religious beliefs. He observed
TOWER to live within his raeans.

|

~|has no reservations about
recommending JOHN TOWER for a position of trust and confidence
with the United States Government.

2 *
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b7C
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RPC:tnw JOHN TOWER ASSOCIATES

The followi ng interview was conducted by Special Agent
(SA)

| \ on December 8, 1988:

JOHN TOWER Associates,
2101 L Street , Northwest , Washington , D.C., advised he has known
JOHN TOWER on a professional basis since 1981. At that time

Senator TOWER in connect!
1

Durinq Fall of
1982, 1 Ibecame an] with thel 1

1 bnd aqain continued dealinq with TOWER. Ln
connect ron wltn luntil January. 1985. when TOWER left
the united states Senate, 1

long range view on
result, he is able
short ranq^ goals.

opinion

.

character and advised
concerning him personally,
hear of any irregularities

desribed the appointee as a person who has a
questioasand is very long term oriented. As a
to look beyond the day-to-day problems and
His thinking is always crisp and clear, in
He described TOWER as possessing the highest
that he is not aware of anything negative

He has never seen nor has he ever
on the appointee's part. He considers

the appointee to be very patriotic and noted that TOWER has often
puthis o wn persona l interests aside to serve his country. As an
example, noted the appointee's service on the "TOWER
Commission" . He has always considered TOWER to possess a high
degree of personal integrity. He has never known the appointee
to be arrogant or over^bear ing , although he did note that TOWER
is a tough negotiator. One facet of the appointee's personality
which particularly pleases

|

'

calm and patient in dealing with others,
deal with people on their own level.

]is TOWER'S ability to
He always seems

remain
able to

appointee '

s

has never seen abuse of alcohol on the
The most he has ever seen TOWER consume is two

noted that
part

.

martinis on one occasion at a meal setting.
this includes the time during 1983 and 1984, when he was working
quite closely with TOWER. He has never known the appointee to
use illegal drugs.

| | considers the appointee to be
financially stable, and noted that TOWER has not become a wealthy
man as a result of his service to his country. He h,as never seen

to properly handle sensitive information.

stated that he is well aware of allegations

b6
b7C
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which
specul
who
exampl
woman,
might
seeing
been d
TOWER

have been made in the media concerning TOWER. He b
ated that many of these allegations were caused by people b
m ifread innocent actions on the appointee's part. As an

noted that if Senator TOWER see's an attractive
he may possibly look and watch her. Others seeing this,

get the wrong idea. He further speculated that a person
TOWER having a si ngle drink might well assume that he had

r inking too much. I I repea that he had never seen
abusing alcohol or having had too much to drink.

has never become aware of any present or
potential conflicts of interests on the appointee's part. He is
well aware of the fact that former Senator TOWER plans to cancel
hif company t'S services to businesses which might prove to be a
conflict or interest as soon as he is nominated for a position
with the federal government. I I speculated that the
appointee would, if anything, "bend over backwards" to avoid
helping any of the se firms in the future, should he become
Defense Secretary.

| [ advised that he has known TOWER
since 1981 and has never, seen a single incident of TOWER
"womanizing". He has never seen any indication of mental
incapacities bn the appointee's part.
has no personal knowledge of any campaign
He did review the records of the TOWER Senate
did not see any signs of violations of the law
In connectio n with the appointee's banking and finance
investments, advised that all of the appointee's

investments have been legal and proper. None

^stated that he
finance irregularities.

Club expenses and
in that regard.

proposals and
TOWER'S
reflect

activities
adversely

in connection
on him to any

with the
extent

.

of
First Republic Bank

advised that he would recommend the appointee
for a position of confidence and trust.
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JOHN TOWER
Associates , iciikJi L street. Northwest, Washington, D.C., advised
that she has known former Senator JOHN TOWER since Octobpr. IQR^ .

when I r

b6
b7C

Speaking of the appointee's professional ability and
reputation, she stated that he enjoys an outstanding professional
reputation and has an excellent professional ability. He is very
fair and treats all people as equals. She considers him a friend
and working for him is a pleasure. Speaking of the appointee
personally, she has found him to be a very caring, helpful,
extremely articulate person. Summarizing her comments concerning
TOWER, she called him "a good person."

I
[stated that she knows nothing negative

concerning the appointee personally, nothing which reflects
adversely on his character or interferes with his work. She is
well aware of the fact that he does take an occasional drink of
alcohol, but she has never seen him drink to excess. In her
opinion, he does not abuse alcohol. She has never seen him using
any illegal drugs. She considers him to be a financially
responsible and proper individual and certainly stays within his
own financial limits. She has always known him to be careful in
handling sensitive or classified information, both in the United
States Senate and in Geneva, Switzerland. She has never known
him to misuse clearances or to let alcohol influence his careful
handling of this information. He is certainly a loyal American
and she has never seen any indication that he holds prejudices
towards any racial, religious, or ethnic groups.

I I
stated that she is well aware of allegations

made about former Senator TOWER in the media. Concerning
allegations of "womanizing", she stated that she has never seen
either first or heard second hand of any such behavior by TOWER.
She noted that he does have many female friends, but she has
never seen him go beyond a professional and ethical approach and
attitude toward them. In addition, he has certainly never
approached her in any improper manner. She has never known him

Investigation nn 12/8/88 ,, Washington,
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o-f any instances where TOWER was mentally incapable of handling
his responsibilities for any reason. She is not aware of any
present or potential conflicts of interest and she noted that
TOWER has always been careful and sensitive to the possibility of
conflic ts of interest and has tried his best to avoid them.

1 stated she is unable to comment on any allegations
concerning campaign financing or TOWER's activities in the field
of banking.

I
stated that

a position of confidence
she would
and trust

recommend the appointee
for
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John Tower
Associate’s"^ Incorporated, 2101 L. Street NW, Washington D. C.
advised that she has known former Senator JOHN TOWER on a
professional basis since she first met him approximately May,
1985 in connection with his assignment to the second round of
START talks> At that timeJ I served as the!

b6
b7C

tnat TOWER served as the Ambassador or the head
Delegation to these talks from approximately March,
1986. Although she was originally due to work I

|She recalled
of the U. S.

1985 to June,
I

fek^lained that she and
intellectual synergy",
time, and he likedf
to the
period

TOWER developed "a tremendous"

I
1 Although she

at that

December

May of iqS7. Dnrinn

until February, 19R7f
I during February

she
and

was detailed
Jduring the

returned to the
staved there unti

Speaking of the appointee’s professional ability,
stated that she has developed enormous respect for him

and ne has taught her a great deal, f
|
stated that TOWER is

the best boss she has ever had, and ne is particularly unusual
because despite the strong and thorough opinion which he holds he
is capable of listening to those who work for him and accepting
their conclusions if the arguments are properly grounded. In
addition, he possesses a great, open mind and enormous integrity.
in opinion.

advisedSpeaking of the appointee socially,
that he is a complete gentleman and has alway's aispiS^ed "great
self containment". He has always displayed very careful and
proper manners. She stated that she hasF

|
for many years and has seen him in a wide variety of

social situations. In each case, he has carried very well and
has always remained articulate. She is aware of the fact that he
does occasionally drink alcohol, almost exclusively drinking

inw«»ti9»tion on 12/ /88 Washington D. C.
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white wine during dinners. In addition, he occasionally has a
drink of port after dinner. On a very rare occasion has been
known to drink martini. However, she has never seen him
inebriated and has never even seen him "slightly tipsy". She has
never seen his demeanor change because of any use of alcohol.
She has never know him to ever use iltegai drugs and considers
him to be financially responsible. She has no question about his
loyalty to this country. Concerning the appointees handling of
sensitive information, stated that she has always know
TOWER to be careful ana proper in handling such information. She
has never known him to make any unauthorized disclosure of
classified information. stated that she does not know of
any prejudices which the appointee might hold toward any racial,
religious, or ethnic groups. To the contrary, he has been quite
active in his native Texas in assisting the hispanic population.

was advise that there had been numerous
allegations made concerning TOWER in the media. She was asked to
comment on allegation of sexual impropriety concerning the
appointee. She stated that she has had a very close working
relationship with TOWER over several years. She is a single
female and is a close friend of his. She stated that he has
never made an advance toward her. She stated that she ha s never
had a personal relationship with Senator TOWER. advised
that she is aware of allegation that the appointee had a
relationship with] |knows| kell and
described as "the cutes t , roundest sweet thing" . ^e further
advised that is an employee of the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency ana is the type of person she could not
imagine having a relationship with SENATOR TOWER. She never saw
any basis in fact to lead her to believe that this allegation was
true. She is also aware of allegations that SENATOR TOWER was
seeing! j before he wa s separated from his
wife,

f
[statea tnat sne icnoysl land to the best of

her knowieage she never knew TOWERF 1 before he was
separated

.

I
speculated that most of these allegations are

coming from the former MRS. TOWER, who she described as "the
wackiest lady I've ever met".

I
I
stated that she has never known the appointee

to be mentally incapable of handling his responsibilities for any
reason what so ever.
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Concerni ng allegations of possible conflicts of
stated that she is well aware of the Towerinterest

,

I

Company policy at the present time and stated that he does not
take on any client or project which he does not firmly believe is
good for this country. She staied. that all of her relationships
with these companies are contractual and specific and that there
are no percentages or investments in these companies. As a

result, when the contract with a company ends, all dealing and
relationships with that company end cleanly without any remaining
interest. She does not see how this arrangement could possibly
lead to a conflict of interest.

b
b

I [
advised that she does not have any knowledge of

campaign contributions or banking matters which might reflect
adversely on the appointee.

advise that she recalls I

of the secretaries assigned to the START talks
her duties would normally have been those
with a secretary. On very rare occasions,
point to allow secretaries and other clerical staff'

actual talks and witness the process conducted by
States and Soviet delegation. However,

was one
As a secretary,

ordinarily associated
made it a
to visit the

the United
this would only have been

once or possibly twice during each eight week talk session.
encouraged this occasional visit in order to give the

clerical sta'ff a greater sence of participati on in the work of
the delegation. The only other contact which] [would have
had with the actual delegates, particularly tnose of the Soviet
delegation, would have been instances where she served in a very
formal capacity, opening the door for the delegation or other
similar strict social situations . I ladvise that she is not
aware of any allegation involving
States or the Soviet delegation.

and either the United

advised that she would recommend the appointee
for a position of trust and confidence.

yj
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[

Dickstein, Shapiro and Morin,
2101 L Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C., advised that he has
known former Senator JOHN TOWER on a professional basis since
October, 1986.

J described the appointee as a very ethical
poise and one who is very sensitive. He
handles pressure \n a very positive.

man, one with great
observed that TOWER
organized manner. In addition,
with that man's integrity." In
forced to extricate himself from the
wife was very difficult to -dea-1 with-,
willing to leave her quite well off financially.

and

information.1

he
hlC

is "incredibly impressed
opinion, the appointee was

marriage because his former
He feels the appointee was

and he does not
believe the divorce or any of the proceedings reflect adversely
on TOWER. He believes that the divorce between Mr. and Mrs.
TOWER was greatly complicated by TOWER having been named to head
the Special Review Board (TOWER Commission) because Mrs. TOWER
saw this as an opportunity to greatly increase the property
settlement based upon TOWER'S increase in speaking fee's,
etcetera. This in turn made negotiations much more difficult
unneccesar i ly extended this already difficult process.

has not had much social contact with the
appointee"; outside of one Christmas party which the appointee
gave. He found TOWER to - be a very gracious host and a warm,
outgoing person.

|
|has never seen the appointee take a

single drink of alcohol , and cannot comment on his use of
alcohol. He has never seen any indication that the appointee
uses illegal drugs. He has every reason to believe the appointee
is financially responsible and does not believe he holds any
prejudices towards racial, religious, or ethnic groups. He
considers the appointee to be a loyal American and believes that
he has clearl y been responsible in his handling of sensitive

for a position of confidence and trust.
advised that he would recommend the appointee

I I advised that he is aware of many allegations
concerning the appointee. However, because of his limited
association with TOWER both in time and scope, he is not able to
make any comments concerning any of these allegations. However,
in a general sense, he has never seen any indication that any of
them are true.

The above investigation was conducted by SA^

]on 12/8/88.

f/
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RECORDS CHECK

United States Senate
Secretary of the Senate
Office of Public Records
232 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Agent (SA)
appointee..,

The following i nyp»st i gat i nn was
I
on December 6,

J-O-HN. -GOODWI-N T-OW-E-R:

conducted by Special
1988, regarding the

bb
b7C

I
telephone

reviewed his files and advised the appointee
current and active lobbyist for the following companies

number
is a

REGISTRANT CLIENT

TOWER & Associates
TOWER & Associates
TOWER & Associates
TOWER & Associates
TOWER & Associates
TOWER & Associates

British Aerospace Incorporated
HICK & Associates
LTV Defense & Space Company
Martin Marietta Corporation
Rockwell International
Texton, Incorporated

The' following company is considered an inactive account
regarding the appointee and his lobbying activities:

REGISTRANT CLIENT

TOWER & Associates JEFORD-MCMANUS International
Incorporated

No further information could be ascertained from DAVIS'
file
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RECORD CHECK

United States Senate
Committee on Ethics
220 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.

Agent (SA)[[

appointee

,

The following information
] on

JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

was conducted by Special b
December 6, 1988, regarding the b

A r c presented to|

of the above rnentioned Committee signed by
Assistant Director, Criminal Investigative

the Committee to provide the Federal Bureau
with all information in their possession

Along with the letter, a copy of an
for Release of Information form was

FLOYD I. CLARK,
Division requesting
of Investigation (FBI)
relating to the appointee,
appointee s igned Authority
presented. I I stated he researched his Committee's past
stance on any Federal agency inquires on Congressional members
and advised the investigating agent tha t he fe lt the Committee
would not open their files to the FBI.

|
[advised the

Committee's files are not applicable under the Freedom of
Information Act. He added the Committee believes in total
confidentiality of their sources and will not open their files
anyone including the appointee since there may have been
inquiries processed by the Committee against the appointee that
have been undeveloped or dismissed which he may not be aware of

to

Reviewing the appointee's file,] [advised that in
July, 1977, the appointee was charged with "misuse of the Frank"
and wa s ordered to pay $3.64. The appointee paid the charge.

noted that almost every member of the Senate or House of
Representatives has ha d similar problems and this is not an
isolated case. stated this is a matter of public record
and can therefore be disseminated by him to the FBI. He could
provide no further charges after review of the appointee's file.

When asked regarding the two tests to avoid violation
of personal use rules regarding the standard for classification
of expenses with the TOWER Senate Club,

[

[provided a
"sanitized" edition of a letter sent to "a retiring member of
Congress." This letter was to explain the proper use of campaign
funds and is incorporated and made part of this insert.

[ ] related that if the FBI needs further information
regarding the appointee's file with the Committee and access is
denied, the appointee should submit a written request to the
Committee asking for any correspondence between
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himself and the Committee. The appointee should submit this to
the FBI. This would give the FBI all information on charges or
problems involving the appointee that he (appointee) is aware of.

I I added that he knows that all correspondence from the
appointee's congressional life on Capitol Hill should have been
deposited in a library of his (appointee's) choosing. IS
unaware of where the appointee's library may be but believes the
appointee may be able to comment on this.

In conclusion. ^stated that after personal review
of the appointee's file, it appears that the file is "mostly
routine" such as him (appointee), submitting a.ppl ical-lons. for.

staff members traveling abroad and asking for reimbursement or
credit

.

[
could not suggest anyone else which should be

contacted regarding the appointee or his work on Capitol Hill.

V7

be
b7C
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'B.nitd States ^cna^*
. SEUCT COMMITTEE ON ETHICS

HART SENATE OFFICE BUILDING. ROOM 220

SECOND AND CONSTTOmON AVENUE. N.E.

WASHINGTON. O.C 20510

TELEPHONE 224-2981

In-response.'.to your question, Senator Stevens asked
us to outline how a Member or former Member may use excess
-campai-gn funds'.

The Federal Election Campaign Act allows an individual
who- has received campaign contributions to use those con-
tributions "to defray any ordinary and necessary expenses
incurred in connection with his or her duties as' a holder •

of Federal office" (2 U.S.C. section 439a). This same
section also provides, in a clause added in 1980, that
no individual may convert campaign funds to his personal
use unless he was a Member of Congress on January 8, 1980.

Senate Rule 33, however, provides that "no con-
tribution. ; .shall -'be converted to the personal use of
any Member or form'er Member." Rule 38 was agreed to in 1977.

The Committee ' s position has been that the restriction
.established by Senate Rule 38 in 1977 is not repealed
by the 1980 grandfather provision for Members of Congress.
A former Senator therefore may not convert campaign funds
to personal use.

Nevertheless, your recent appointment makes you once
again a "holder of Federal office" and section 439a allows
you to use contributions to defray any ordinary and
necessary expenses you incur in connection with that office.
In order for you to fit within the permission established
by section 439a, and to avoid the "personal use"
prohibited by Senate Rule 38, we suggest that any
expenditure of campaign funds should meet two tests

:

(1) it should be related to your performing the
duties of your new Federal office, and not
of performing or shutting down a non-
.Federal, activity; • .



(2) the expense should qualify as a "trade or business

deduction recognized under section 162 of the

Internal Revenue Code. If it does qualify, the

expense would not be seen as a personal use.

A copy of section 439a, and of Rule 38, are attached.

Attachments
cc: The Honorable Ted Stevens

CL:eo
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REFERENCE

United States Senator

The following i nvestigation was conducted by Special
Agent (SA) on December 6, 1988, regarding the
appointee JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

b6
b7C

Senator JOHN McCAIN, 111 Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington, D. C., telephone numberl advised
he met the appointee in 1977 when he (Senator McCAIN) was the
Navy's Senior Liaison Officer. Originally, he knew the appointee
through his (Senator McCAIN's) father and was introduced to the
appointee. Up to 1981, Senator McCAIN was in the United States
Navy and traveled with the appointee on approximately twenty-five
occasions. During the five year period, the Senator saw the
appointee working hard and meeting world leaders as the Chairman
of the Armed Services Committee. Senator McCAIN believed the
appointee held the highest integrity an character and described
him as "the finest man I ever knew." The Senator believed the
appointee had "incredible work habits" and to be "dedicated and
patriotic to the country". In 1982, Senator McCAIN was elected
to Congress (House of Representatives) and started working
closely with the appointee. They frequently traveled together
and Senator McCAIN never knew the appointee to act
inappropriately. The Senator knew the appointee's ex-wife,
"LILLA" and described her as a "weird crazy woman" who had
"aberrational behavior". The only questionable characteristic in
the appointee's character, according to the Senator, is his
"choice of marriage partners". In 1986, Senator McCAIN was
elected to the Unites States Senate but the appointee had retired
and the Senator did not work with him at this point.

Senator McCAIN knew of nothing in the appointee's
character, associates, reputation or loyalty to the United States
Government which would reflect unfavorably against the appointee.
The Senator knew the appointee to drink alcoholic beverages in
moderations but never abuse them. He added he knew of no
prescription drug abuse or illicit drug use, including marijuana
by the appointee. The Senator did not know the appointee to ever
buy or sell illegal drugs. Financially, Senator McCAIN stated
the appointee was the "poorest Senator" at one time because of
his previous career in academia. Senator McCAIN noted the
appointee to be unbiased against any class of citizen or group.
The Senator believed the appointee to be in good health, both
physically and psychologically. He stated that he felt assured
of the appointee's access to sensitive information. The Senator
knew the appointee to have previous clearances and to always
handle classified information in the proper and suitable fashion.



Senator McCAIN never saw any sexual indescretion on the
part of the appointee either in the United States or abroad. He
was not with the appointee in Geneva, Switzerland. The Senator
commented that during their committee trips from 1982 - 1984, he
knew of numerous opportunities by the appointee to commute
indescretions but he knew the appointee to rebuff the advantages
at all times. The Senator stated the appointee had "charisma”
which attracted many types of individuals.

Senator McCAIN reiterated his statement regarding
alcohol consumption. He said he never saw the appointee
inebriated and knew him to be "a person that enjoys one or two
glasses of wine at dinner".

The Senator had no knowledge whatsoever regarding any
type of mental instability to include any suicidal tendencies.

Senator McCAIN knew the appointee to represent certain
defense contractors, names unknown to the Senator, and believed
that the appointee has "done nothing wrong". He continued by
stating the appointee did not represent them while in public
service but did so after he retired. He added this is
"acceptable conduct for civilian".

The Senator has no personal knowledge but has heard
rumors in the press regarding possible illegal campaign
contributions to his campaign or illegal expenditures from the
campaign fund. He added the appointee is a "seasoned politician"
and "would know the consequences of this activity".

Senator McCAIN has no personal knowledge regarding the
appointee's affiliation with Republic Bank Corporation, Dallas,
Texas nor any alleged illegal activity concerning other banking
facilities

.

The Senator concluded by stating that Democrats as a
whole dislike the appointee but respect him because of his strong
political views. Senator McCAIN cited two Senators who may be
able to aid in the investigation. They are: Senator CARL LEVIN
and Senator EDWARD M. KENNEDY.

SENATOR MCCAIN would highly recommend the appointee for
a position of trust and confidence with the Federal Government.
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ASSOCIATE

E
he followincf Tnyea-higa-hion was conducted by Special

\ on December 06, 1988, regarding the
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER;^ Office of Senator
JOHN W. Warner, 421 Hart senate Office Buildincf, Washington,
D.C., telephone nximber

|
~l advised she originally met the

the appointee when he tel

I
I
in his Senate Office in July, 1979. |

Knew the appointee to be the grandson and son of Methodi^
Preachers. She added the appointee's roots were in Texas.
described the appointee as having a professional demeanor and"

Ifxirther stated the appointee was trustworthy.appearance
honest, and xnrexxigent. She added he was
total recall of anything he read.

a "fast-study" and had

J believed the appointee's approach to his work was
"deligent ana rorraal." She knew him to be a hard worker who
headed the Committee on Armed Services. She said he had a
professional personalty when he needed to but was known for his
dry wit. pelieved the staff respected and liked him.

Jknew of no derogatory information regarding the appointee.

Ibelieved the appointee had the highest character
and imreapproachable reputation. She added he was a loyal
American who associated with individuals with similar
characteristics.

| [
emphatically denied the rumors that the

appointee was an alcoholic and stated "He is not an alcoholicl".
commented that the appointee was known to socially drink

put always in moderation. She saw no indication of prescription
drug abuse, illicit drug use including marijuana or any attempts
hv the appointee to buy or sell illegal drugs. Financially,

'said the appointee was stable and living within his means.

_

added the appointee was unbiased against any
class of citizen or racial, ethnic, or religious group. She
commented the appointee, worked quite closely with Hispanics and
Blacks in Texas.

|
Ibelieved the appointee has emotionally

stable and physically fit. She stated she felt assured of the
appointee's suitability for access to classified or sensitive
information.

sz

he
hlC
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Regarding specific allegations recrardina the
appointee's alleged sexual indescretions,
appointee was "100% true to LHiIA TOWER."
press rvmiors regarding the appointee but had no
knowledge of any of th^. She added she was hot with the
appointee in Geneva-, Switzerland.

stated the
was aware of
personal

The allegation regarding excessive alcohol consumption
by the appointee is false statedT I and knew the appointee to
abstain from alcohol at parties or office functions.

I Ibelieved the appointee to be "too religious" for
any type of mental instability or suicidal tendencies . She
stated it was a "false allegation."

|
[advised the appointee

was a ''deep thinker" who was prone to periods of silence when
analyzing or researching items of interest.

I
believed the appointee's character and high

degree of integrity would preclude him from approaching or
creating a potential conflict of interest allegation. She had no
personal knowledge of the appointee's dealing with defense
contractors

.

b6
b7C

L, [had no personal knowledge of any type of illegal
contribution to his campaign or illegal ej^endature from campaign
funds by the appointee nor of any illegal banking activities by
the appointee.

suggested contact be made with any of the
following individuals regarding the appointee:

Washington, D.C.,
Houston, Texas,
Washington, D.C.,
Washington, D.C.,
Washin^on, D.C.,

I I concluded by highly recommending the appointee
for a position of trust and confidence with the United States
Government.

63
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United States Senator

The following investigation was conducted by Special bo
Agent (SA)

|

~| on December 7, 1988, regarding the b7c
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER;

tnoiiyf:DANIEL K.
telephone
of Senator INOUYE.
appointee well enou^

222 Hart
advised

Office of Senator
Office Building, Washington, D. C.,
she was authorized to speak on behalf

suitability for a presidential

I
advised the Senator did not know the

comment on his personal character or
appointment

.
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UNITED STATES SENATOR

The following i nvestigation was conducted by Special
Agentr | on December 1 , 1988, regarding the
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

Senator TIMOTHY E. WIRTH, 237 Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C. telephone number

| |
stated that

he does not know the appointee well enough to authoritatively
comment on the questions asked. He stated that he was new on the
Armed Services Committee when the appointee was leaving and that
he has m-ini-mal contact with the appointee.
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UNITED STATES SENATOR

The following inyestiaation was conducted by Special
on December 7, 1988, regarding theAgent (SA)

appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

b6
b7C

Senator JEFF BINGAMAN, 502 Hart Senate Office Building,
advised he has knownWashington, D.C., telephone number

the appointee on. a p.r.oJE.es_slona.l basis since January, 1983. At
that time. Senator BINGAMAN was elected to the United States
Senate and was assigned to work on the Armed Services Committee
in which the appointee was Chairman. The Senator and the
appointee worked together for two years on the Committee and the
Senator considered the appointee as being "cooperative,
competent, intelligent and knowledgeable." He added the
appointee did an excellent job as Chairman of the Committee and
was "always fair to me and with all the Committee." Senator
BINGAMAN Stated the appointee has strong opinions on defense
issues but was good at letting others on the Committee express
their opinions even if they were different from .his own. The
Senator stated the appointee had a fine personality and a good
reputation on Capitol Hill.

Senator BINGAMAN knew of nothing in the appointee's
character, associates, reputation or loyalty to the United States
Government which would cause any problems or be an embarrassment
to the Administration. The Senator knew the appointee to

socially drink but never abuse alcohol. He added he saw no

indication of prescription drug abuse or illicit drug use
including marijuana by the appointee. The Senator did not know
the appointee to buy or sell illegal drugs either. Senator
BINGAMAN did not know the financial stated of the appointee and

therefore could not comment responsibly. The Senator believed
the appointee to be physically fit and emotionally stable.
Senator BINGAMAN believed the appointee to be impartial and

unbiased against any one class of citizen or group. He stated he
felt assured due to the appointee's past clearances that he could

safely handle access to classified or sensitive information.

Regarding certain allegations concerning the
appointee's personal life, including alleged sexual
indiscretions, excessive alcohol consumption, mental instability
including any suicidal tendencies, illegal campaign contributions
or spending, or illegal banking activities ,

Senator BINGAMAN had
no personal knowledge and had not been aware of such allegations.

The Senator saw in various newspapers, certain articles

which stated the appointee was retained by certain defense

contractors but he had no personal knowledge of the appointee's
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work for them or who exactly they were.

Senator BINGAMAN concluded by advising that he strongly
recommends the appointee for a position of trust and confidence
with the Federal Government.

61
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UNITED STATES SENATE

The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agent (SA)

| | on December 7, 1988, regarding the
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

(BENTSON) has
Defense"

.

[

Ipublicly endorsed Senator TOWER for Secretary of

j stated Senator BENTSON knew of no derogatory
information regarding the appointee's work on Capitol Hill.

continued that Senator BENTSON had no reason to
question the appointee's character, associates, reputation, or
loyalty to the United States Government. To the best of his
knowledge, the appointee neither used illegal drugs including
marijuana, nor bough t or sold illicit drugs during theih working
relationship.

| |
said’ the Senator was unaware of any

prescription drug or alcoholic beverage abuse by the appointee.
He added the appointee did not appear to be the type of person
who harbors any bias or prejudice agai nst any class of citizen,
or racial, ethnic, or religious group.

^

believed the
appointee to be in good health, both physically and
psychologically. Financially. F baid the Senator had no
knowledge of the appointee's personal finances but has heard of
no stories which would denote instability or living beyond his
means

.

I [
stated that the Senator felt assured of the

appointee's suitability for access to classified or sensitive
information, Regarding certain allegations against the appointee
relating to alleged sexual indiscretions, excessive alcohol
consumption, mental instability, potential conflict of interests,
illegal campaign contributions or spending, and illegal
activities concerning banking, I ladvised Senator BENTSON knew
little of the appointee's private life or life away from the
Congress and could not responsibly comment through personal
knowledge of these allegations. He added the Senator was unaware
of all of the allegations except the potential conflict of
interest allegation made in the newspapers regarding the
appointee's relationship with various defense contractors unknown
to the Senator.

bo
b7C
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I

[concluded by advising that he knew the Senator
would be in accord with his observations and opinions of the
appointee, and, on behalf of the Senator BENTSON, he would
recommend TOWER for a position of trust and confidence with the
Government of the United States.

S'?

tr’

tr'
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UNITED STATES SENATOR

Agent (SA)
appointee

,

The following investigation was conducted by Special

I
on December 8, 1988, regarding the

JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

be
b7C

Senator ALAN DIXON, Resident,
Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, telephone number

telephonically contacted the investigating Agent and
advised he has known the appointee on a professional basis since
January, 1981, when he was elected to the Untied States Senate.
Also, Senator DIXON served on the Committee on Armed Services
with the appointee. The Senator stated the appointee was
Chairman during their tenure together. Senator DIXON believed
the appointee to be a solid and effective worker who was a "man
of his work". He added the appointee was "aggressive, strong-
willed, and honest". The Senator stated the appointee was known
for being a "classic compromiser" but was accomodating. Senator
DIXON advised the appointee was a fair man to work with who had a

professional demeanor and attitude.

The Senator believed the appointee had a good
reputation on Capitol Hill and was highly knowledgeable on

defense issues.

Senator DIXON had no reason to question the appointee's
character, associates, reputation, r loyalty to the United States
Government. The Senator knew the appointee to socially drink and
has accomplished him to The Monacle, which is a bar on Capitol
Hill where both drank socially but never to excess or
intoxication. Senator DIXON knew of no prescription drug abuse
or use of illegal drugs including marijuana by the appointee. He

added he was unaware of any buying or selling of illegal drugs by
the appointee. Financially, Senator DIXON heard no rumors of
instability regarding the appointee. Senator DIXON said the

appointee was a fair man who was unbiased against any class of
citizen or group. Senator DIXON believed the appointee to be
physically fit and emotionally stable. The Senator stated he
felt assured of the appointee's suitability for access classified
information

.

Regarding a specific allegation of sexual indescretions
by the appointee, the Senator had no personal knowledge. He

added he never accompanied the appointee on trips which would
include any time in Geneva, Switzerland. Senator DIXON was aware
of these allegations from various newspaper articles.
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The Senator was familiar with the allegation of
excessive alcohol consumption through the media but was
personally unaware of any concrete documentation or knowledge.
He was also unaware of any mental instabilities to include any
suicidal tendencies.

Senator DIXON had no personal knowledge of any
potential conflict of interest allegation against the appointee,
he knew that since the appointee left the Senate, he has been
working with various unnamed defense contractors. The Senator
stated although he is currently the Chairman on the Senate
Subcommittee on Readiness, Sustainability, and Support, the
appointee has never lobbied him on any occasion.

Senator DIXON had no personal knowledge of illegal
contributions to the appointee's campaign or illegal expendatures
from him campaign funds, he has heard rumors of the appointee
having over $1 million dollars left over from his campaign but
believed he gave some to the Republican National Committee. He
knew of no illegal dealing with the money and believed the
appointee could document all costs or expenditures.

Senator DIXON was unaware of the allegation concerning
the appointee in regards to alleged illegal banking practices.
He could no comment further and did not know the Republic Bank
Corporation, Dallas, Texas.

Senator DIXON concluded by recommending the appointee
for a position of trust and confidence with the federal
government

.
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UNITED STATES SENATOR

The following investigation was conducted by Special
7,

iq in^

J and onAgents
1988, regarding tne appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

December
r

be
b7C

SENATOR STROM THURMOND, 218 Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington, d.c., telephone number 224-5972, stated
that he had known the appointee since 1961, when the appointee
first came to the Senate. Senator THURMOND worked with the
appointee on the Senate Committee on Armed Services. In 1964,
Senator THURMOND changed sides to become a Republican and the
appointee allowed him to keep his seniority on the Committee. In
1981, Senator THURMOND returned the favor by letting the
appointee take the chair of the Committee on Armed Services.
Senator THURMOND indicated that the appointee had done an
excellent job on the Committee. He is a firm and positive
leader. He is strong on defense like Senator THURMOND. Senator
THURMOND described the appointee as a scholar who is very
intelligent yet practical, honest, dedicated and a man of real
ability.

Senator THURMOND advised that he knew of nothing
questionable regarding the appointee's character, associates,
reputation and loyalty to the country. Senator THURMOND knew of
no bias or prejudice by the appointee. He also stated he knew of
no physical or mental problems. Senator THURMOND couldn't
comment about the appointee's financial situation.

Senator THURMOND knew of no alcohol or drug abuse,
whether illegal or prescription drugs, but feels confident that
the appointee never has done so. He did indicate that the
appointee was a social drinker on a moderate level. Senator
THURMOND did no know whether the appointee had ever bought or
sold any type of drugs.

Senator THURMOND considered the appointee suitable for
classified information and recommended him for the position of
Secretary of Defense.

In response to several specific questions regarding
allegations of misconduct by the appointee. Senator THURMOND
replied by saying he does not know of any sexual indescretions by
the appointee, but he has read various headlines in the paper.
He had no knowledge of excessive alcohol consumption but had read
about each in the paper. Senator THURMOND had no knowledge of
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any mental incapacities and had not heard anything about such
allegations in the media. He was not aware of the allegation,
regarding potential conflicts of interest or illegal campaign
contributions but had read of both in the paper. Finally, he had
neither heard nor did he have any knowledge of any banking
activities by the appointee.
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UNITED STATES SENATOR

Agents
1988,

The fnllnwina investigation was conducted by Special
and I ]

on December 7,

regarding the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

be
b7C

Senator JOHN C, STENNIS, 205 Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington, D.C., telephone number

|
stated

that he ha.s known the. .appol.ntee since 19-6-1, when the appointee
first came to the Senate. Senator STENNIS was the Chairman of
the Committee on Armed Services and the appointee was a member of
that committee. The two only knew each other within the scope of
their Senate duties on Capitol Hill. Senator STENNIS revealed
that he and the appointee never had any crosswords or
disagreements. The appointee is hardworking, honest, very loyal
and aggressive. He has no faults of which Senator STENNIS knows.
Senator STENNIS stressed that they are not good friends, that
they dealt with each other as business associates only. Senator
STENNIS added that the appointee was a "very good attender of
committee meetings," and he was "always responsive and
contributed" to the substance of the meetings. Senator STENNIS
stated that he knew "nothing out of line" regarding the
appointee

.

Senator STENNIS advised that the appointee is of

excellent character and reputation and had good associates.
Senator STENNIS considered the appointee to be loyal to his job
and the country. Senator STENNIS knew of no bias or prejudice on
the part of the appointee. He could verify that the appointee is

a fair individual. He also could not speak knowledgeably as to

whether the appointee lived within his financial means. Also,
the appointee did not appear to have any physical or mental
problems

.

Senator STENNIS knew nothing about the appointee
regarding alcohol, prescription drugs, illegal drugs or social
drinking, including the buying or selling of any type of drugs.

Senator STENNIS considered the appointee to be suitable
for classified information and did not have any objections to the
appointment, he stated there was "nothing to indicate any
problem.

"

In response to several specific questions regarding
allegations of misconduct by the appointee. Senator STENNIS
replied as follows: He had not heard nor did he have any
knowledge of any sexual indiscretions in this country or abroad;
he had not heard nor did he have any knowledge of any excessive
alcohol consumption; he had not heard nor did he have any
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knowledge of any mental incapacities, he did not have any
knowledge of any potential conflicts of interest, however, he had
read of certain affiliations between defense contractors and the
appointee in the newspapers; he had not heard nor did he have any
knowledge of any illegal campaign contributions; and finally, he
had not heard nor did he have any knowledge of any illegal
banking activities.

Senator STENNIS would recommend the appointee for a

position of confidence and trustwith the United States Government.
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UNITED STATES SENATOR

The following investigation was conducted by Special
on December 6, 1988, regarding theAgent (SA)

appointee JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

bo
b7C

aoDointee reouested) ,|
1

1 t.el,ephojie number advised he has
the appointee on a professional basis sincel 1

he became In the beginning

be
b7C
b7D

when

] stated tne appointee and ne had casual meetings but as
time progressed, their working relationship and compatibility
strengthened.

| ~Hstated he and the appointee had two
decades of association on security issues. The Senator knew the
appointee to be a former Naval Officer in World War II and to be
highly patriotic. I Iremembered on one occasion when
the appointee gave a stirring speech on the Senate floor at
midnight when the Argentinians invaded the Falkland Islands.

stated the appointee "ignited everyone's
new heigth". For six years, I landpatriotism to

the appointee
During that time,L J stated "with the

] Senator TOWER was held in the highest
^ 4-Vk^ "P -1 r\r\ Tll0

exception of
esteem " and was "ranked as the finest on peer review'
Senator believed that the work of the appointee's on the
Committee came to him naturally due to his military background
and parallel interest in military history. Also, I

knows the appointee has strong ties and close friends in

different military branches in the United States.
described the appointee as "a constructive and vigorous man on
work ethics". Also, he added the appointee worked long hours.

believed the "hallmark" of the appointee's life on

]

Capitol Hiii was to "pick extremely capable individuals to serve
on his staff and committee". After the appointee's retirement
from Capitol Hill in 1984, 1 [ knew him to work as a

negotiator in Geneva Switzerland.
I Iwas a member of the I

During that time.
~l and

]r

time,

[

During that

appointee to have a different lifestyle that his own.
1

knew the
that his own.

1

is active in various sports and sporting events while he

knew the appointee to be uninterested in sports.

Jcontinued by stating he had no reason to

question the appointee's character, associates, reputation, or

b7D
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loyalty to the United States Government. To the best of|
|

knowledge, the appointee did not abuse alcohol,
prescription drugs, or use illegal drugs including marijuana. In
this regard, the Senator knew of no time in which the appointee
would have bought or sold illegal drugs.

| |
knew of

no problems in regards the appointee's financial dealings and
lifestyle, he added the appointee did not appear to exhibit any
signs of prejud ice or bias towards any class of citizen or group.

I
believed the appointee to by physically fit and

emotionaxiy stable. He stated, that he felt assured of the
appointee's suitability for access to classified or sensitive
information.

allege<^
abroad
of this.

Regarding certain allegations regarding the appointee's
g(=>vnai 1 rm.c;^ both in the United States and

had no personal knowledge or observations

individual
|_

During his visit with the appointee and other

]
believed the appointee "would have had able opportunities but I

never saw anything happen." Addi tional individua ls who could
comment on this allegation may be|
appointee's personal staff.

a member of the

be
b7C
b7D

I read about the allegation of excessive
alcohol consumption by the appointee and stated he has seen the
appointee drunk at social gatherings on Capitol Hill but has
always- known him to "practice moderation".

noted the appointee represented certain
defense contractors and has visited with him (appointee) in the
presence of the contractors but has no personal knowledge of any
potential conflict of interest problems.

I I has no knowledge of any illegal
contributions to the appo intee's campa ign or illegal expenditures
from his campaign funds.

|
added he was unaware of his

allegation

.

Furthermore

,

]was unaware of any type of

illegal activity concerning banking practices of thfe appointee,
He could not comment further.

I I
knew of no mental instability to include

any suicidal tendencies. The Senator was unaware of the
allegation

.

[
concluded by highly recommending the

appointee for a position of trust and confidence with the federal
government

.
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12/ 8/88
1 0«t« o1 transcription

370 Russell Senate Office Building,Senator PHIL GRAMM
Washington, D. C., Telephone] |was advised of the
identity of the interviewing agents ancl that he was being
interviewed regarding a background clearance investigation
concerning the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER. Also, Senator
GRAMM was asked to comment on his knowledge of any current or
past circumstances that mi.ght have a bearing on TOWER'S
suitability for Federal Employment or access to classified
information. Senator GRAMM provided the following information:

be
b7C

Approximately 10 years ago in 1978, Senator GRAMM met
the then Senator TOWER at Texam A & M University. At that time.
Senator GRAMM was a college professor there. Later, Senator
GRAMM was elected the United States Congress, House of
Representatives to represent the state of Texas. Following his
10th year as a congressman. Senator GRAMM was elected to the
United States Senate. GRAMM characterized the appointee as being
"honest, loyal, and trustworthy". He added the appointee was
highly knowledgeable on defense issues and that the general
conception of the appointee on Capital Hill was that he did a
good job as a Senator. Senator GRAMM believed the appointee to
be an effective leader who was a "hard charger". He added the
appointee was tough but fair and that any Member of the Senate
has "a reservoir of good will" towards the appointee. Senator
GRAMM stated the appointee loves America and was a great man.
Senator GRAMM believed the appointee to be intraverted at times,
much more than most politicians. He added though the appointee
appeared to be intraverted at times he could not have lasted for
24 years at the Senate without getting along with everyone.
Senator GRAMM stated the appointee was a "dapper dresser" and was
respected. Senator GRAMM knew the appointee to go through a
"messy divorce" and was aware of allegations of womanizing and
excessive drinking by the appointee. Senator GRAMM had no
personal knowledge of these allegations but believed that if a
problem did exist in these two areas, the appointee would deal
with it appropriately. Regarding the appointee's bitter divorce
from his wife, LILLA TOWER, Senator GRAMM knew the appointee's
wife to be intensely disliked. He added that the appointee's
wife was a "mean domineering woman" and he never knew why the
appointee married her. Senator believed the vicious rumors and
allegations against the appointee were being developed

investi9.tion »n 12/8/88 « Washington,
WMFO

D. C. FiO.
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from his former wife due to her bitterness. He added that he
believed the appointee's ex-wife was "out to ruin him" with these
rumors. Senator GRAMM further related that some rumors may come
from many years ago when the appointee was not a serious
contender for a Senate position. But, through a series of
unexpected circumstances, the appointee won election to the
United States Senate. The Senator related that the appointee won
re-election in an unusual way. He related that the appointee was
running against LYNDON JOHNSON for election to the United States
Senate. At that same time, JOHNSON was also running as a Vice
President on the Presidential ticket along with a potential
position on the U.S. Senate for Texas. Since JOHNSON was one of
the winners in the Presidential Election, the appointee was
included in a special election to take the slot originally given
to JOHNSON. From this original attitude. Senator GRAMM believed
some people felt uncomfortable with the appointee since he did
not take his job seriously. Senator GRAMM advised that when the
appointee came to the United States Senate, he was one of the
youngest Senators. Once in position as Senator for Texas in
Washington, D. C., Senator GRAMM believed the appointee "took his
job seriously" and started to perform in an honorable and
effective manner.

Senator GRAMM had no reason to question the appointee's
character, associates, reputation, or loyalty to the United
States Government. Senator GRAMM knew the appointee to socially
drink but never abuse alcohol. Senator GRAMM saw no indication
of prescription drug abuse or illicit drug use including
marijuana by the appointee. Senator GRAMM knew of no time where
the appointee may have bought or sold illegal drugs during their
relationship. Financially, Senator GRAMM knew the appointee to
be considered oneof the "poor senators" but believed he was a
stable individual. Senator GRAMM believed the appointee to be
unbiased against any class or citizen or racial, ethnic, or
religious group. He stated that he felt assured of the
appointee's suitability for access to classified or sensitive
information

.

Regarding an allegation of alleged sexual indiscretions
both in the U.S. and abroad. Senator GRAMM stated that he had
no personal knowledge regarding this allegation. Senator GRAMM
knew the appointee to like women but he did not think the
appointee would "do anything as Secretary of Defense which would
cause an embarrassment to the administration". Senator GRAMM
added that the appointee was never aggressive towards any woman -

and always worked well with them.

6f
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Senator GRAMM emphatically stated "I have never seen
JOHN TOWER drunk" although he had heard stories of excessive
alcohol consumption. Senator GRAMM related that if the
administration is looking for any confirmation of these
allegations, they should be more concerned with the appointee's
alleged drinking problems than his womanizing situation. Senator
GRAMM further explained thi.s statement by sayin,g. that although he
had no personal knowledge of these allegations, he believed that
if the appointee had a problem in either or both areas, he would
deal with it in an efficient and proper manner.

Senator GRAMM had no personal knowledge of any
potential conflict of interest allegations concerning the
appointee. He stated that "no way would JOHN TOWER do anything
such as engaging in a conflict of interest". He added that "JOHN
TOWER would not benefit at the expense of the public". He
continued by stating that the appointee was not dishonest but
highly reputable and trustworthy. Senator GRAMM was aware that
the appointee had done some work for various defense contractors
but could provide no names of such contractors or further
information.

Senator GRAMM was familiar with the allegation of
illegal contributions to the appointee's campaign fund or illegal
expenditures from the fund. Senator GRAMM was under the
assumption that the appointee gave some of his money to various
colleges, candidates, in the 1984 Victory Campaign. Senator
GRAMM had no personal knowledge of any illegal campaign
contributions or spending by the appointee.

Senator GRAMM stated that he was familiar with the
appointee being an officer of the Republic Bank Corporation,
Dallas, Texas. He believed the appointee became a board member
after his senate duty. Senator GRAMM believed the appointee was
not active in the running of the bank or any activity which led
to the bank failure.

Senator GRAMM believed the appointee was good at
choosing the right people for his organization which increased
his leadership and leadership ability. He added by attracting
good people over the years, the appointee's number of friends and
influential positions has grown. Senator GRAMM advised that if
these individuals have any knowledge of any illicit activities,
they may tend not to come forward with the information because of
their intense loyalty to him due to his help and knowledge over
the years.

7^
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Based upon their past association and Senator GRAMM's
knowledge of the appointee, he advised that he would recommend
the appointee for a position of trust and confidence with the
United States Government and for a position of Secretary of

Defense for the new administration

7 /
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UNITED STATES SENATOR

The following investigation was conducted SA
on December 9, 1988, regarding the annointee.

GOODWIN 'TOWER:
tTDHir

be
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Senator ALBERT GORE, 393 Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington-, D. G. telephone number advised he
originally met the appointee on a professional basis in January,
1985 when he (Senator GORE) was coming into the United States
Senate and the appointee was leaving. Senator GORE stated he got
to work with the appointee when both were in Geneva, Switzerland.
At that time. Senator GORE stated the appointee was a START
negotiator and the Senator was a member of the Senate Arms
Control Observation Group. During that time. Senator GORE got to
observe the appointee's relationship and knowledge concerning
defense issues with foreign powers. Senator GORE stated that he
respected the appointee but did not agree on every issue. He
added that he believed the appointee was a capable person and he
genuinely liked the appointee. During their brief relationship
in Geneva, Switzerland, Senator GORE saw no indication of
improper activities committed by the appointee and described his
work as highly professional, competent, and knowledgeable.
Professionally, Senator GORE had no personal knowledge of any
problems regarding the appointee. He knew of no derogatory
information regarding the appointee.

Senator GORE had no reason to question the appointee's
character, associates, or reputation. Senator GORE said the
appointee is a loyal American. Senator GORE knew the appointee
to socially drink but never saw him abuse alcohol or appear in an
intoxicated condition. Senator GORE saw no indication of
prescription drug abuse or illicit drug usage, including
marijuana^ by the appointee. In this regard. Senator GORE knew
of no buying or selling of illegal drugs by the appointee.
Senator GORE knew of no rumors regarding financial instability by
the appointee and believed that he was stable. Senator GORE
stated the appointee was unbiased against any class of citizen or
racial, ethnic, or religious group. Senator GORE believed the
appointee would be suitable for access to classified or sensitive
information.
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Senator GORE was familiar with certain rumors regarding
alleged sexual indiscretions committed by the appointee. Senator
GORE stated he had no personal knowledge of these rumors nor did
he hear of any type of an affair with a foreign national or
United States citizen.

As mentioned earlier. Senator GORE reiterated that he
knew of no excessive alcohol consumption by the appointee but
knew him to socially drink. In this regard. Senator GORE could
not comment on. how much or how often the appointee drank.

Senator GORE had no personal knowledge of any mental
installities experienced by the appointee to include any
suicidal tendencies. Senator GORE stated that he had never heard
of this rumor before and could not comment further.

Senator GORE was familiar with the appointee working
with various defense contractors but did not know to the extent
of his contact with them. He stated he could not comment on the
potential for a conflict of interest allegation against the
appointee since

_

he will be sitting on the Committee who will be
hearing the nomination of the appointee for Secretary of Defense.
He could not comment further regarding this allegation.

Senator GORE had no personal knowledge of any illegal
contributions to the appointee's campaign or illegal expenditures
from his campai^ fxmds. Furthermore, he added he had no
Imowledge of this rumor prior to the discussion with the
investigating Agents. On -toe same level. Senator GORE had no
personal

_

knowledge of any illegal banking activities concerning
the appointee with the Republic Bank Corporation, Dallas, Texas.

Senator GORE believed the appointee to be qualified for
the position iinder consideration. Based upon their association
and his observations and opinions. Senator GORE would recommend
the appointee for a position of tirust and confidence with the
United States Government.
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UNITED STATES SENATOR

The fQllgwing investigation was conducted by Special
Agent (SA)| |on December 9, 1988, regarding the
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER;

,

Senator JOHN GLENN, 505 Dirksen Senate Office Building,
Washin^on, D.C. , telephone number

|
jbelephonicaily

advised that he has known the appoinree on a professional basis
since January, 1975, when he was sworn in as a United States
Senator. Senator GLENN added he and the appointee knew each
other from mutual work for the Senate Committee on Armed
Services. He related he was never a formal member of the
Committee though. Senator GLENN stated he traveled to Munich,
West Germany with the appointee on an extended weekend regarding
a Conference called WEHRKUNDE which dealt with NATO and its
alignment policies. At that time, the appointee headed the
delegation and was known to be an "expert in defense areas".
Senator GLENN believed the appointee to be a hard worker who was
cooperative, professional, and honest. He knows of no derogatory
information regarding the appointee and believed he would be an
asset to the next Administration.

Senator GLENN had no reason to question the appointee ’ s
character, associates, or reputation. He said the appointee was
a loyal American. The Senator knew of no physical or emotional
experiences or problems which have effected the appointee.
Senator GLENN knew the appointee to socially drink, but has never
seen the appointee intoxicated. The Senator saw no indication of
prescription drug abuse or illegal drug usage including
marijuana.

_

He taiew of no illegal buying or selling of such drugs
either. Financially, he believed the appointee to live within
his means. Senator GLENN believed the appointee to be unbiased
against any class of citizen or group. The Senator had no reason
to question the appointee’s suitability for access to classified
information.

Senator
^

GLENN had no personal knowledge of any
allegations relating to the appointee in regards to sexual
indiscretions. He noted he was a "fill-in member for Senator
BYRD" to the Arms Control Observer Group, in Geneva, Switzerland
in 1985-1986. Throughout his association with the appointee, he
saw no compromising situations or potentially embarrassing
actions taken by the appointee.

be
b7C
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The Senator characterized the allegation relating to
the appointee's alleged excessive alcohol consumption by stating
that the appointee practiced "controlled social drinking". He
had no personal knowledge of excessive drinking by the appointee,
but could not comment on the amount he did drink at any one time.

The Senator had no personal taiowledge of any potehtial
conflicts of interests in regards to the appointee representing
various defense contractors. He knew the appointee to represent
companies but he (appointee) has never contracted him on behalf
of these companies.

Senator GLENN knew of rumors regarding illegal
contributions to the appointee's campaign or illegal expenditures
from his campaign fionds but had no personal knowledge of these
rumors.

Senator GLENN was unaware of any mental instability
problems of the appointee to include any suicidal tendencies. He
was also unaware of any illegal banking activities involving the
appointee.

Senator GLENN believed the appointee was highly
qualified for a nomination as Secretary of Defense and based upon
his knowledge of him, he would recommend him for a position of
trust and confidence with the United States Government
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

The following investigation was r:nn(^npi-pH by Special
Jan<^ on December 9,

b7C
1988, regarding the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

Congressman NORMAN DICKS, 429 Ravbum House Off i cp.

D.C., telephone nvimberf
|
advised

if* n f ^
® known the appointee on a professional basi's since thei960 s, when DICKS came to the Senate as a staffer for aformer senator. He was in this capacity xmtil 1976, beingelected to the United States House of Representatives.

Congressman DICKS became familiar with the appointee's work and
during that time. In 1985 through 1986, CongressmanDici^ served in the capacity of observer to the Geneva ArmsTalks. Congressman DICKS became familiar with the appointee'sinvolvement in the talks and generally observed the negotiationsprocess. The Congressman expressed the belief that the appointeewas good at working with people, very aggressive, assertive,

determined, knowledgeable, and very thorough. He had a very goodunderstanding of defense programs. The Congressman alsoexpressed the belief that the appointee was liked by the Soviets,basing this assertion on the fact that the appointee enjoysdrinking and related well in a negotiating situation with theRussian negotiators. The Congressman observed the appointee at
establishments in Washington, D.C., including "THEMONACLE

, during the years between 1968 and 1976. He stated that
derogatory or embarrassing behavior at all; there

womanizing. The Congressmansaid further that the appointee is not a "career diplomat", and
5^^ ^2 assertive personality, the appointee hasprobably made a few enemies along the way.

. .
Congressman has no knowledge of anything

questionable regarding the appointee's character, associates, andreputation. He stated that he believed the appointee to be veryloyal and dedicated to his job as a Senator and to the country.
prejudice by the appointee,

stated that he knew of no physical or mental problems.

anrf J the
_

appointee was financially stableand lived well within his financial means. Congressman DICKStoew of abuse on the part of the appointee but
^ social drinker. The Congressman also hadno knowledge of any type of drug abuse whether illegal or
neither had ever known the appointee tohave sold or bought any type of drugs.
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Congressman DICKS considered the appointee suitable forciassxfied information. He also recommended him for the position
of Secretary of Defense. In response to several specific
questions regarding the allegations of misconduct by the

Congr®ssman DICKS replied by saying he does not know
of any sexual indiscretions by the appointee and that he has
never read or heard of any such allegations. He had no knowledge
Of excessive alcohol consumption by the appointee but has heard
that he likes to drink. He never has heard that, the appointee
was. an alcoholic. Congressman DICKS had no knowledge of any
mental incapacities and had not heard anything about such
allegations in the media. He was not aware of the allegation,
regarding potential conflicts of interests or illegal campaign
contributions but had read of both in the paper. Finally, the
Congressman had neither heard nor did he have any knowledge ofany illegal banking activities by the appointee.

77
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UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Agentsl
The fn1 1 nwi np investigation was c!nnf|nr’>(Bf^ by Special

J on December 9,.and]
,

1988, regardxng the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

„ Congressman CHARLES WILSON, 265 Rayburn House Office
Washington, D.C., telephone number 225-2401, advisedthat he had known the appointee since 1960, the year that the

appointee bec^e Senator. The Congressman became well acquaintedwith the appointee in 1966, when he was elected to the StateSenate in Texas and he crossed paths v/ith the appointee at Rotarycii^ meetings. The Congressman seirved on the Sub-Committee forDefense \^der Appropriations. Generally, the Congressman givesthe appointee high marks, even though he is more conservativethen the Congressman. The Congressman has socially been with the
^PPoii^tee twice: once at the Congressman's home for dinner andonce for dinner at a hotel restaurant. The Congressman
stated that the appointee enjoys broad respect on the Hill. Hestated that some don't like him because of his reputation ofbeing assertive, stuffy, particular, and distant.

.
The Congressman had no reason to question theappointee s character, associates, reputation, and loyalty to theco^try. Congressman WILSON knew of no bias or prejudice on thepart of the appointee; he could verify that the appointee is a

could not speak knowledgeably as towhether the appointee lived within his financial means. Also,the appointee did not appear to have any physical or mental
proDieitis

.

Congressman WILSON had no knowledge of any alcohol^use on the part of the appointee. He was unable to comment as
appointee was a social drinker. The Congressmanhad no knowledge of any drug abuse by the appointee, including

illicit drugs. The Congressman had noJdiowledge of the appointee having had either sold or bought anytype of drugs. He also knew of no biases or partialitytoward any group of individuals or citizens regarding race,
ethnic background, or religion. Congressman WILSON consideredthe appointee to be suitable for classified information and didnot have any

^

obj ections to the appointment . In response toseveral specific questions regarding allegations of misconduct by^e appointee. Congressman WILSON replied as follows: he had notheard nor did he have any Joiowledge of any sexual indiscretions

be
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in this country or abroad; he had not heard nor did he have any
•Knowledge of any excessive alcohol consumption; he had nor heardnor did he have any knowledge of any mental incapacities; he didnot have any knowledge of any potential conflicts of interest,
however, he had read of certain affiliations between Defense
contractors and the appointee in the newspapers. He commented
tnat he would not consider this a conflict of interest. The
Congressman commented that he had no personal knowledge of any
Illegal contributions to the appointee's campaign or any illegal
expenditures of those -campaign funds. He had however read ^outsuch allegations in the newspaper. Finally, Congressman WILSONnad no personal knowledge of any illegal activities concerningbanking, and he had not heard of any such allegations in themedia or otherwise.
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Congressman JOHN P. MDRTHA, 2423 Rayburn House Office
Building, Washington, D.C., telephone nvimber 225-2065, was
advised of the identity of the inteiviewing Agent and that he was
being interviewed regarding a background clearance investigation
concerning the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER. Also, Congressman
MDRTHA was asked concerning his- knowledge of any current or past
circumstances that might have a bearing on TOWER'S suitability
for Federal employment or access to classified information.
Congressman MDRTHA provided the following information:

Congressman MDRTHA advised that he has known the
appointee on a professional basis for approximately 14 years.
Originally, Congressman MDRTHA met the appointee when he became a
member of the House of Representatives. Congressman MDRTHA
commented that he dealt with the appointee on defense issues when
he (appointee) was the chairman of the committee on Arms Services
and Congressman MDRTHA was on the Defense Siabcommittee on
Appropriations. Congressman MDRTHA believed the appointee to be
straightforward and to get the job done. Congressman MDRTHA
further added the appointee was highly knowledgeable on defense
issues and was excellent in relating with people. Congressman
MDRTHA characterized the appointee as being cooperative,
articulate, and professional. Congressman MDRTHA stated that he
could only comment on the appointee's professional life and has
no knowledge of his personal life. Congressman MDRTHA stated
that the appointee took a "hard line on defense policy" and
believes in spending any amount of money to defend the United
States. In recent years. Congressman MDRTHA accompanied the
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appointee on a trip to Mimich, West Germany, for approximately
three days. Congressman MDRTHA stated that the appointee headed
the trip and was in charge of talking to members of NATO
conceding defense issues. He added that this was the only trip
on which he accompanied the appointee during thieir relationship.

Congressman MURTHA had no reason to question the
appointee’s character, associates, reputation, or loyalty to the
United States Government. Congressman MDRIHA was unaware of any
alcohol or prescription drug abuse by the appointee. Congressman
MURT^ saw no indication of illegal drug usage, including
marijuana, by the appointee. In that regard. Congressman MURTHA
was Tmaware of any buying or selling of illegal drugs by the
appointee. Financially, Congressman MURTHA was unaware of the
appointee's financial state. He added he could not comment but
knew of no derogatory information regarding the appointee's
financial stability. Congressman MURTHA believes the appointee
to be vmbiased against any class of citizen or racial, ethnic, or
religious group. He added that he believes the appointee relates
well \jxipn all types of people and has a good reputation with
minorities. Congressman MURTELA is unaware of any physical
handicaps or mental instabilities e2q>erienced by ttie appointee.
Congressman MURTHA believes the appointee would be suitable for
access to classified or sensitive information. The congressman
said that he knew the appointee to have past clearances and knew
of no problems with the appointee's handling of classified
information.

In regard to a alleged sexual indiscretions by the
appointee, both in the U.S. and abroad. Congressman MURTHA has no
personal knowledge. Furthermore, Congressman MURTHA had never
heard of such allegations. He added that he was not with the
appointee in Geneva, Switzerland, in 1985-1986.

Congressman MURTHA advised that he had no personal
knowledge of excessive alcohol consumption by the appointee and
could not comment on how much or how often the appointee consijmed
alcohol. He added that he was unaware of such an allegation made
of the appointee.
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Congressman MURTHA believes the appointee to have a
strong mental stability and knew of no circximstances in which the
appointee would be incapacitated or to act in an irrational
matter.

Congressman MURTHA. had no personal knowledge of any
potential conflicts of interest by the appointee regarding his
passport for various defense contractors. Congressman MDRTHA
stated that the appointee supports Texas and does not believe the
appointee would support an individual corporation at the expense
of “^e nation. Congressman MURTHA stated that the appointee is
an intensely loyal American.

Congressman MURTHA had no personal knowledge of any
type of illegal contribution to the appointee's campaign or
illegal ej^enditures from the appointee's campaign funds.
Furthermore, Congressman MDRTHA had never heard such of this
allegation against the appointee.

Congressman MDRTHA had no personal knowledge of the
appointee being involved in the RepiA)lic Bank Corporation,
Dallas, Texas. Again, Congressman MDRTHA stated that he was
unaware of such allegations and could not comment further^
regarding this

.

Congressman MDRTHA believes the appointee's policy
toward Defense was to "spend whatever amotant necessary to defend
the coiantry." Congressman MDRTHA further added that the
appointee did not take into effect the available cash to the
budget for lack of it. Regarding policy issues. Congressman
MDRTHA stated that he and the appointee disagreed because of his
intense beliefs on increased defense spending. In this regard.
Congressman MDRTHA stated that the appointee, in his opinion, may
not have the ability to compromise with others on defense issues.
He believed that the appointee contributed to the deficit in the
nation's economy because he is so adamantly against raising
taxes. Con^essman MURTHA is concerned that the appointee may
not compromise on certain issues which would help decrease the
deficit, but still defend the coiantry. Congressman MURTHA would
not personally recommend the appointee for a position of
Secretary of Defense with the BUSH Administration, but added that
if the President-Elect would deem the appointee acceptable, he
would support the President-Elect's opinions and choice.
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EMPLOYMENT

Martin Marietta Corporation
6801 Rockledge Drive
Bathesda^ Maryland

Agent (SA)
The following investigation was

I
on December 6

conducted
1988.

by Special bb
b7C

I I
advised that

her records reflect that the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER has
been employed as a consultant from September 16, 1987 to the
present time and added that the appointee's contract will expire
and his employment will terminate on December 31, 1988. She
stated that the appointee's contract reflects that he was hired
to advise and counsel Martin Marietta Company on matters of
interest to the company in the area of strategic systems,
including support of MX, SICBM and SDI; and communications
systems including support of FTS-2000, the National Emergency
Telecommunication System and the VA Data Network System. The
appointee's contract also reflects that his activities with
Martin Marietta do not require him to register under the
Re-organization Act of 1946 as his function is to provide
information to the company and not to influence members of
congress. She stated that her records reflect no additional
pertinent information regarding the appointee, -^he also advised
that there are no company officials available who are able to
comment or provide any additional pertinent information regarding
the appointee.

<?3
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EMPLOYMENT

Hicks and Associates
1710 Good Ridge Drive
McLain, Virginia

t

he following i nv^sti gati nn was conducted by Special
on December 6, 1988.

I I
advised that his records

reflect that the appointee JOHN GOODWIN TOWER has been employed
by his company as a consultant from May 15, 1987 to the present
time although he advised that the appointee's contract will be
terminated on December 15, 1988. He stated that the appointee
was hired on a retainer basis as an information source to help
give this company an indication of the kind of support which
different line items might get from Congress. He stated that the
appointee does not provide any lobbying for his company and does
not attempt to influence any Members of Congress. He stated that
his contacts with the appointee have been primarily on a
professional basis although he has had limited social contact
with the appointee for the past several years. He stated that
the appointee has done a very good job as a consultant for his
company and has provided a very high quality work product. He
stated that he has the highest regards for the appointee and has
always found him to be a very stable individual. He advised that
he has never seen or heard of any sexual indiscretions by the
appointee. He stated that he does not feel that the appointee
would present a potential conflict of interest as he has always
found him to be a very honest and trustworthy individual. He
stated that he has no knowledge of any illegal campaign
contributions or spending by the appointee. He also advised that
he has no knowledge of any illegal activities concerning banking
by the appointee. He stated that he has never seen or heard of
the appointee expressing or manifesting any bias or prejudice
against any individual or group based upon sex, race, color,
religion, national origin, handicap or age. He stated that the
appointee appears to live within his financial means. He advised
that he has never seen any indication of illegal drug use or
alcohol abuse by the appointee. He commented favorably regarding
the appointee's character, associates, reputation and loyalty to
the country and knew of no unfavorable information regarding him.
He recommended the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER for a position
of trust and confidence in the United States Government.

SY

•b6

b7C
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The following investigation was conducted by SA
1 on December 1

,

19881

I I
Teiepnone number]

| commented on behalf of the
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER;

He stated that he has known the appointee for "some
years" on a professional basis and on a limited social basis.
stated that he serves the appointee by
He describes the appointee as a man of nign integrity, who is
very honest, trustworthy and reliable. He stated that the
appointee appears to have a stable personality and appears to
live within his financial means. He commented favorably
regarding the appointees character, associates, reputation and
loyalty to the country and knew of no unfavorable information
regarding him.

_

^6 stated that he has never seen any indication
of any racial bias of prejudiced against any individual or group
based upon sex, race, color, religion, national origin, handicap
or age.^ He stated that he has never seen any indication of any
sexual indiscretions or excessive alcohol consumption and added
that he gets feedback from all over

<^
e country regarding the

He

and feels that he would
nave neard it there was any indication of problems in these
areas. He also advised that because of his experience of dealing
with an alcoholic in his family that he feels that he would
r©cogniz6 symptoms of alcohol abus© if th©y w©r© pr©s©nt and
added that he has never seen the appointee's alcohol consumption
affect his performance or affect his relationship with other
people. He stated that he would see no potential conflict of
interest regarding the appointee due to his extreme honesty. He
stated that the appointee is a very honorable person and has
never expressed an interest in accumulating wealth. He add that
the appointee is the type of person who would never bend a rule
or cut corners to improve his own position. He recommended the
appointee for a position of trust and confidence in the United
States Government and feels that he would make the best possible
choice for Secretary of Defense and would be well respected by
world community.
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Textron
1090 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1100
Washington, D. C.

Agent (SA)
The follnwinn investigation was conducted by Special

on December 6, 1988.

b6
b7

,
.advised that her records

reflect that tne appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER has been employed
as a consultant from May 1, 1988 to the present time although she
stated it is understood that the appointee's contract will be
canceled if he receives an appointment to work for the United
States Government. She stated that the appointee was hired to
advise and counsel this company on matters of interest to the
company in the areas of strategic planning including aerospace
programs, B22 Navy programs, and SFW Airforce programs. She
stated that the appointee advised this company regarding the
development of European and Domestic programs. She also advised
that the appointee advised this company in trade areas and
specifically on how the trade bill will affect Textron. She
stated that she has know.n the appointee on a professional basis
for approximately 10 years and also advised that she has had
limited social contact with the appointee for the past one and
one half years. She describes the appointee as a very honorable
and ethical individual who is one of the top experts in the
defense field. She stated that she has always seen the appointee
conduct himself in a very professional manner and has always
found him to be a gentleman. She stated that she has never seen
or heard of any sexual indiscretions by the appointee and has
always found him to be a very stable individual under any
circumstances. She stated that she does not feel that the
appointee would present a potential conflict of interest and
added that the appointee has never lobbied for her company or
attempted to influence contracts for her company. She stated
that she has no knowledge regarding any illegal campaign
contributions or spending nor does she have any knowledge of any
illegal activities concerning banking by the appointee. She
advised that she has never seen the appointee express or manifest
any bias or prejudice against any individual or group based upon
sex, race, color, religion, national origin, handicap or age.
She advised that the appointee appears to live within his
financial means. She also advised that she has never seen any
indication of illegal drug use or alcohol abuse by the appointee.
She commented favorably regarding the appointee's character,
associates reputation and loyalty to the country and knew of no
unfavorable information regarding him. She advised that she had
read in a local Washington newspaper regarding the before
mentioned allegations against the appointee and stated that she



2

that these allegations probably came from the appointee's
ex-spouse. She stated that she has had numerous professional
dealings with the appointee's ex—spouse in the past and added
that she would tend to believe the appointee rather than the
ex-spouse. She recommended the appointee definitely for a
position of trust and confidence in the United States Government
and feels that he would be well qualified to be the Secretary of
Defense

.

S’?
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British Aerospace Incorporated

The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agentr I on December 8,1988, regarding the
appointee JOHN GOODWIN TOWER.

I
Board of Directors, British Aerospace

Incorporated, 13873 Park Center Road. Herndon, Virginia,
telephone ni3mberr~ Iwas contacted and stated
that he has toown the appointee for approximately one and one-
half years.

I 1 stated that he first met the appointee at a
board meeting at British Aeorspace shortly after the appointee’s
appointment to the Board of Directors. He advised that the
appointee is a member of the Board of Directors and has been

"lindicated that the appointee has
' - ^ _ 1 -1 ,1

since June 1, 1986.
held no executive of'tice position while on the board, but does
have voting privileges. fstated that he found the
appointee to be a "solid person who was disciplined, intelligent,
and articulate .

" ^

He advised that the appointee does not comment
on a question raised during a board meeting unless he has
researched the problem completely.
appointee is held in high regard as a "sage coxmselor."

indicated that the

J
_

continued that he was unaware of any excessive
J^iriking and stated further that "if tljie appointee is analcohol

excessive drinker, he hides it well." [ I
considered the

appointee to be in good mental and physical condition and was
unaware of any mental incapacities under any circximstances
including any suicidal tedencies. He was unaware of any illegal
campaign contributions or spending, or illegal activities
conceraing banking . stated that British Aerospace does a
majority of commercial worx and very little defense work, and he
sees no potential conflicts of interest in light of the
appointee’s past work for various defense contractors.

| I

advised that he had no knowledge of any sexual improprieties and
was only aware of what has been stated in the newspapers. The
appointee is not known to have any fipanciaJ—^ifficulties and
seems to be living within his means.

'

_ .indicated that he
has never observed any indication than the appointee was biased

n a • _1 -1 I T .or prejudiced toward any individual or groups. stated
that he is unaware of any use, purchase or sale of Illegal drugs.

. J
concluded by stating he had no reason to

question the appointee’s loyalty to the United States Government
or ^y of his associates and recommended him, based only on his
limited knowledge of the appointee, for a position of trust and
confidence with the government.

be
b7
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Agent

[

British Aerospace Incorporated

The following investigation was conducted by Special
J on December 9, 1988, regarding the

appointee JOHN GOODWIN TOWER.

telephone ntimber| |ExtJ
that he first met th6 appoints
Association meeting in Dallas,
for approximately two and one half years. T
appointee has been a non-executive director

n British Aerospace
“Herndon, Virginia,Incorporaueg. xjo/j rarjc cenrer Koaci,

~|Ext J ( was interviewed and stated— _ me appointee at a National Business
Association meeting in Dallas, Texas, and has known the appointee

^ — ^
,

,advised that the
appointee has been a non-executive director SlhfiS May, 1986, to
the present. The appointee holds no officfe positions, but does
have the privilege to vote and participate at board meetings. The
appointee was characterized bv l las "delightful.
loiowledgeable, professional, and highly principled.-

| Iindicated that the appointee is an advisor who keeps the company
in line with the laws of the United States and "sort of
Americanizes the company." He stated that the appointee is a
"quiet person who does not talk a great deal, but when he does
speak he articulates well." I Iadvised that the appointee is
held in high regard at the company.

indicated that he could think of nothing negative
or derogatory in connection with the appointee's character,
reputation or personal associates. The appointee was judged to
be loyal to the United States Government. I I knew of no
problems with excessive alcohol consumption and stated i-.ha -

h, -f-bg

appointee "was not a man who was reaching for the bottle."
knew of no prescription drug abuse nor the use, sale or purchase
of illegal drugs. He believed the appointee to be in good mental
and physical health and was lonaware of any mental incapacities
including any suicidal tedencies. He indicated that he was
unaware of any illegal activities concerning banking nor any
knowledge of illegal contributrions to or expenditures from the
appointee's campaign fimds.

for what £
was \anaware of any sexual indiscretions except
read in the newspapers. He indicated that the

at several social
le nas

appointee has been accompanied byf
functions. ' ' ... i

that
that

the appointee and
is located

jwas unable to c on •Eue

7

^ngth of time
but did state

stated that British Aerospace does do a good
deal of defense work, but he sees no potential conflict of

be
b7C
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interest noting the appointee's past work with various defense
contractors. He indicated that he is unaware of any bias or
prejudice that the appointee might have towards any individual or
groups.

believes the appointee to be suited for access to
classified or sensative materials and concluded by recommending
the appointee for a position of trust and confidence with the
government.

be
b7C
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MISC-RTTATTOnnS

British Aerospace Incorporated
13850 McLearen Road
Herndon, Virginia

On December 9, 1988. the following investigation was
conducted by Special Agent,
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWERI

regarding the

Aerospace j-ncorporarea, aovisea mat ne has
for approximately ten years,
appointee in Washington, D.C.

He

British
e appointeeknown

indicated that he first" met the
td has al^o met him several times

stated that he really
when the

^
—— J. WWO.O . He

indicated "toat the appointee is still an active member of the
Board of Directors, and he maintains only a business relationship
with him.

^

,
^ , , an

at various air shows in Europe.
did not know the appointee until the last two years,
appointee became a member of the Board of Directors.

.
I I characterized the appointee as proper, strong

and di^ified. He stated that the appointee appears to be
fin^cially stable and is living wittiin his means. | |

indicated that he would "feel very comfortable" if the appointee
became Secretary of Defense. This is because he feelp that the
appointee is a very strong and capable man. f
believe that there would be a conflict of int

.
does not

erest due to the
appointee's past affiliation with various defense contractors,
nor would British Aerospace expect to receive special or partial
treatment.

I I stated that he does not know the appointee's
associates outside the business setting, but stated the appointee
associates with only "senior type executives" of similar
^^^^^cter in the business environment. He is not aware of any
contacts or associations that the appointee might have with
foreigners or foreign nationals. The appointee is considered
able to handle classified information in a safe and discrete
manner.

I
I advised he never saw the appointee abused

alcohol or prescription drugs, nor to use illegal drugs. He did
indicate that he has seen the appointee have a single glass of
wine while attending social functions, but has never seen him
intoxicated. He further indicated he has never heard the
appointee divulge classified information while drinking. He
stated he has no knowledge of any alleged sexual indiscretions
that the appointee may have had either in the U.S or abroad.

be
b7C
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I stated he considered the appointee emotionally stable,
and that he

_

is not aware of any mental incapacities on the part
of toe appointee. He has never heard or seen anv instance of
prejudice or bias concerning the appointee. | [advised he
is not aware of any illegal campaign contributions or spending,
nor any illegal activity concerning banking.

appointee
stated he would definitely consider toe

. .
a loyal American citizen, and would recommend him to a

position of trust and confidence with toe United States
Government.
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Pergamon Brassey's International
Defense Publishers Inc.
1340 Old Chain Bridge Road
McLean, Virginia

The following investigation was conducted by Special b6
Agent (SA) on December 7, 1988: b7c

I I
Pergamon

Brassey's International Defense Publishers, McLean, Virginia,
advised that JOHN G. TOWER continues in the position of Chairman
o.f -the -Board- of th-is corporation. She advised that he is
expected to remain in this position until he receives a
nomination or appointment to the Federal Government.

I I
stated neither she or anyone else at the

company has had sufficient contact with TOWER personally to
comment concerning him. Much of their dealings have been with
his assistant, and their contact with him has been sporatic.

^3
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Hill and Knowlton
(Formerly known as Gray and Company)

I

Tlip. fnllnwiniT . investigation was conducted by Special
Agent

, on December 9, 1988, reoardincr the
appoinuee JOHN GQQDWIN TOWER..

Hill and
Knowlton, iJUj. jisr srreeUf n.w. j. washingi-.nn^ n.r.^ -hoigphnrto
number] jwas interviewed and stated that Hill and
Kiowlton, formerly taiown as Gray and Company, is a public
relations and lobbying firm. He advised that the appointee was a
member of the board of directors in late 1985 yearly 1986 when
the firm was known as Gray and Company,

j I indicated that
the appointee's membership on the board ceased when Gray and
Company was merged into Hill and Kiowlton.

j
stated that

the appointee did not hold any office positions but did have the
first met the appointee at two or three
d Company and has known the appointee in

power to vote
.

,

board meetincrs ' au ijray And Company _

a professional context. I ladvised that in his opinion the
appointee is a "competant and intelligent individual." He
indicated that the appointee performed his duties well as a board
member and was thought of highly by all.

. I j
is not aware of any negative or derogatory

information in connection with the appointee or his associates
and knows of no presciption drug abuse, nor any use, purchase or
sale of illegal drugs. He is unaware of any excess alcohol
consumption nor mental incapacities, including any suicidal
tedencies, and believes the appointee to be in good mental and
physical health.

| |had no knowledge of any sexual
improprieties, illegal campaign contributions or spending,
illegal activities concerning banking. He saw no potential
conflicts of interest in lite of the appointee's past work for
various defense contractors,

j {stated that he has not
seen any indications that the appointee is biased or prejudiced
towards any individual or group.

I

[

indicated that he believes the appointee to be
loyal to tne united States Government, and recommended him for a
position of trust and confidence with the government.
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^
Mr. JACK L. STEHPLER, Vice Presidenl:, Washington

Operations, LTV Aerospace emd Defense Compauiy, 1725 Jefferson^vis Highway, Suite #900, Arlington (Crystal City) , Virginia,
(703)521-6560, was interviewed in his office. After an^
appropriate display of credentials, Mr* STEMPEER was informed
that Senator JOHN TOWER was undergoing a routine government
suitability background-type investigation and that his name had
been developed during the course of this inquiry as someone who
is knowledgeable concerning him. Mr. STEMPLER furnished the
following information.

,
Mr. STEMPLER advised that LTV, \diich began in its

infancy as "LING, TEMCO & VAUGHN", is a Dallas, Texas, based
diversified manufacturing company involved in steel, aerospace,
defuse and energy products, with 48,000 employees nationwide.

stated that the conpany has now dropped the neuaes associated
j^th the initials, and is simply known as the initials, "l/rv", or
The LTV Corporation.

Mr. STEMPLER advised that he met Senator TOWER in the
late 1960's, having been General Covmsel to the Air Force and^sistant Secretary for Legislative Affairs, Office of theSecreta^ of Defense and had become acquainted with him on a
professional basis relative to defense and military issues aspey pertained to Congress, the U.S. Senate and the Department of

Mr. STEMPLER advised, however. Senator TOWER is not nownor has he ever been, a confideint or personal friend.

Mr. STEMPLER advised that Senator TOWER is currently a
consultant for LTV auid the thrust of his work is relative to the
sale of Mtati Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS) overseas, primarilv to
Turkey and Pakistan. ^

^
Mr. STEMPLEIR advised that he, himself, is not in

“type of security file or receptacle for Senator
TOWER. He stated that if a security file had been created for
him, it would be maintained in the corporate headquarters, in
Dallas, Texas. '

investigation nn 12/8/88 Arlington, Virginia
WMFO
161A-19411

File

by. SA
•bo

12/8/88 b7c
Date dictated

9S'
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to youi agency;
ic and its contents are not to t>e distributed outside your agency.
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Mr. STEMPLER advised that Senator TOWER is on the BoardOf Directors of the American portion of British Aerospace
Corporation. ^

„ .
Further, Senator TOWER is a consultant to Martin

Marietta Corporation.

STEMPLER described Senator TOWHi as extraordinarily
^ outspoken, one possessing conservative
political views, one who believes in s strong military, and onewho IS "skeptical of the Soviets". He is an impeccable dresserand fond of English clothes.

Mr* STEMPLER advised that he had only met Senator
TOWER s second wife, but not his first wife. He remarked that
Senator TOWER had quite a difficult divorce of his second wife.

.
Mr. STEMPLER advised that Senator TOWER is reliable,

one who possesses excellent and inpeccable character.
Mr. STEMPLER emphasized that the appointee had a good reputation

public's best interest, with distinction.
Mr. STEMPLEIR stated that he knows of no excessive use ord^endency on alcohol, although Senator TOWER drinks wine inmoderation. He has no reason to believe that Senator TOWER woulddivulge s^sitive or classified information after indulging in^e use of wine. He knows of no mental or emotional problemsthat could potentially lead to suicide.

STEMPLER knows of no use of narcotics or illegal
include the use of marijuana by Senator TOWER. Mr.STEMPLER Stated ttat the appointee has no biases or prejudicestoward any religious group, racial group or other special groupof persons. Mr. STEMPLER continued that the appointee is not athreat to the security of the United States nor would he be an

President or the United States Government.
Mr. STEMPI^ stated that he knows of no physical, emotional orfinancial handicaps which would be a potential for security
compromise. Mr. STEMPLER stated that he would have only
complimentary, favorcdDle and positive remarks to make withrespect to the appointee's character, friends and associates,
reputation, loyalty and ethics. Mr. STEMPLER stated that he
considers the appointee to live within his means.

STALER knows of no potential conflict of interestconsiderations, in spite of his work for and association withvarious defense contractors. Mr. STEMPLER stated that LTV would
terminate ^y and all consultant-type contracts that may or mightbe held, if he were to receive a sensitive U.S. Government job.
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Continuation of FD-302 of.

Mr. STEMPLER 12/8/88

or* «a«onr^i’T,!?^*
illegal carpaign contributions
contributions were made in

Federal Elections Commission

TT«,*4- -a 04. 5
?^* ®^^^EMPLER knew of no sexual indiscretions in the

qualified this by stating that he

other^^^°^
discuss their personal lives with each

Sanai-n-r
no illegal activities on behalf ofSenator TOWER while he was an officer of the Rept;iblic BankCorporation, Dallas, Texas, which subsequently failed.

conclusion, Mr. STEMPLER stated that he would

^sition
Senator TOWER for a sensitive U.S. Government

9 ?
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Mr. JOHN J. WEIOH, Jr., Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force, Acquisition, Office of the Secretary, United States Air
Force, SAF/AQ, The Pentagon-4E964, (202) 697-6361, was
interviewed in his office. After an appropriate display of
credentials.. Secretary WEI£H was informed that Senator JOHN TOWER
was undergoing a routine government suitability background—type
investigation and that his name had been developed during the
course of this inquiry as someone who is knowledgeable concerning
him. Secretary WELCH provided the following information.

Secretary WELCH met Senator JOHN TOWER when he,hi^elf, was employed with The LTV Corporation in Dallas, Texas,^d they ^came acquainted through WELCH’S normal professional
liaison with the Congress and the Senate. They have maintained a
predominantly (almost 100%) professional relationship ever since,
mostly regarding military hardware topics, but during occasional
^et—togethers , they have discussed general Texas business
interests

.

"Contrary to the media, TOWER is really a pretty quiet
^y. "He does a lot of listening, and he is a good planner".
He has an appreciation for U.S. and international markets",
^cretary WEKH said. Secretary WELCH characterized Senator
TOWER as being loyal amd patriotic as a United States citizen.

Secretary WELCH stated that Senator TOWER "is his own
man and makes up his own mind and makes decisions which are not
always popular in the minds of others. Secretary WELCH stated
toat even though he may not have agreed with certain of Senator
TOWEK's decisions, he always saw the decision as being made inthe best interests of the United States* defense posture*

rv-
Secretary WELCH advised that by protocol, all

Residential appointees, such as himself, prepare, in December,
following an election, a resignation letter to the President.
The letter includes either em intent to resign on a specific,
effRtive date; or an open-ended time, or undated. When the
latter occurs, the appointees are contacted to determine

Investigation nn 12/8/88

saI

Washington, D.C.
-File #.

WMFO 161A-19411

by.
12/8/88

^Oate dictated.
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whether they would be desirous of consideration to 1.) remain in
toe same position; or 2.) serve at toe discretion of toe President
in 'toe incoming Administration. In his case, he prepared his
resignation without a date.

The Secretary of toe United States Air Force is
resigning from toe Administration^ effective December

16, 1988.

.
Secretary WELCH advised that he had asked Senator TOWER

for his advice about toe wisdom of taking his present job.
According to Secretary WELCH, Senator TOWER told him that he
toought toat to take toe job would be toe right choice, and thathe would support him. However, toey do not have much involvement

and toat toey do not have any local, mutual friends.
Further, he has not even talked, vfliatsoever, to Senator TOWER
Since last summer. For this reason, he knows of no favors or
allegiance owed by one to the other.

,

His definition of social contact was interface during
non-working hours, all within toe realm, however, of toe military
or defense field, such as office Ixmcheons or parties.

... Secretary WELCH stated toat he is only casually awareOf toe divorce between Senator TOWER and his second wife. Whilehe knows none of toe details (because he and Senator TOWER do not
that kind of relationship) , he has no reason to suspect

Senator TOWER of emy sexual indiscretions, either in toe United
States or abroad, particularly while he was in Geneva,

through 1986. Secretary WELCH emphasized
toat toe appointee had a good reputation and had served in toe
country's best interest, with distinction.

Secretary WELCH stated that he knows of no excessive
use or dependency on alcohol. He has only seen Senator TOWER
en3oy a glass or two of wine, during social encounters. He has
never seen Senator TOWER misbehave or act inappropriately. Hehas no reason to believe toat Senator TOWER would divulge
sensitive or classified information after indulging in toe use of

Secretary WELCH knows of no use of narcotics or illegal
arugs, to include toe use of marijuana by Senator TOWER.

. . .

Secretary WELCH stated that toe appointee has no biasesor prejudices toward any religious group, racial group or otoer
special group of persons. Secreteiry WELCH elaborated toat
Senator TOWER'S staff was well represented by minorities.

2 of 3
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Secretary WEI^H continued that the appointee is not a
threat to the security of the United States nor would he be an
embarrassment to the President or the United States Government.

Secreta^ WELCH stated that he knows of no physical,
financial handicaps which would be a potential for security

compromise. Secretary WEI/H stated that he Jmew of no mental or
emotional problems which could result in suicide. On the
contrary, he considers him to be a very serious gentleman with no
mental problems. Secretary WELCH stated that he would have only
complimentary, favoreible and positive remarks to make with
respect to Senator TOWER'S character, friends and associates,
reputation, loyalty and ethics.

Secretary WELCH stated that despite some personal,
marital, ^d family problems, he considers Senator TOWER to livewell within his means.

Secretary WELCH knew of no previous or current, genuineconcern for conflict of interest, in spite of his associationwirh defense contractors.

Although contributions were made to Senator TOWER'S re-election
_

campaign by political action committees in The LTV
Corporation, all contributions, according to Secretary WELCH,were made in compliance with the law and the Federal Election
Commission.

Secretary WELCH advised that he was unaware of any
Illegal artivities involving Senator TOWER while he was anofficer of the Republic Bank Corporation, Dallas, Texas, vdiichsubse^ently failed. Secretary WELCH reiterated that his
relationship with Senator TOWER was not such that he would haveoccasion to know of this kind of thing.

Secretary WELCH volunteered that he and Senator TOWERhave a mutual friend, who is an attorney, in Dallas, Texas, bythe name of
telephorua numbers

,

Jw^
(office^

can be reached through ±he.jEQlLqwing
emd (home)|

b6
b7C

In conclusion. Secretary WELCH stated that he wouldcertainly recommend Senator TOWER for a sensitive U.S. Governmentposition.
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RESIDENCE

The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agent| on December 6, 1988, reaardihd the
appoinree, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER.

, ,
Jefferson Hotel , 1200 16th

Street, N.w., wasningron, u.c. stated that she has known the
appointee on a social basis for at least ten years, and that he
has made the Jefferson Hotel his Washington residence since his
separation approximately two years ago.

, I described the appointee's associates as "first
class" and stated he is of good character, reputation, i <=

Y®^_well liked by the staff of the hotel. According to^~ —

^

— UW I Ime appointee has a "steady personality" and seemed to handle nis
divorce well although he did not discuss it with his neighbors.
She further described the ap^intee as a fascinating,
intellectual man who she believes to be enormously patriotic and
very dedicated to serving his covmtry.

In regard to his use of alcohol said he has an
occasional glass of vintage wine at night and does not drink to
the point of intoxication, use or distributed illegal drugs or
abuse prescription drugs. I I knew of nothing in the
appointee's background or lifestyle that could compromi se him.

has observed
ju J. XC? ULiClU wvjl

despite what she "has read in the paper." f ixia=.
nothing indicative of racial, ethnic or religious prejudice on
his part.

I denied toe appointee suffers financial
Toiew nothing of his banking activities or anything
istitute a conflict of interest on his part. ] \stated she would feel pride to have toe appointee in a leadership

position and recommended him for a position of trust with toe
Government.

difficulties7
that could constitute

On Deceiftiber 8, 1988, | |was recontacted and was
unable to provide names of other residents or guests who are
ac<^ainted with toe appointee. I advised that toe other two
suites in toe hotel are held by companies, not permanent
residents

.
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1 be

I
after navlng been

aavisea ot tne identity or tne interviewing agents and the nature
of the interview, provided the following information:

She recalls her introduction to the appointee as having
been shortly after he became a Senator, the appointee and his
firrt wife being invited to a party at the interviewee's home,
this event taking place in roughly 1960.

She characterized the appointee as "not very
conversational, always very quiet, (and as) not very exuburant
about life."

When asked to comment upon the appointee's reputation,
she responded that she has met the appointee only four times in
person, and thus^much of her knowledge of the appointee is based
on hearsay. She advised that the appointee has always had a
reputation as an alcoholic, although, "I've never seen him drunk
to my knowledge; I've never seen him with another woman to my
knowledge." She is aware of no work-related problems of the
appointee.

The appointee is a loyal American citizen to her
knowledge, but with respect to his associates, she has no real
knowledge. She mentioned that she gave the appointee and his
second wife's wedding reception in her old home and recalls
seeing no one of questionable character.

When asked as to whether it was her belief that the
appointee was emotionally stable,

| I responded, "I don't
know him (well enough) to say yes or no." sHe did stipulate,
however, tiiat she is aware of no episodes of depression
experienced by the appointee.

Regarding the appointee's financial stability, she has
no independent knowledge, commenting that all that she knows is
what she has been told by LILIA CUMMINGS TOWER.

Regarding the appointee's potential abuse of alcohol,
prescription drugs, or drugs of abuse, she commented that she had
seen the appointee drink a couple of glasses of white wine on one
occasion but that she has never seen him drunk. She has no
knowledge of any prescription drug abuse, illegal drug use or
sale of drugs by the appointee.

12/8/88
Investioation on

WASHINGTON, D.C. WI'IFO 161A-14311
File it
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by
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She knows of no foreign contacts of the appointee which
would be considered unusual in aj--y kind of a national security
sense nor of any radical or adverse political associations on the
appointee's part. She believes the appointee would have no
problems dealing effectively with sensitive information and has
not known him to manifest any evidence of prejudice or bias,

VJhen asked as to whether she was aware of any
derogatory information concerning the appointee, she responded
that she does not know him well enough to know things of that
nature, knowing only what his former second wife, LILIA, has told
her or hearsay around town. She did speculate that she has never
seen him in a compromising position with a woman or a non-
compromising situation with a woman other than his wife. She has
no knowledge of any party at the JEFFERSON HOTEL at or about the
time of the TOWER Commission report on the Iran Contra matter.

She has no personal knowledge of any aspect of the
appointee's past that would render him susceptible to any kind of
a coersive effort nor of any conflict of interest regarding the
appointee

.

When asked as to whether she was in the position to
comment upon the appointee's interaction with his own family, she
responded that her only knowledge of these matters was gleaned
from LIIJA TOWER, although she is aware that LILIA was initially
"madly in love with him, thought the sun rose and set on JOHN
TOWER." Regarding the appointee's falling out with his wife, her
understanding

_

was that it was as the result of the appointee
"going out" with other people and "drinking heavily." She has,
however, no first hand knowledge of any impropriety regarding the
appointee

.

When asked as to whether she was in the position to
recommend the appointee for a position of trust and confidence
with the United States Government, she responded that she does
not know the appointee well enough to give him a positive
recommendation, although, "to my knowledge, he's never done
anything detrimental .

"

/^3
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SAMUEL CUMMINGS, Chief Executive Officer, INTERARMS, #10
Prince Street, Alexeindria, Virginia, telephone number 548-1400,
was advised of the identity of the interviewing agent and the
purpose of the interview. CUMMINGS provided the following
information:

CUMMINGS advised that he first met the appointee
approximately twelve years ago, in London, England, in a hotel
where they were both staying, for unrelated business. He is
f^iliar with the appointee strictly on a social basis, although
did associate with him on one occasion, on a professional basis.
This professional basis was in the January of 1987, when the
appointee asked CUMMINGS to testify in the Iran Contra Hearings,
as an expert witness, in international arms dealings. CUMMINGS
was asked to provide details on how private arms, on sin
international basis, are bought and sold. CUMMINGS had no direct
contact, other than in the context of the hearings, with the
appointee. CUl^NGS associated with the appointee, on a
occasional basis, during the time the appointee was married to
his sister, LILLA BURT CUMMINGS TOWER. He had dinner with the
appointee and Mrs. TOWER one to two times a year during their
marriage. The last contact CUMMINGS had with the appointee was
by telephone, in ^neva, sometime in 1985. He had called the
appointee to ask if he, Mrs. TOWER eind his Russian counterpart

I I would like to come up and visit them, in their house,
which was only a few hours from where the START talks were being
held. The appointee, at that time, advised toat he would like to
come up to CUMMINGS

J

home. Shortly after that time, the
appointee and his wife were separated, and the meeting never took
place.

CUMMINGS
_

characterized the appointee as a capable
politician, eind "in a political sense, gave me the impression
that he knew his onions." The appointee was not very technically
versed, but he never pretended to be. Although he heard the
rumors regarding the appointee’s alcohol abuse, smd womanizing,
through the press, CUMMINGS is not aware of einything derogatory,
that he has witnessed firsthand, regarding the appointee. The
appointee appeared to have a good reputation, amongst his
associates, although CUMMINGS was not familiar with his
constituents other than some of his staff member.

Investigation on
12/9/88 Washington, D.C. WMFO 161A-1944
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CUMMINGS personally, never saw the appointee drink "even
as much as a glass of wine”. The appointee was never known to
use any illegal drugs nor to abuse prescription drugs or any
alcohol of any nature. The appointee lives well within his
financial mecins emd "always gave me the impression as being very
economical". The appointee was emotionally stable, at the time
that CUMMINGS was familiar with him.

The appointee never displayed any indication of being
bias or prejudice toward any groups or individuals, for any
reason, while in the presence of CUMMINGS. CUMMINGS had no
reason to question the appointee's loyalty or dedication to the
United States Government.

Although CUMMINGS has heard allegations of sexual
indescretions, and womanizing through the press, he has no
personal knowledge of the appointee being involved In anything of
that nature. When asked whether he had ever seen the appointee
severely depressed or heard him speak of suicide, CUMMINGS
indicated that the appointee always seemed to be in a great mood,
when he saw him. The appointee never indicated nor mentioned
suicide in his presence.

CUl^NGS advised that although he heard the appointee
was on several boards , and was a consultant to several aerospace
companies, he is not aware of any major conflicts of interests
that presently exist. He surmised that the appointee would
resign from any compromising position, and further stated that he
felt there was probably nobody in his position, that would not
have at least some contacts, with corporations of that nature.
CUMMINGS was not familiar with any illegal canpaign contributions
or spending, and advised he would have no way to know ciny of
this.

When asked whether he would recommend the appointee,
CUMMINGS advised that "he would be a good man to handle the
Congress, whether he would be a good man to handle the Defense
Department, I am not sure." The appointee could "be a helpful
ally to the White House". CUMMINGS further advised that he had
no personal knowledge of anything, that would cause him not to
recommend the appointee, for a position of trust and confidence
with the United States Government. He further advised, though,
if any of the allegations regarding alcohol abuse, were proven to
be t^e, he would have serious reservations as far as the
appointee, successfully discharging his duties.

Ids'
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Agent (SA)
appointee ,

Tglie fnl 1 nwi nn i-oYestigation was
on December 8,

JOHN GOODWIN TOWER.

conducted by Special
1988, regarding the

be
b7C

The Heritage Foundation,
214 Massacnusetts Avenue, N.E., Washington, D. C., comments on
behalf of the Heritage Foundation regarding the nomi nation of the
appointee for the position of Secretary of Defense.

|

Inf-ormed. that- the Heritage Foundation is very enthusiastic on the
prospect of the appointment and comfortable with the appointee's
policy prescriptions on defense matters.

[further stated
that he has known the appointee in a professional and political
capacity since approximately 1965 when he

|

I

described the appointee as thoughtful and
intense and expressed no doubt about his good character or the
caliber of his associates. I ~l advised that his reputation
was that of a knowledgeable , competent J^enator who was considered
arrogant by some.

| |
said in light of the appointee's

intellectual background and knowledge

,

he may have been entitled
to some degree of arrogance. I lhas observed the appointee
at socia l gatheri ngs and- stated he drank socially, but never to
excess.

|

|did not believe the appointee is in any way
involved with illega l drugs and does not abuse prescription
drugs. According to

| | the appointee is emotionally stable
and probably doing well financially with consulting fees since he
left the U.S. Senate, but had no further knowledge of his
financial or banking activity.

has observed nothing indicative of racial,
ethnic, or religious prejudice on the part of the appointee, and
aside from what he has "read in the paper", does not know whether
the appointee has been involved in any personal indescret ions

has nothat could place him in a compromising position,
doubts about the appointee's loyalty to the United States and
recommended him highly for the appointment in question.
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The follgwinff investigation was conducted by Special
Agent (SA)

| |
in Washington, D.C. (WDC)

:

T
December 5, 1988, ALTHEA SIMMONS, Director and Chief

for tlie NATIONAL. ASSOCIATION- FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
COLORED PEOPLE (NAACP) , 1025 Vermont Avenue, N.W.

, WDC, telephonenumber 638-2269, advised that she has known the appointee, JOHN
G. TOWER, for approximately ten years, having met him while hewas in the Senate and she was lobbying there. She stated thatshe does not know him personally and that her knowledge of him isby his professional reputation. She stated that his character,associates, reputation and loyalty to the United States are allbeyond reproach. She advised that she had never seen any
OK

of illegal drug use or alcohol abuse by the appointee.She
^

further stated that the appointee has never expressed ormanifested any bias or prejudice against any individual or group
religion, national origin, handicap,

the appointee is the type of person who
classified and sensitive materials. SheSeated that the appointee enjoys a good reputation as apolitician and further described him as not being a liberal. She
toiowledge of his campaign financing orspending and that she is not in a position to comment further ormake any recommendations.

on c-iv-ii c in:
(Leadership Conference

Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
, WDC, telephone

rilliriOSlC I I i j.'*. <
^advised that he does not know the appointee.

On December 6. 1988. f

Assistant to
league. INC.

A^inistrative

I I
advised that

I NATIONAL URB?^
420 ,U£ll_£jj:^et, N.W., WDC, telephone number |_does not know the appointee.

On December 7, 1988,
ORGANIZATION OF BLACK* LAW EWfUKL'EMENT EXECUTIVES(NOBLE),
^
221 Pe^sylyania Avenue, S.E., WDC, telephone number— I
^Qvisea that she has no knowledge of the appointee.

Board^Sn fh
that none of the members of the Executiveara for this organization have a knowledge of the appointee.

b6
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On December 7, 1988,
WASHINGTON URBAN Twr.

, 'jbUl 14th Street, N.W., WDC,
telephone nimber

|
advised that she does not have any

personal taiowledge ot rne appointee. She also checked with the
other officers of this organization who were in the office and
none have any knowledge of the appointee. It should be noted
that BETTY WHALEY, President, is on extended sick leave and DIANE
FLANANGAN-MONTGOMERY

,

Executi^ve Vice-Presidp-nt, is out of town
a conference. was thd in their absence

<

b6
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MISCELLANEOUS

Efforts to contact the president of CC^5M0N CAUSE, 2030 M Street
N.W. , Washington, D.C., for official conments on the potential appointment
of JOHN GOODWIN TCWER to the post of Secretary of Defense, were unsuccessful.
Repeated attenpts to make contact over several days met with no reponse.
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Agent (SA) [
appointee, JOHN

The following investigation was
on December 7,

GOODWIN TOWER.

conducted by Special
1988, regarding the

Council (ASC) , 49
provided comments
of the appointee

stated the
for the appointee
Strategic Moderni
informed that the
organizations as a
on many occasions
issues as the ASC
defense organizat
nomination

.

American Security
9 South Capitol Street, Washington, D.C.,
on behalf of the ASC regarding the nomination

position of Secretary of Defense.
limit on the praise they could offer

role in The

for the position of
re was no limit on the
, as he has played "historic
zation Program" as a U.S. Senator
appointee has given his support to the
Chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee
a nd has held the same positions on political

. I

~|futther stated that all other pro-
ion in Washington support the appointee's

I

[advised that he had read in the media that the
appointee is being considered for the position of Secretary of
Defense

.
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The following investigation was conducted by Special be
Agent (SA)| |on December 6, 1988/ regarding the b7c
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

Metropolitan Club,
17th and H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., advised that the
appointee became a member in February, 1981.

|
[stated that

membership requires that an individual be "proposed" by two
current members, "supported" by eight others, and make an
appearance befo re the Metropolitan Club Board of Governors for
cons-ideration

.
informed that the club ho longer denies

membership to women, and does not restrict membership on the
basis of sex, race, religion, natural origin, age or handicap.
The Metropolitan Club is a social organization.

1

III
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DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY

Building 4

Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia

Agent (SA)
The following investigation was conducted by Special

on December 7, 1988;

be
b7C

I I
Defense Contract

Audit Agency,- advised that he h-as searched the files of the
Defense Contract Audit Agency concerning JOHN G. TOWER, and has
found that these records contain no derogatory information
concerning the appointee. These files reveal that the appointee
has worked as a Consultant to several major Defense Contractors.
tower's name surfaced as having supplied consulting services to
several of these contractors who were audited by this agency
following the revelation of the recent "Illwind" investigation by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) . Nothing negative
surfaced concerning the appointee in this connection, although in
several cases, the cost of his consulting was not specifically
listed by the Contractor. I 1 repeated that this does not
reflect adversely on the appointee.
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RECORDS CHECK

The following investigation was conducted by SA
Jregarding the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

NAVAL INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE (NIS)
4600 Silver Hill Road
Room 300 NIC-1
Suitland, Maryland

I
Investigations

and Operations , advised on November 23 , 1988 , that a query of
the Defense Central Investigations Index (DCII) as well as
NIS'S Case Control System (CCS) was negative for the appointee.

b6
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RECORDS CHECK

Agent (SA)
JOHN GOOD!

ojT
)WIIT

ft fn1 1 nvi na i nvPFitigation was conducted by Special
regarding the appointee,

TOWER:

be
b7C

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
Office of the Inspector General
Special Inquiry
4-00 Anny^Navy Drive
Room 1027
Arlington. Virginia

I I
Programs Support Office, advised on

November jo, 1988, that she could find no record regarding JOHN
GOODWIN TOWER; date of birth, September 29, 1925; Social Security
Nxunber, 451-46-9866.

THE
^

PENTAGON
Office of the Secretary of Defense
Security Branch
Room 3B347
Washington. D. C.

,
, Secretary, advised on November 30,

1988, th&u sne couia locate no record regarding JOHN
GOODWIN TOWER; date of birth, September 29, 1925; Social Security
Number, 451-46-9886.
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U.S, Department of Education

330 C Street, S.W.

,

Washington, D»C»

On December 9, 1988, the -Fni i nwp -nn i nirogt- -i

j

conducted by Investigative Assistant (lA)
the appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER.

Iconceming

. 1 I
Office of the Inspector General

, advised
that no identifiable record could be located regarding the
applicant.

. , .
I

,
[office of Security, advised that no

Identifiable record could be located regarding the applicant.

b6
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STATE AND FEDERALLY CHARTERED BANKS

Thp f n1 1 nwi nn
Agent
appointee JOHN GOODWIN TOWER.

-Lowest i gat ion was
on December 6,

conducted by Special
1988, concerning the

be
b7C

I I

Special
Act i V i ties section, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporat ion,
reviewed the records of his office and advised that there is
nothing in the files regarding the appointee.

I I

Enforcement Technician, Federal Reserve
Board, stated that she checked her data base and there was no
information on the appointee.

I I Enforcement ^nd Compliance,
Comptroller of Currency, reviewed his office fi- and said that
nothing adverse regarding the appointee was contained therein.

//4
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FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION (FEC)

999 E Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C.

I I

On December 6, 1988, Investigative Assistant
I I

conducted the following investigation at
agency concerning the appointee, JOHN GOODWI

I lAttnrnp>\r- nffir-o q£ -HHo Confira 1

U 1
Division , advised that TOWER has not appeared
any enforcement action conducted by FEC, nor
as a defendant in any court cases pursued by
are numerous reports pertaining to mandatory
requirements for the campaign committee (s) wi
appointee was associated. No civil or crimin
taken against the appointee pursuant to these
requirements by FEC.

the above captioned
N TOWER.

I 1
Counsel and

| |

i-G Disel-os-ure
as a respondent in

has he been named
FEC. However, there
financial reporting
th which the
al actions were
financial reporting
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U.S. ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
555 4th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

On Decejmber fi . iqfifl—investigative Assistant (IA)[
I ^— 1 contacted bf the nendina and closed
of the Special_2l2SspnrTcrT7
above agency.

|of the pending and closed cases
TTTST and Grand Jury Divisions of the

advised that no identifiable record- could be
located regarding the appointee, JOHN TOWER GOODWIN.

On December 6, 1988, IA| Icaused a search to be made
of the pending and closed eases of the Civil Division of the

agency.
| advised that no identifiable record

could be locatea regarding the appointee. It should be noted thatthe index system of the Civil Division, U.S. Attorney's Office
contains only names of plaintiffs, except in civil actions
brought by the United States against a particular defendant.
Suits against government employees who are represented by the
United States Attorney would be filed by plaintiff's name and
docket number.

In?

bb
b7C
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DIVORCE RECORDS

SUPERIOR COURT
500 Indisma Avenue, N.W.,
Washington. D.C.

"I .

December g, 198.8, Investigative Assistant I

J contacted | |of the above captioned agencyconceding toe appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER, she advised thatcomputer printout indicated that the docket number is D-1403-86
However, she is unable to locate the divorce file and
toat the. information obtained from toe record indicated that nn
December 6, 1988, the file was charged out tof

Ltative from toe Washington Post, Telephone number

No further information was obtained.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

0«tt or tf«n»cflDtlon
12/8/88

.A review of divorce record munber D-1403-86 located at
toe Superior Court, Domestics Relations Branch, 500 Indiana
Avenue, N.W. , Washington, D.C. disclosed toe following pertinent
information:

.
June 2, 1986, LILIA BURT CUMMINGS TOWER, 20 Kalorama

N.W. , Washington, D.C., Plaintiff, filed a complaint for
an absolute divorce against JOHN GOODWIN TOWER, 3525 Turtle
Creek, Apartment 2 IB, Dallas, Texas, Defendant, on grovmds of
voluntary separation for more than six months without
coh^itation and no hope of reconciliation.

The parties were married on May 29, 1977 in Dallas,
Texas and no children were born of this marriage.

September 10, 1987, it was ordered, adjudged andaecreed that an absolute divorce be granted toe Plaintiff on
gro\inds as stated above.

... Attached are the following copies: a) Motion to PlaceDeposition of JOHN G. TOWER Under Seal, (2) Letter froml I

I _ 1
^0 Honorable SYLVIA BACON, Superior Court for thi

(Dated: 9/23/87), (3) Certificate of Divorce
nujilber D01403-86)

, (4) Complaint for Absolute Divorce, (5)

i/30 /ft7
^° Time to Conduct Discovery, (6) Praecipe (Dated:

(f)
Request for Continuance, (9) Plaintiff's

of Interr^atories to Defendant, (10) Plaintiff's
Statement), ^l) Appendix A, (12)Plaintiff s Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Leave to Filefended Answer and Counterclaim, (13) Reply to Plaintiff's

Defendant's Motion for Leave to File Amended Answer
Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's First

Documents, (15) Motion for Leave toFile Amended Answer and Counterclaim, (16) Amended Answer and
JOip GOODWIN TOWER, (17) Defendant's Response to

Request for Production of Documents, (18) Defendant'sRes^nse to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories Q9) Motion
Domestic Relations-I, (20) Consent to Motion to

(21) Order, (22) Defendant's^position to Plaintiff 's Motion for Commission to Take
Witness, (23) Order, (24) Decree ofDivorce, and (25) Qualifying Domestic Relations Order.

be
b7C

investi9<tion on...December Rp 1988 .. Washington. D.C.

iaI
by. MJLtmjl

f „e . WMFO 161A-19411

-0«te gictjieci 12/8/88

This oocument contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
If and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your ajency.

to your agency

,
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1

DIVORCE RECORDS

The appropriate divorce records pertaining to this
investigation, as listed on previous page (FD-302) , were furnished to Bueau
via routing slip dated December 8, 1988.
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CREDIT AND POLICE AGENCIES

Lead Clerk
the files of the Credit
Maryland, on December
the appointee which
Dallas, Texas, is
and an

caused a search to be made
Bureau, Incorporated , Silver Spring,

of

6, 1988. A credit record was located for
revealed that an account with Nieman-Marcus

,

listed in a "dispute-resolution pending" status
account with Garf inkle's, Washington, D. C., rated as R-9,

a b'ad debt and/or pl aced for col lection . No add-i t i-onal

information is available concerning those accounts. It should be
noted that appropriate leads have been set to resolve the above-
mentioned matter.

On December 7, 1988, a query was made in the Washington
Area Law Enforcement System (WALES) computer and it was
determined that no record was located at the Metropolitan Police
Department concerning the appointee.

It is to be noted that at all times an indefinite
number of unidentified records may not be in the computer and not
available for review.

On December 7, 1988, Investigative Assistant (lA)

I [ determined that there is no record of violations
contained in the files of the Department of Transportation,
Bureau of Motor Vehicle Services, Government of the District of
Columbia, concerning the appointee.

On December 7, 1988, a computerized check of the
Central Criminal Records Exchange (CCRE/VCIN) , Virginia State
Police (VSP) , Richmond, Virginia, failed to reflect any
information identifiable with the appointee.

On December 8, 1988, a computerized check of the
Department of Motor Vehicles, Richmond, Virginia, revealed no
information concerning the appointee.

files of the Fairfax County,
advised on December 8, 1988,
appointee

.

caused a search to be made of the
Virginia, Police Department and was
that no record was located for the

On December 8, 1988, IaT caused search
to be made of the files of the Fairfax, Virginia, City Police
Department and was advised that no record was located concernong
the appointee.
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1

CREDIT

Garfincle '

s

1401 F Street N.W.
Washington , D . C

.

On December 9, 19RR

.

conducted by Special Agent]
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER:

the following investigation was
regarding the

b6
b7C

. I I
assistant credit manager, Garfincle's,

advised that: account number 90328116, belonging to the appointee,
had been charged off on November, 1984, after being delinquent
for 150 days. The outstanding balance at that time was $197.17.
She indicated that the account has been paid off since, but was
unable to give the exact dates because all of the records are on

film, which would take approximately a week to retrieve.
I
advised that all other relative information concerning that

account are also on micro film and would require time to obtain.
She stated that she would make the dociments available as soon as
possible.

f^3
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AGENCY CHECK

lA [caused a search to be made of the
files of the United States Secret Service, Department of the
Treasury, and was advised on December 8, 1988, that the appointee
is a current White Pass holder and no derogatory information was
found

.
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

lOtii and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

Washington, D.C.

On 12-8-88, Paralegal Clerk, Office of

be
hi

Professional Responsibility, DOJ, advised Investigative Assistant
that No identifiable record could be located regarding appointee, JOHN

GOODWIN TOtJER.,
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

PUBLIC INTEGRITY SECTION
Criminal Division
1400 New York Avenue N.W.
Washington, D.C.

On December 9- 19 88

1

Chief Secretary, b6
PUBLIC I-NTEGRIT-Y S-ECTTON (PlSi , DEPARTMENT OF JOSTICE (DOJ) b7C

advised Investigative Assistant (IA)I I that

The following information was obtained from an index
card record at PIS:

T^TLE NO. 186-74-0
pSENATOR JOHN TOWER

STARR TRXas

1/20/83 1/17/83: Memo tol

I votinq Section, enclosing letter
regarding voter fraud in- Starr County

I
from r

from
I

6/15/83 6/15/83: Letter
Branch) sent out - soecif
attention of the FBI

to
ic

f rom|]

information should be
(Elections
brought to the

7/21/83 7/22/83: Memo to
SENATOR TOWER sent out toF

Ifrom
j

for signature
with letter to

FILE NO^ 186-76-0
tower’,' JOHN (SENATOR)

3/17/80: Letter to ALAN PARKER,
Legislative A ffairs, from TOWER,

Assistant Attorney Gene ral
dated 3/6/80, regarding^

4/17/80: Memo to "JHH" from "CCD" as baclcground to above

4/21/80: Letter to TOWER sent to l I for signing

TOWER SENATE CLUB

5/19/80: Letter to "JHH" from MULROY, IRS, enclosing campaign
literature received by IRS employees at their official address
for disposition

5/27/80: Letter from
Director ' IRS . We have sent a

by
I

|sent
warning concerning

to MULROY,
this activity to
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2

be
the TOWER Club, also thanking Mr. MULROY for bringing this matter b7c
to our attention

Received 6/9/80: carbon copy of letter from i I

TOWER Senate Club, to
|

Communications Specialist-,
requesting name ot^ IRS emolovee be taken off list

FILE NO. 72-017-76
TOWER, JOHN"

See: I

I
BAREFOOT SANDERS

JOHN TOWER, Candidates, U.S. SENATE
San Antonio, Texas

12/8/72: FBI Memo of 12/4/72 (files 2/3/73)

On December 9, 1988, lA DAY was advised by|
|

I PIS, that further information regarding the above must be
obtained f rom the actual files (#’s 186-74-0- 186-76-0, and 72-
017-76) . I I stated effective this date she would request the
f i 1 es from the Federal Records Center to be sent to her at PIS.

stated she would advise the FBI lA when the files arrive at
her "^fice for review.
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Referral /Consult

The following i nvestigation was conducted by ^6 per
Supervisory Special Agent]

j
on November

29, 1988:
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THJtdmt

JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF INQUIRY

Agent (SA)
GOODWIN TOWER:

The following inveatigation was
regarding the

conducted by
appointee.

Speci
JOHN

al be per
b7C FBI

Referral/Consult
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T

1

4 m
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

12/7/88
0«t« of tnn*ertptlon.

Washinoton ^ ? wJc ^
^101 L Street, Northwest,

aqenJs andVh;?*^
of the identity of the interviewing

to nnL? f
necessary to ask him additional questionsto complete the background investigation currently beinoconducted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation

an,^ all
tower was asked to waive the Attorney-Client Privileoeand allow agents of the FBI to speak to his atLrner^ ^

aspects^of
divorce and also i-n connection with all other

waivi^o advised that, beforewaiving this Attorney-Client Privilege, he would need to soeak to

fi^rforh? advice the FBI J^th^ne^ruture of his response to this question.

TOWER was advised that the FBI believes that the

D
September, 1987, divorce at wLhJSlton,

, . .
— w aiiu iit; ouqqesrea cnat hi c
office in the same building, be allowe30m in this conversation. Moments later,'

^

'

3
to
Of

b6
b7C

1

^^ Morin, joiLd the conversati on.
I— [advised that the entire divorce file is not under court

TOWER'anrhis’^fr property settlement betweenS Le pa?t irth'.-rf^'" pertinent doccments
Shonl,! i S' Should be available for review and
i-hS Jf.

' hhe public record. TOWER provided to
SlvoJS^ °* ‘he Complaint for»bso!utr
Wash?SS^SS'

himself and LILLA BORT CUMMINGS TOWER filed at
P?a1«i«"; let”o^ f; one copy Of

dated April 2/ loo? .
Interrogatories to Defendant which wastea April 22, 1987. Both documents indicate they come fromnumber 1403-86, and are filed with the Superior Court of

a deooQ^f^^^ °K
addition, although he began giving

the middle°wh»^\*^^K^^^®
deposition having been stopped in

com^
^ parties decided to make another attempt to

CUMMiSSs coml?ff^A"i' 2® 'loes not recall whether LILbA BURT
does not kSoS

deposition or not. TOWER stated that he

knoS ShitW hi2 1 S
locetien of these depositions, does notknow Whether his lawyer has a copy, and does not even know

Inv^stHiatlQn on.

sa|
SA

by !

12/6/88 Washington, D.C.
.•t. .nt« •

dmt
_0*t. dietatM.

WMFO
161A-19411

12/6/88

Thij document contains nalthor racommondatlons nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the pfoporty of the FBI end is loaned to youi »9ency.
ft end its contents ere not to pe dletrlbutod outside your epency.



Continuation of FD-302 of

«
JOHN TOWER 12/6/88

On Page

whether they exist or have been destroyed. TOWER stated that he
would have his attorney search the files in an attempt to obtain
the copy of this deposition.

TOWER was asked about any dealings he had with the
Senate Ethics Committee^ and any communications he might have
received from them. TOWER stated that he had several documents
from the United States Senate pertaining to his closing down of
his Senate Office. He provided the interviewing agents with one
document containing three parts, privileges available to a former
member of the Senate, a letter to TOWER from the Sergeant at Arms
dated November 14, 1984, and one Closing Office Checklist. TOWER
ad_v.ls.ed that the other document which is in his possession Is a
letter from the Senate Ethics Committee, which letter was the
source of the guidance which TOWER used in handling disbursements
of former campaign contributions. TOWER advised, however, that
the copy of this document is not located here in Washington, but
rather is maintained in his Dallas, Texas office. TOWER would
make a copy of this Senate Ethics Committee letter available at
his Dallas, Texas office.

TOWER was asked with whom he had consulted while
working for Rockwell Internatiojfial , Incorporated, El Segundo,
Cali fornia. He responded that he had dealt or consulted directlvh?;
with

] [
who was then the l l of hic

Rockweii international. • He also had dealings with the present
Chief Executive Officer,
here in Washington with

] Finally, he has had contact
who

works for Rockwell International here in the Washington, D.C.
area. TOWER was advised that the FBI had been unable to locate
the exact person with whom he had been consulting at that company
in the Los Angeles, California area.

TOWER was asked for the location of the records for the
TOWER Senate Club. He stated that all available records are
maintained by him at his Dallas, Texas office. Anticipating a
question in this regard, TOWER has had his staff in Dallas,
Texas, going through cancelled checks in an effort to precisely
document expenditures from this Club. He advised that all
available records could be obtained from his employee,]

|

I

_ .... I located in TOWER'S Dallas, Texas office.
In addition to having the cancelled checks,

|

'

I
would also

be available to explain each of the expenditures for which the
check was written. Finally, as mentioned above,] ] would
provide the FBI with the letter from the Senate Ethics Committee
mentioned above.

/3 /



FO-302 (REV. S-10-82)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

12/9/88
D*t* of trantcriptlon.

Dickstein, Shapiro and Morin,
Washington, D.C., advised that he has not been in con tact with
JOHN TOWER since Decembe r 6, 19 88, when TOWEr£

-bo ’

b7C

and the
was advised that several matters
at December 6 meeting. Th^

interviewing agent met.
remain outstanding following
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) wishes to interview
as a close professional associate of the appointee. Does
have a copy of the deposition gi-ven by TOWER during the divorce
proceedings and would TOWER agree to release a copy of this
deposition to the FBI for inclusion in this investigation? Does
TOWER have in his possession copies of any documents filed with
the Federal Election Commission, or documents received from the
Federal Election Commission, and would TOWER make these documents
available to the FBI for inclusion in this investigation?

advised that he understands the request that he
be interviewed as a close professional associate of TOWER'S and
would respond to the interviewing agent in the near future.

[ ] advised that the deposition in question is not
part pf the court divorce file, to the best of his knowledge.

stated that he has not read this deposition recently, but
was present when it was given. He does not recall any
information in the deposition concerning extra-marital affairs or
any similar areas of interest, but recalled that it contained
only "more routine stuff." He further recalled that the
deposition was never completed and Mrs. TOWER'S lawyer did not
even get a chance to finish his questions to TOWER. This
occurred because the two parties came to an agreement, making the
deposition moot.

|
[advised that he will discuss the matter

of making this deposition available with Mr. TOWER.

advised that he has not yet had a chance to
search TOWER's files for any documents filed with the Federal
Election Commission.

advised that he would speak to Mr. TOWER and call
the interviewing agent when he had done so.

advised that he hasApproximately one hour later, [

spoken to Mr. TOWER.
| | will gladly speak to the interviewing

agent and make comments concerning TOWER as a professional

Investigation on. 12/7/88
,, Washington, D.C.

-File ».

WMFO
161A-19411

by. SA dmt
.Date dictated.

12/8/88

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to youi agency,

(t and its contents are not to t>« distributed outside your agency.



FD-302a(Rev. 11-1 5-83)

Continuation of FD-302 oil
12/9/88

associate. Concerning the deposition, however, was quite
concerned. He explained that this deposition is not a completed
document, and there are inaccuracies and misstatements in it,
which would have been corrected or clarified during the latter
half of the deposition. In addition, although the deposition
contains no information concerning any extra-marital affairs by
TOWER, it does contain a great deal of personal information
concerning TOWER 'S finances, employment and other personal
matters.

I was Concerned that this detail, which he does not
believe is pertinent to this investigation, would fall into the
wrong ha nds and would unnecessarily become part of the public
record.

| [proposed that he and TOWER would be willing torecord.
|

[proposed that he and TOWER would be willing to
provide the interviewing agent with a copy of this deposition,
and with an office in which to read the deposition. In addition,
TOWER would be glad to answer any questions which the agent might
have as a result of having read this deposition.

In addition,

I I was advised that the interviewing agent could not
accept these terms wi thout checking further with FBI
Headquarters.

| Iwas advised that the interviewing agent
would call him on the morning of December 8, 1988, with the
response to this proposal.

133 ^
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J
INBOX. 24 (#6356)

TEXT:

VZCZCPG0012

PP HQ

DE PG #0012 3442201

ZKR UUUUU

P 092140Z DEC 88

FM FBI PITTSBURGH (161A-2073) (P)

TO,DIRECTOR FBI ( 1 6 1 -20403 ) /PRIORITY/

BTV
UNCLAS

CITE; //3650//

PASS: SPIN UNIT, ROOM 4371.

:ir-TOWER;

%

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODWlN^'OWER ; SPIN (A); BUDED: DECEMBER 9, 1988.

REBUTEL TO ALL OFFICES, DATED DECEMBER 2, 1988.

A REVIEW OF PITTSBURGH INDICES AND ELSUR FILES FAILED TO

REFLECT ANY INFORMATION IDENTIFIABLE WITH APPOINTEE OR ANY MEMBER

OF HIS IMMEDIATE FAMILY.

ELSUR CHECKS WERE CONDUCTED BY

WERE CONDUCTED BY I I AND

/L ! ^do'-/o O’
IND^ES ..jC:iiILCJ

y APR 26 1989

be
b7C

m
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VZCZCJ\'0005 iU'-AT’CM

, >;;<

PP HQ

DE JN #0005 3442100

ZNR OUUUU

P 092023Z DEC 30

FM FBI J4CFS0': (161A-F-7B4) (RUC)

TO DIRECTOR FBI ( 1 6 1 -20403 ) /PRIOPvITY/

DtCC^A'D Aa'n

f ,
- ; L‘ (

'

if * t. ' j

O:..

CjfcCteir'c CLO'y

UNCL.\S

CITE: imiO//

PASS: L SPIN UNIT, ROOU 4371.

SUBJECT: JOI:N GOODVJIl^^HF.R
,
SPIN (A); BUDED: 12/9/38.

PE BURFAi: TELETYPE TO ALL OFFICES, 12/2/SS.

JACKSON GFNF.RAL INDICES CUPCKED BY

CHECKED BY

ELS UR

CONFIDENTIAL INDICES CROCKED BY

] AND ALL NEGATIVE RE APPOINTEE, CLOSE BELAIIVUS AND

PRESENT BUSINESS ESTABLl SF2IENT
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INBOX. 83 (#4937)

TEXT:

VZCZCDLO006

PP HQ

DE DL #0006 3450257

ZNR UUUUU

P 100207Z DEC 88

FM FBI DALLAS (161A-2025) (P)

TO DIRECTOR FBI (161-20403) /PRIORITY/

BT

UNCLAS

CITE: //3190//

PASS: FBIHQ:

!*'
-I'T

T
SPIN UNIT, ROOM 4371.

o'^OWER;

/’-’-a
1*“^

_
tS<i

; AO'Jnv

Ssnw.
CfJja. tr,-j

t-cm.

fnap.

Lab .

LC^SJ CjCal.
' Ci?R2. s
•'i-c/rs.

be
b7C

SPIN (A); BUDED: 12/9/88 WITHOUTSUBJECT; JOHN GOODWIN

FAIL.

RE BUREAU TELETYPE TO DALLAS, DATED 12/9/88? LOS ANGELES

TELETYPE TO BUREAU, DALLAS, AND WMFO, DATED ]^9>8^ f

RE BUTEL REQUESTED DALLAS TO FACSIMILE COPY OF'"nEWS Ar'tICL

IT IS NOTED THAT SAME WAS FACSIMILED TO SPIN UNIT ON AM^^^ “* ”

DECEMBER 9, 1988. 7 APR

A. REVIEW OF ARTICLE DID NOT APPEAR TO RAISE ANY NEl)<e»I'S«'OE

INASMUCH AS APPOINTEE HAS BEEN SEEN IN PUBLIC WITH

CC l^^l^OYED



PAGE TWO DE DL 0006 UMCLAS

ON INNUMERABLE OCCASIONS SINCE JANUARY, 1986.

RE LOS ANGELES TEL SET OUT LEAD FOR DALLAS TO CONTAC'd

ELECTRONICS OPERATIONS DIVISION, ROCKWELL

INTERNATIONAL, DALLAS, TEXAS.

ON DECEMBER 9, 1988,

|

TELEPHONICALLY CONTACTED THE

ADVISEDDALLAS DIVISION FROM HIS RETREAT ON

HE HAS ONLY PERSONALLY BEEN WITH TOWER ON THREE OCCASIONS. HE

STATED HE IS NOT PERSONALLY WELL ACQUAINTED WITH THE APPOINTEE,

BUT KNOWS NOTHING OF A DEROGATORY NATURE WITH REGARD TO THE

APPOINTEE.

HE PARTICULARLY NOTED THAT HE HAS BEEN WITH HIM ONLY ON ONE

SOCIAL OCCASION, BUT THE APPOINTEE CERTAINLY DID NOT CONSUME ANY

EXCESS ALCOHOL IN HIS PRESENCE.

NOTED THAT HE THOUGHT BASED ON WHAT HE KNOWS OF

APPOINTEE, APPOINTEE WOULD BE AN EXCELLENT CHOICE FOR A POSITION

OF TRUST AND CONFIDENCE WITH THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IN THE

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE. HE NOTED HE HAS SEEN NEWS MEDIA ACCOUNTS

THAT APPOINTEE IS BEING CONSIDERED FOR SUCH.

IT IS NOTED DALLAS CONTINUES TO HAVE OUTSTANDING LEAD TO

interview! I WHEN SHE IS WELL ENOUGH TO BE



PAGE THREE DE DL 0006 UNCLAS

INTERVIEWED, PROBABLY DURING THE WEEK OF DECEMBER 12-16, 1988.

DALLAS WILL INCLUDE INTERVIEW OF I IlN THAT REPORT.

BT

#0006

NNNN



FBI HfMFO/i:i:fEDIA.TE/

UNCLAS

SF.CTIOS ONE OF TUO

UNCLAS

CITE: //3410//

' Q q'
?

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODUIN T0U5R; SPIN (A); BUDED 12/9/88'

REFERENCE WNFO TELETYPE TO THE DIRECTOR DATED AND

LOS ANGELES TELETYPE TO THE DIRECTOR DATED 12/7/88.
”

ON 12/7/8-? UILLIAII FRENCH SMITF, ATTORNEY, GI3SON, DfXN

CRUTCHER, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA NAS CONTACTED BY S

1989

'be
b7C

JILLTAM FRENCH SMITH ADVISED THAT HIS SCHEDULE DOES NOT

CC*^gfROYED

1
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PERMIT A FACE TO FACE INTERVIEW AMD REOUFSTFO THAT THE IMTERRIEW

BE HANDLED TKLEP HOKICALLY . SMITH ADVISED THAT HE FIRST MET

APPOTNTFE IN 1980 OPEN SMITH HAS WORKING IN WASHINGTON. SMITH

DESCRIBED APPOINTEE AS BEING AN EXCELLENT INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS

"SOCIALLY DELIGHTFUL." SMITH 'FELT THAT APPOINTEE WAS A VERY

PFRCEPTIVE INDIVIDUAL AND FELT THAT PF WAS HONEST, TRUSTWORTHY,

MATURE AMD STABLE. StllTH ADVISED TPAT HE WAS UNAWARL OF ANY BIAS

OR PREJUDICE ON THE PART OF APPOINTEE AiND HAD NEVER HAD ANY

REASON TO QUESTION HIS LOA'ALTY TO THE UNITED STATES. SMITH

STATED THAT HE WAS UNAWARE OF ANY DRUG USE, EXCESSIVE USE OF

ALCOHOL OR ANY FINANCIAL PROBLEMS ON THE PART OF APPOINTPMi.

SMITH SAID THAT PE HAD NO PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF APPOINTEE •'S

\JOHAXIZING AND HAD NO KNOWLEDGE OF ANY ILLEGAL OR QUESTIONABLE

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS. SMITP FURTHER STATED THAT HE WAS UNAWARE

OF ANY MENTAL INCAPACITIES TO INCLUDE BUT NOT LIMITED TO SUICIDAL

TENDENCIES. SMITH ALSO ADVISED THAT HE HAD NO KNOWLEDGE OF ANY

ILLEGAL OR IMPROPER ACTIVITIES IN THE BANKING COMMUNITY ON THE

PART OF APPOINTEE. SMITH FELT THAT APPOINTEE ENJOYED A GOOD

REPUTATION AND FELT TPAT APPOINTEE ASSOCIATED WITH PEOPLE OF THE

HIGHEST CALIBER. SMITH STATED EE KNEW NOTHING OF A DEROGATORY
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NATURE REGARDING APPOINTEE AND HAD NO rESCRVATION? IN

PECOilMENDING FIK FOP THIS POSITION.

OK 12/7/081

UAS

TELLPFONICALLY CONTACTED AT KIS RESIDENCE,

AT THIS TI':!;’ IT WAS REQUESTED THAT

REPLIED THAT DUEA FACE TO FACE INTERVIEW EE COKDUCTFD.

TO HIS HEAVY WORK LOAD A F\CE TO FACE INTERVIEW WOULD NOT ES

STATED THAT HE WET APPOINTEE IN NOVEMBER OFFEASIBLE.

1987 AND THAT TPEIR RELATIONSHIP HAS BEEN PRIMARILY A

PROFESSIONAL ONE. HR STATED THAT BOTH HE AND APPOINTEE WER?

MEMBERS OF THE

AND THAT HIS CONTACT WITH APPOINTEE WAS IK THAT CONTEXT.

STATED TF\T HE RELIEVES ON TWO OCCASIONS HF. If^^T WITH

APPOINTEE IN A LIMITED SOCIAL CONTEXT BUT THAT IT W\3 DIRECTLY

RELATED TO THEIR MEMBERSHIP IN THE DESCRIBED

APPOINTEE AS BEING AiN INTELLIGENT INDIVIDUAL AND BELIEVED HIM TO

BF HONEST, TRUSTWORTHY, MATURE AND STABLE. STATFD THAT IF

b6
b7C

WAS UNAWARE OF ANY BIAS OF PREJUDICE OK THE PART OF APPOINTEE AND

HAD NEVER HAD ANY REASON TO QUESTION HIS LOYALTY TO THE UNITED
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STATES, ADVISED THAT IT. '.JAS UHATJAEE OF ANY DRUG USF ON

ALCOITOL ABUSE 02,' TEE PART OF APPOINTEE AND BELIEVED THAT

,PPOINTEE LIVED UITI’IN HIS FINA22CIAL MEANS. FAS UNAUARE

OF ANY "VJOMANTZING" AND STATED THAT ON THE TV/0 OCCASIONS THAT HE

MET UITII APPOI22TEF. ON A SOCIAL BASIS, APPOINTEE MAS UITH A FEMALE

DATE AND COI,’DUCTED HIMSELF IK A PROFESSIONAL MAX2JER.

FURTI/ER STATED THAT HE FAS UNAILXRE OF ANY ILLFGAL OR 0UESTI0NA3LE

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS OK THE PART OF APPOINTEF, AND HAD NO

KNOFLfDGE OF APPOINTEE'S ACTIVITIES IN TEE BANKING COMMUNITY

FPICII MAY HAVE BEEN ILLEGAL OR IMPROPER, STATED THAT HE

FAS UNAWARE OF ANY MENTAL INCAPACITIES 022 THE PART OF APPOINTEE

AND BELIEVED THAT APPOINTEE ENJOYED A FINE REPUTATION IN THE

CONTEXT 12/ WHICH HE KNEW HIM. BELIEVED THAT A PPG 12/TEE

ASSOCIATED V2ITH PEOPLE OF GOOD CHARACTER AND REPUTATION AND KNEW

NOTHING OF A DEROGATORY NATURE REGARDING HIM.

RESERVATIONS IN RECOMMENDING HI2I FOR THIS POSITION.

HAD NO

EMPLOYMENT

THE FOLLOVJTNG INVESTIGATION WAS CONDUCTED BY SA

021 DECEMBER 6, 19 86
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ROCKWELL INTERWATIOAAL CORPORATION (RI), 2230

EAST IMPERIAL FIGHUAY, EL SEGUKLO, CALIFORNIA, ADVISED HE IS

ULSURF OF TFF EXACT DATE TPAT THE APPOINTEE REGAN HIS

RELATIONSHIP 'WITH RI AS A CONSULTANT, HE BELIEVES IT LAS

SOMETIME AFTER THE APPOINTEE CONCLUDED HIS ARMS CONTROL

ACTIVITIES IN 1986. THE APPOINTEE ACTED AS AN ADVISOR TO SEVERAL

DIVISIONS OF RI CONCERNING LONG-TERM TRENDS OF THOUGHT BY

MILITARY AND GOVERNMENT, OFFICIALS OK ICBM GUIDANCE AND CONTROL

PROGRAMS AND OTHER PROGRAMS RI IS INTERESTED IN SUCH AS THE HIGH

FREQUENCY JAMITING PROGRAM. THE APPOINTEE HAS EXTENSIVE KNOWLEDGE

IN THFSE AREAS AND NAS ABLE TO PROVIDE ASSISTANCE TO RI

EXECUTIVES IN FUTURE PLANNING.

I I

ADVISED HF DID NOT DEAL DIRECTLY WITH THE APPOINTEE

AND HAS ONLY MEIT HIM OK TUO OCCASIONS. HIS ONLY SOCIAL CONTACT

WITH THE APPOINTEE K'AS A DINNER APPROXIMATELY ONE xAKD ONE-HALF

YEARS AGO. HE SAW NOTHING IN HIS LIMITED CONTACT WITH THE

APPOINTEE THAT WOULD INDIC\TE THE APPOINTEE ANY PERSONAL PROBLEMS

L’HATSOHVER.

I I
HAS NO PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE OF ANYTHING THAT COULD

REFLECT UNFAVORABLY ON THE APPOINTEE'S CHARACTER, LOYALTY,
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ASSOCIATES OR REPUTATION. IT. HAS XO KKOWLSDGE OF TEE APPOINTEE'S

PERSONAL LIFE OTHER THAN WHAT HE HAS READ IN THE XEESPAPEIS . FOR

THAT REASON EE WAS UNABLE TO COIEIEKT FURTHER CONCERNING THE

APPOINTEE

.

n
SAID THE APPOINTEE HAD NO EXTENSIVE CO^:TACT WITH .11

EXECUTIVES that HE IS AWARE OF BUT DID DEAL DIRECTLY WITH PERSONS

IS SEVERAL DIVISIONS OF RI, SOME OF THE PERSONS THE APPOINTEE

DEALT DIRECTLY WITH HOST FREOUENTLY ARE AS FOLLOWS:

PHONETIC ).r GOVERNHENT

RFLATIONS, PI CORPORATE OFFICES, CRYSTAL CITY, VIRGINIA,

TELEPHONE |

I

]

(PHONETIC)
j]

DEFENSE

ELECTRONICS, RI CORPORATE OFFICES, CRYSTAL CITY, VIRGINIA,

telephone I

'electronics operations DIVISION,

DALLAS, TEXAS, TELEPHONE

LEADS

WHFO AT CRYSTAL CITY;

FOP. INTERVIEW.

BT

#0027

.b6

b7C

/

NNNN



• A

IXBOX.G (#6254)

T>£XT:

V7.0ZCLA002B

00 no BDL UMFO

DE LA #0028 3441913

ZMR UUUUU

0 091855Z DEC 88

F?' F3I LOS ANOELES (161A-593B) (AP-1) (RUC)

TO DIRECTOR FBI/INMEDTATE/

FBI DALLAS/3. IMEDIATF/

FKI VJMFO/IirJEDIATE/

IT

UXCLAS

U.N'GLAS

SECTION TWO OF TWO

CITE: //3410//

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODWIN TOWER; SPIN (A); BUDED 12/9/88,

ADMINISTRATIVE:

ALL TNDIVIDUILS CONTACTED WERE APPRISED OF THE PROVISIONS OF

THE PRIVACY ACT AND THOSE REQUESTING CONFIDENTIALITY PAVE BEEN SO

NOTED.

LOS ANGELES GENERAL, CONFinENTIAL AND FLSUR INDICES NEGATIVE





S5F

INBOX. 13 ('#6558)

Of
TEXT:

VZCZCWM0032

RR HQ HO

DE WM #0032 3450426

ZNR UUUUU

R 090521Z DEC 88

3^lH'l/h>'0ATi0N

RFt;

:ii:v

!! rv

t
» -

*c

c*' r»3 ,

ir:

Of? L-iCr :j; IU

CL'v'” r*'***v
j, o V..*# y

FM FBI WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN FIELD (161A-1941 1 ) (P ) (A-1)
‘

TO DIRECTOR FBI/ROUTINE/

FBI HOUSTON/ROUTINE/

BT

UNCLAS

CITE: //3920//

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODWIN T^WER
;
SPIN (A); BUDED: DECEMBER 9, 1988,

RE WASHINGTON METROPOLITAN FIELD OFFICE (WMFO) TELETYPE,

DATED DECEMBER 7, 1988; AND WMFO TELEPHONE CALL TO HOUSTON,

DECEMBER 9, 1988.

THIS IS TO CONFIRM REFERENCED TELEPl

SQUAD A-1 SUPERVISOR

/iohloM /EPHONE CALL BETWEEN'-IjMFQ, y

AND HOUSTON DIVISION REGARDING

THE ADDRESS OF

b6
b7C

TELEPHONE tr
LEADS: HOUSTON DIVISION: AT CORPUS CHRISTIE, ^XAj§pR 26 198^

CC D^TROYED
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LOCATE AND INTERVIEW HER AS SET OUT IN

REFERENCED TELETYPE.

BT

#0032

bo
hlC

NNNN
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IpT,/ ^

INBOX. 53 (#6386)

\\ VA‘ unn

i!)DEc55

U.s 0EPT,^-1^"5^''-‘^

TEXT:

VZCZCPG0019

RR HQ

DE PG #0019 3442300

ZNR UUUUU

R 092244Z DEC 88

FM FBI PITTSBURGH ( 1 6 1A-2 073 ) ( P

)

TO DIRECTOR FBI/ROUTINE/

BT

UNCLAS

CITE: //3650//

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODWIN

ON DECEMBER 9, 1988,

0̂WER; SPIN (A); BUDED DECEMBER 9, 1988.

RECORDS SUPERVISOR, UNITED

STATES OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT (USOPM), NACI CENTER,

BOYERS, PENNSYLVANIA, ADVISED HIS INE

CAPTIONED APPLICANT.

HARD COPY OF 0PM RESULTS TO FOLl

BT

#0019

b6
b7C

CCB^ royed

NNNN



RFC-

S'"'’

H 'it

TEXT:

VZCZCWI10027
‘

pp no RH

DE U:i ;'/0027 3441955

ZKR UUUUU

P 091651Z DEG 88

FM FBI WASHINGTON METPvOPOLTTAN FIELD ( 1 6 1 A- 1 94 1 1 ) (P ) ( A- 1)

TO DI.TECTOP. FBI ( 1 6 1 -20 403 ) /PRIORITY

/

FBI RICHMOND/PRIORITY/

BT

UNCLAS

CITE: //3920//

TL
$PiN
RM 4333

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODWIX^WRR; SPIN (A); EUDED: DECS.IBER 9, 1908

(WITFOUT FAIL).

RE WASHINGTON IIRTROPOLITAN FIELD OFFICE (WllFO) TO BUREAU AND

RICHMOND, DATED DECEMBER 8, 1988.

ON DECK’IBER 0, 1988, SPECIAL AGENT (SA)

TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED RA
| ] OF TEE CHARLOTTESVILLE

RESIDENT AGENCY THAT ABOVE REFERI'.NCED TELETYPE WOULD BE

FORTHCOniKG. THEN CONTACTED TO SET

UP AN INTERVIEW.

ten^ROVED

!/

tr‘

tr'
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DECEMBER 12, \FTFR 2:30 P.Il. SA

SA

TFFX' ADVISE')

OF THIS FACT.

LEADS; LICHUOKO DIVISION: AT CIURLOTTESVILLS
, VIRGINIA:

IKTERVIEI-7 ON DECEMBER 12, 1988,

b6
b7C

UASIIINGTON METROPOLITAN FIELD DIVISION: AT UASFINGTON, D.C.:

INVESTIGATION CONTINUING.

RT

//0027

NXNX



PC'"

r'i - n
eg *

J
0 * ^

INBO^m’1^0 (#6316)-
-rJ-'

ir {/'•'OU

1* 6
i

5r I.f)

TEXT;

VZCZCAT0016

PP HQ

DE AT #0016 3442126

ZNR UUUUU

P 092045Z DEC 88

FM FBI ATIIaNTA (161-1805)
/

TO DIRECTOR FB I /PRIORITY

/

BT

UNCLAS

CITE; //3040//

PASS; ATTENTION

DIRECT

(y

SPIN UNIT, ROOM 4371.

YoWER;

AO

Asst. 0j.;

Adsn.

Cfjm. fn/ ...

JneP.

rir ^

c:^c-

‘ic * ^

t
. .

.

SUBJECT; JOHN GOODWIN ^OWER; SPIN (A); BUDED DECEMBER 9, 1988.

REFERENCE BUTEL TO ALL OFFICES DECEMBER 2, 1988.

ATLANTA DIVISION GENERAL INDICES

|

CONFIDENTIAL INDICEsI AND ELSUR INDICES

ALL NEGATIVE RE; CANDIDATE, CLOSE FAMILY, COHABI

BUSINESS ENTITY, ON DECEMBER 5, 1988

tr'

tf



T'

DECLASSI-flED BY 60322 TJC/LP/PJ/KH

0ir‘05-18'^20ii

'e •

VZCZCL0N0965

PP HQ

DE LON #0965 3441511

ZNY SSSSS

TL.i:\

OecIZ I??V83

OF i::V.:b;iyATiON

P 091545Z DEC 88

f". AD tr.v.

«

Av; C::.

SUBJECT: JOHN GOODWIN

ON DECEMBER 6, 19

AS FOLLOWS:

/: I

TOWER; SPIN CA) ; BUDED: 12/9/88.

88, CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE NUMBER ONE ADVISED

Referral/Consult
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ADMINISTRATIVE;

E T

CLASSIFIED AS NOTED.

REBUTEL DATED 12/2/88, RECEIVED IN LEGAT LONDON 12/5/88 AND

BUDED: 12/9/88. Referral/Consult

TWO MORE LEADS STILL OUTSTANDING AND AS SOON AS LEGAT LONDON

RECEIVES THESE LEADS WILL SUTEL TO BUREAU.

CLASSIFIED ^IFY ON: OADR.

#0965

NNNN



Memorandum
\

r*

DIRECTOR, FBI
(ATTENTION:

IK
ROOM 4371 )

D,te 12/12/88

SAC, WFO 161 A - 19411 (P
)

bb
b7C

Ss^jvt :
/)

JOHN GOODWIN "TOWER
SPIN A
BUDED: PAST .RE:- WMEQ report dated 1-2-/I0/-8-8-

Enclosed for Bureau are the results of appropriate checks
at the United States Park Police.

G



WMFO 161A-19411
WDE:wde

AGENCY CHECK

On December 9, 1988,
files of the United States Park
for the appointee.

lA searched the
Police and no record was located

be
b7C

ENCLOSURE



SSf. #
FD-263 (Rev. 7-15-75)

REFERENCE ; Bureau teletype, (iateci 12/6/88; and San Francisco
teletype, dated 12/6/88; and Bureau teleytpe dated
12/7/88

.

- RUC -

ADMINISTRATIVE :

Where appropriate. Privacy Act (E)(3) data was furnished
to persons interviewed. Express promises of confidentiality,
both limited and unlimited, have been noted where granted.



FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of:

Dote:

Field Office File #:

Title:

SA
l3/i2/8B

,SF l-6iA-4-8-0-2-

JOHN GOODWIN TOWER

Office: SAN FRANCISCO b7C

Bureau File #:

Character: SPIN (A)

Synopsis: Associates Comment favorably and recommend.

- RUC -

DETAILS

;

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents

are not to be distributed outside your agency.

U. S.GPO:1975-0-575-841



SF 161A-4802
JMH/skg

ASSOCIATE

_321i£ £i l1 lowing investigation was conducted by SA be
b7C

AT OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA:

On December 8, 1988, was contacted
at his place of employment. Positive Motion, 77 - 8th Street,
Oakland, California, and he advised that he has known the
appointee since 1975, on both a pxof.essional and social basis.
He advised that he hadi |

[ I
on various

intelligence matters of the United States Government. He
advised that the appointee is an honest person and the appointee
is a loyal American of good moral character and reputation.
He stated that the appointee does associate with individuals
and organizations of the highest caliber.

[advised that the appointee does not
use illegal drugs nor does the appointee abuse alcohol. He
advised that the appointag in 1 <177 an<^ 1.97a, hadI I

]
I
He advised that he has had no daily contact with

the appointee in approximately 10 years.

I

advised that he knows of no derogatory
information pertaining to the appointee and he would definitely
recommend the appointee for a position of trust and responsibility
with the United States Government. He advised that he knows
of nothing concerning the appointee that would disqualify
the appointee from a position of trust and responsibility
with the United States Government. He advised that he is
unable to specifically comment on the appointee's financial
affairs as he was not that closely associated with the appointee,
that he would know specific details of the appointee's financial
situations

.

I

[futher stated that the appointee is
a very fair minded individual having the ability to get along
with all types of people and the appointee is not bias against
any racial, religious, or ethinic group.

2



SF 161A-4802
JMH/skg

I
further advised that he has no personal b7c

knowledge that the appointee has any type of alcohol problem
and the appointee does not have a drinking problem with loose
lips that would compromise national security.

I I

advised that he has no information concerning
any illegal use of campaign funds or illegal contributions
to campaign funds for the appointee. He advised that he had
worked on one re-election -campai-gn for the appointee and this
was only for a short time. He advised that during that time
period no information had come to his attention concerning
any improprieties relating to this re-election campaign.

I I
advised that he has no first hand knowledge

concerning any sexual indiscretions bv the appointee relating
to a

| I
named I I He advised

that he had heard public rumors concerning this situation;
however he has no first' hand knowledge concerning any sexual
indiscretions by the appointee. He advised that the only
female individual associated with the appointee that he has
known is LILLA TOWER, as she had come to his house with the
appointee before they were married, however the appointee
later married LILLA.

I
[further advised that in his associations

with the appointee he never had seen anything that would reflect
that there were conflicts of interest in the dealings of the
appointee

.



161A-4802
JWR/slw

1

CAPTIONED ASSOCIATE

The following investigation was conducted by SA ^6^

AT STANFORD, CALIFORNIA

On December 8^ 1988 fF

I
was telephonically

contacted in an effort to arrange an appointment

.

could tal
1 advised that in the interest of time he

about the Appointee over the telephone.

advised that he has known the Appointee
for a least ten years and that he worked with him. He said that
he could vouch for his character and as far as he knew, the
Appointee associated with reputable people. He said that
Appointee's loyalty to the United States was unquestionable and he
knew of no biases that the Appointee had against people of
various religions or different ethnic backgroud. He said that he
thought the Appointee was a capable individual in spite of the
adverse publici ty the Appointee has received over the years.

I I advised that the allegations concerning his
sexual indiscretions or his abusing alcohol, as far as he knew,
were just allegations. He said he does not know the Appointee to
have used illegal drugs or have abused alcohol or to have engaged
in any improper or illegal activity*

|

|felt the
Appointee was a very capable individual, and he recommended him
for a position of trust and confidence.

4*

TOTAL PAGE. 02 >X>K
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UNCLAS

o:i7i

IMMEDIATE

FM DIRECTOR FBI (1L1-2DMD3)

TO FBI SAN ANTONIO (IbA-lMbb) IMMEDIATE

FBI HOUSTON ( IblA-lfllb ) IMMEDIATE

UNCLAS

JOHN COODliIIN^TOUERi SPIN (A)i BUDED: PAST (lS/1/flfl)

SAN ANTONIO: INTERVIEW WHO RESIDES AT

AND lilHO|

AS SAN ANTONIO

IS AWARE-. SENATOR TOWER HAS BEEN CRITICIZED CONCERNING THE

DISBURSEMENT OF THOSE FUNDS. SHOULD ALSO BE (3UERIED;

CONCERNING ANY KNOWLEDGE OF (3UESTIONABLE/ILLEGAL CAMPAIGN

CONTRIBUTIONS! POSSIBLE ALCOHOL ABUSE AND WOMANIZING ON THE

PART OF TOWER.

HOUSTON: 1) INTERVIEWj |0F
| |

~| WHO IS KNOWLEDGEABLE OF SENATOR TOWER-. IN ACCORDANCE

WITH PRIOR BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS.

, f. • I

C".* 8tr> i''i

15/15/afl M371

RETURN TO ROOM

7 APR

IRAl BUREAU OP INVEITIGATO

DO MOT FiLfc’ \?lTi]C"JT CO.‘k;‘'.!M!CATICtl3 STAMf I- t



5

5) THROUGH AGENT NOTES-. OR REINTERVIEU-. F0-3DB OF T-1,

SHOULD BE AMENDED AND RESUBMITTED TO INCLUDE THE FOLLOUl^:^
HOU IS T-1 AUARE THAT TOWER ABUSES ALCOHOLt CAN T-1 COMMENT ON

THE FREflUENCY/AMOUNT OF ALCOHOL CONSUMEDi B) HOW IS T-1 AWARE

THAT TOWER HAS MANY WOMEN- T-1 SHOULD BE ASKED TO CLARIFY THAT

STATEMENT. SA SHOULD ALSO SUBMIT AN ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE

CONTAINING THE IDENTITY FD T-1-

SUBMIT RESULTS TO THE ATTENTION OF I ISPIN b

UNIT-. VIA IMMEDIATE FACSIMILE (3SM-BS7M)



December 12, 1988

TO •

PM-
OMPo

6^/^ 5=P/aJ Llml
following items were discussed as new leads or leadsthat are now in process of being covered by WMFO:

b6
b7C

Interview

Iraddr^.qs nf I

Times cuLUicre - urrxce at|
|

Individuals names given hvl

re ; Legal

secretary

y
Contact Tower's office

^verify his military service, dates (active and
reserve), rank, discharge, etc. - as St. Louis

^cannot locate records)
name, etc. of agent and publisher at Little-Brown

- verify employment at Jedford-McManus or set
appropriate lead
interview

l 1 (White House Press
Corps) due to Mrs. Tower • s specific allegation
(p. 45 WMFO report)

Enclosure

Exec AD Adm
Exec AD Inv.

Exec AD LES

Asst. Dir.:

Adm. Servs

Crim. Inv.

Ident

Insp.

Intell.

Lab.

Legal Coun.

Off. Cong. &

Public Affs

Rec. Mgnt.

Tech. Servs.

Training

Off. Liaison &

Int, Affs.

Telephone Rm.

Director’s Sec’y MAIL ROOM
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Rep. Chai]^rs{
'*•

_

‘ •* *v

BackdoorMove
Foreign AircraftFirms Benefit 'J

' BY GREG RUSHFORD

Few members of Congress who voted for final passage
'*

of the massive 1988 spending bill knew that the potentiah»H

beneficiaries of an obscure muItimiiUon dollar alrdraft P* Chappell Jr^

program were three foreign compani^. And the legisla- i
contract,

tors certainly had no idea American aircraft companies that had >vanted to bid had been’
deliberately excluded. : • ^

But Rep. Bill Chappell Jr. (D-Fla.), the feisty* and powerful chairman of the House
Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense, did know .

\

*.

*

' •

‘ *

It was Chappell who was mainly responsible for lan^agi buried deep in the 1 ,053-page

bill, inserted without public debate, that potentially Ifhhslate^’lnid a $100 million windfall

for one of three firms from Great'Britain;'Isr8el, oT tAnadai^^
1' " * '

'
*

Chappell, a 20-year veteran of the House known for his staunch support of military

spending, defends his actions on grounds of national security. He argues that the aircraft

SEE CHAPPELL, PAGE 16

>n

X
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16 LEGAL TIMES • FEBRUARY 1, 1988

Chappell MoveMeans Windfall for Foreign Aircraft Firms
CHAPPELL FROM PAGE 1

produced by the foreign companies who
qualify to bid under his language are better

suited for their mission.

don’t care who gets the contract.”

says the 66-ycar-old Democrat. “If I feel,

something is good for this country, Pm a

fighter and I will fight for it.”

Air Force Undersecretary James Me-
Govem» who has met with ^appell,i«ays !

through a spokesman that at no time did
\

Chap|Kll “even hint that he had a prefer-
|

cncc for who would be award^ the

contract.”

But a number of critics, including Air

Force officials responsible for the pro-

gram, describe Chappell’s move as anoth-

er example of the congressional budget

process gone awry;.

“This is 8 sneak' trick designed to avoid

the normal budget process in the hope no-

body will ask questions,” says one key

congressional aide.

Says one indignant Air Force official:

“I never thought Fd sec the day when,,

a

U,S, congressman deliberately.ki^ Amer-
ican companies, away from a defense con-

tract in favor of foreign interesl|,J*

t

-
1? V*

Fueling the Budgetary Fire

The controversy over Chappell’s aircraft

program is yet another offshoot of the

growing debate over the congressional

budget process. A number of last-minute

additions to the continuing resolution, crit-

ics contend, would never have survived

more open and deliberative treatment.

Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) has

drawn fire for his amendment forcing Ru-
pert Murdoch to sell some media proper-

ties, while Sen. Daniel Inouye (D-Hawaii)

has had to explain his sponsorship of an $8
million amendment to fund a school for

Jewish refugees in France.

The controversial appropriation for the

‘ foreign aircraft bidders pushed by Chap-
pell occupies less than one page of sub-

committee testimony; yet, millions of dol-

lars are at stake. In September, Congress

rejected a backdoor method to fund the

program, and the Air Force itself is luke-

warm at best about the project.

Against this backdrop, critics are won-

dering why Chappell has been moved to

intervene so aggressively.

Chappell acknowledges that he has met

with officials from two of the three foreign

bidders, ^^3QSs

But he flatly rejects any insinua-

lionlhat he is responding to the special

pleading of an interested party.

Lobbying on the aircraft program has

been nearly invisible. Spokesmen for all

three foreign manufacturers deny that they

lobbied Chappell or anyone else.

But Chappell says he met with Charley,

"QtSHi director of government relations for

Canadair, a Montreal-based aircraft manu-

facturcr and a potential recipient of Chap-

pell’s largess; Chappell describes Gray, a

retired Air Force officer, as “a friend.
”

Gray says he told Chappell that the pro-

gram “deserves the committee’s support.”

Giapnell offers, “I talked to the presi-

dent of Britisli Aerospace when 1 was in

London—what’s his name?” Sir Edward
Hanson is president of British Aerospace.

One powerful former official may have
played a behind-the-scenes role in the con-

troversy. According to two Senate aides, ^
former Sen. John Towcr_fR-TexasL who
once chaired the Armed Services Commit-
tee, has made calls on behalf of British

Aerospace and a subcontractor^ the Dallas -

based LTV Coro. Tower, now an aero-

space consultant in Wa.shinglon, is a Brit-

ish Aerospace * director and an LTV^
con.sullant.

Tower, who is not registered as a British

Acro.space lobbyist or agent, declined re-

peated requests for comment. Two Senate

sources say that Tower has placed calls on
the issue to Air Force Undersecretary

James McGovern, who directed the staff

when Tower chaired the Armed Services

Committee, and to Arnold Punaro, now
the committee’s staff director.

Punaro could not be reached for com-
ment. Chappell says he does not recall

talking with Tower about the aircraft

program.



I

‘ Limiting the Bidding

Chappell’s initiative would replace six

aging executive-type “flight inspection”
jets that have been in the inventory for

more than 20 years. Four are Lockheed Jet

Stars, now out of production, while two
are Sabreiiners, first buiit in the 1950s by
the predecessor to Rockwell International.

The small jets have been based in Europe
and Japan and contain a sophisticated iner-

tial navigation system.

“Essentially, in case of a combat-type
crisis,” explains one Air Force Reserve
pilot, “they fly ahead to check the ground
instrumentation landing systems to ensure
it is safe to land.”

Chappell’s provision requires the Air
Force to award the contract for replace-

ment flight-inspection planes, known as C-
FlNs^ to aircraft that can fly at least 2,4T5Tr

muifical miles.

This seemingly innocuous language es-

sentially limited the bidding to three firms:

British Aerospace, Israel Aircraft Indus-

tries, and Canadair. Large domestic com-

panies, including the Cessna Corp., the

Gates Learjet Corp., and the Beech Air-

craft Corp. , are excluded because their air-

craft fly shorter ranges.

Chappell says Air Force officials com-
municated to him that the longer-range air-

craft was desirable. In fact, the Air Force
in 1984 originally planned to replace the

aging jets with 2,400-mile C-FINs. But in

subsequent years, the Air Force officially

sought the shorter-range jets.

“The C-FIN is a very important pro-

gram that doesn’t have much visibility,”

says Chappell. “I strongly feel it ought to

be done.”
Knowledgeable aircraft industry sources

say the Cessna and Learjet aircraft are

cheaper than their British and Canadian
counterparts. The Israeli aircraft is compa-
rably priced to the American planes, in-.-

dustry sources say. f

“Cessna and Learjet at least, on their r

merits, should have been allowed to bid on
C-FIN,” asserts one knowledgable Air
Force official.

Through the Back Door

The Pentagon did not ask for C-FIN
funding in its 1988 budget request. But the
public record shows that Rep. Chappell, as
his subcommittee considered the Air Force
1988 procurement budget, wanted to push
C-FIN through a back door. If C-FIN was,
not in the regular budget, money for it

could be found by reprogramming, or
transferring, funds already appropriated
for other military programs
On March 12, 1987, Lt. Gen. Bernard

Randolph, an Air Force deputy chief of
staff for research, development and acqui-
sition, had an exchange with Chappelhihat
illustrates how the lawmaker was pushing
for the longer-range, foreign aircraft.

“Now, we are still talking about
a 2,400-mile-range aircraft?” Chappell
asked. “Yes, sir,” Randolph answered.

Chappell then drove home the point that
the Air Force competition was only going
to be open to the longer-range aircraft.

“I think congressional intent is clear on
that 2,400 miles?” he asked. “Yes, sir,”
the general saluted. “No doubt in mv
mind.”

^

^

Shortly after the March hearing, the Air
Force—which earlier had approved an
1,850-mile-plus range for the C-FINs—
requested a $70 million reprogramming to

. buy 2,400-mile range C-FlNS.
“When the Air Force issued its 2,400-

mile range RFP [Request for Proposal),”
says a Beech official, “we had to drop
out.” Gates Learjet and Cessna also quit
the competition.

Gates Learjet officials would not take
calls on C-FIN. A spokesman for General
Dynamics Inc., the giant defense contrac-
tor that owns Cessna, says that the corpo-
ration decided “not to make a big fuss over
this one program that might antagonize
Congressman Chappell.”

British Aerospace hopes its jet will win the $100 million contract.

But Kansas-based Cessna did not go
without a fight.

“Cessna exercised the rights of any con-
stituent,” says the General Dynamics
spokesman, who confirms that the compa-
hy alerted its home-state senator. Minority
Leader Robert Dole.

Dole could not be reached for comment,

I

but Senate sources credit him with inspir-
ing last September’s congre.ssional action
to kill the reprogramming request.
The Kansas senator complained about

the 2,400 mile C-FIN requirement in let-

ters to Sen. John Warner (R-Va.), the
ranking Republican on the Armed Services
Committee, and the committee chairman"
Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Ga.).
“Nunn and Warner were cool to the way

the C-FIN reprogramming was handled
anyway, and pole’s letter gave them an
excuse to kill it,” says one key defense

-

aide.

Dole also talked to the ranking Republi-
can on the Senate Appropriations Subcom-
mittee on Defense, Sen. Ted Stevens (R-

.. Ala.), who agreed not to support the repro-
gramming, according to congressional
insiders.

The reprogramming died after Sept. 3CT
when the Senate Appropriations and
Armed Services Committees failed to ap-
prove it before the fiscal year ended.

Sen. Robert Dole intervened for
some Kansas-based companies.



'On Top of the Table'

But Chappell, combative as ever, was
not ready to quit. He resurrected the repro-

gramming by inserting language in the

year-end continuing resolution that Con-
gress approved last Dec. 21.

Chappell says he is “very much op-

posed“ to the practice ofenacting omnibus
year-end continuing resolutions. “I think

\
it’s the worst way we can legislate.”

He says the committee did not not intend

to hide anything. “We try to put every-

thing on top of the table,” Chappell says.

The Air Force has not announced which
of the three foreign bidders will be award-

ed the contract. The Air Force also has not

said which defense program will lose the

$100 million.that will be transferred for the

C-FIN procurement. “Usually, we kind of

hope we don’t have $100 million lying

around that we can use to buy corporate

jets,” says one official with a trace of

sarcasm.

Although the firms now destined to win

the C-FIN contract arc all foreign, some
American firms will also benefit .since they

serve as subcontractors to the foreign

companies.

For example, both Canadair and Israel

Aircraft Industries use (jjarrett engines.

which are built by Ari/.ona-bascd Ciarrett

Aerospace, a division of Allied-Signal.

Accordingly. Garrett and C-FIN have the

support of both Arizona senators. Republi-

can John McCain and Democrat Dennis
DeConcini, who recently wrote letters to

Air Force Undersecretary McGovern sup-

porting Chappell’s provision.

Although Chappell says he is unaware
of it, his stance on C-FlN appears to have
done little to harm his political fortunes in

the eyes of hopeful C-FIN subcontractors.

According to Federal Election Commis-
sion records, several American defense

contractors who hope to be C-FIN subcon-

tractors have supported Chappell’s 1988

re-election campaign. They ihdude: AT-

lied-Signal PAC, $l,000:the LTV Corp.,

$2,000; the General Electric Co., $1 ,500.

Also contributing are loser Beech Aircraft,

$1,000; and Cessna’s parent corporation.

General Dynamics, $1,000.

Chappell says anyone who thinks he is

doing a good job in Congress is free to

make campaign contributions..j2llU-b€

4orns that they have no_inniicncc on his

policies.

He iTinterested in C-FIN. he says, “be-
cause of the taxpayers of this country and
for no other reason .

’

' fl
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1. 1988.On December
his res idence.r^
unlisted telephone numoer
been arranged previously dur I ng the dav
the only time possible that]
prior to mid-day Monday, December 5

,

of the nature of the interview and the

1was
bo

i ntervi ewqd at b7C

i nterv i ew i ng agent
,

[

Information on former Senator John Tower

I me interview had
and was scheduled for
Jwou I d be ava I I ab I

e

1988. After being advised
identity of the

]
provided the following

[ ] stated that he was knowledgeable abm
John Tower and that he had worked with Tower during
prior employment asT

1
T

r

J further stated that Tower was the Chairman
of the Senate Armed Services Committee while he was a House
staffer and^
on different
Tower to be a vindictive individual and he had troub l e work I no
with Tower when he had to d iscuss programs with him. | |

[wou ld often work with the Senate staffers
proposals,

j [
advised that he considered

stated further that, unlike Tower was not open to the
suggest ions proposed by either the Senate or the House staffers.

[a I so stated that he felt that Tower had favor ed certain
defense contractors and certain programs and| |felt that
there was possibly improprieties involved because i t seemed to
be more then just constituent concerns.

stated that Tower had been involved with the HARM
m I ss I I e program and that Texas Instruments (T I ) was the defense
contractor working the program. According to

[

overcharg i ng on the HARM program and that Secretary of
Tl

the
was
Navy

wanted to cut the funding for the program and the
House was seeking to second source the program but Tower refused
to allow any changes to the program. According to [ [

Tower would not "hear of It" and would not agree to the second
sourcing of the program. [ [ advised that he, along with
some other staffers, had proposed the use of a low cost seeker
option which would have appeased everyone but that Tower only
provided token support for the idea and would not go along with

[
proposa I

.

12 / 1/88
Investigation on

SA
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til 12 / 2/88
by_ _Date dictated..
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Wou I g t3e

presently commutes to a new job with ITT in New Jersey,
stated that

l | had kep t some documents and that he
willing to be interviewed, I I a I so stated that

|

made the allegation tha t Tower went to TRACOR and that “things
to

| |had the impression that
a relationship and Tower had told the

stopped
TRACOR and

Accord i ng
Tower had

company to be careful.

I I also stated that he knew that Tower was involved
with the ATACC program and that this was one of the programs
mentioned in the press as being part of the ILLWIND
investigation. I I

I I

also described Tower as bei ng "totall y dedicated
to the services regardless of the cost."

| [ stated that,
whereas ^wanted to do what was the right thing. Tower would
do whatever the Services wanted. | [ stated further that
Tower's Senate staff woul d always check with the Navy when a
decision was to be made. I (stated that Tower was also
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against the
| [

reorganization proposal. |_^
stated also that Tower did not fol low the advise or suggest i ons

of his staffers. | [
stated that it was difficult to get

Tower to go against the government's desires.

I I described how he had read a letter that had been

sent to the Senate Armed Servi ces Committee when Mei Paisley was

being confirmed. According to| |
the letter was from one

land it raised questions about Paisley and

the death o^ one of his wives.|
|
stated that he was

bothered by this and he felt that the chairman of a key committee

should have been more concerned with the allegations about

Paisley. I "Istated that it is "a dif ferent wor ld under

Nunn and Stennis" then it was under Tower. I a lso Stated

that Tower protected his constituent's interests and|
|

eventual ly soured on porkbarrel programs.

I la I so stated that he thought Tower was involved

with maintaining funding for the B-1
. | [

stated that Tower

had been advised by the staffers that the government was asking

for too much money for Research and Development for the program

but Tower would not allow the funds to be cut. I
{stated

I rsiann about I and how
but Tower would not allow the funds to be cut.

|

[stated

how Senator John Glenn talked to |
Haboutn |_and ho'

"no-one was watching the money running through it."
| 1

stated that this was the problem during his years Ph the

Committee, there was "no-one watching the store."
| |

repeated that Tower did not care about the deficit or the cost

of a program, that if the Services wanted it they got it and,

even though the staffers would work hard to get the facts about

a program, no-one would use them. Without going into detail,

I

—
|also stated that the Divad-gun was another example of

program where money was being excessively spent.

tloyed as
I I

stated that he

[

| l s present

for such companies as
|

.

stated that his office i

s

at

[

I
land he gives advice.^ land he gives advice, he listen's to hi

p
client’s ^ ^ ^

concerns and he gives them his best judgement.
|

[stated

that he blames the expensive programs and the defense problems

"on the Towers of the world" because they never cared about the

cost or quality of a program. I ^ stated that he was

contacted a week ago by a reporter who asked if he would
^

recommend Tower and
| 1

stated he refused to answer but he
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I nd 1 V I dua I such
Istated

did state what qualifications he felt a Secretary should have.
that he told the reporter that he felt an
as

I I
would meet those qualifications.

that these qualifications should include being
i nte I I

i
gent , know I edgeabLe about the defense Industry

,
fi rm in

one's convictions and know how the government works.
)

stated that he felt Tower was probably intelligent, smart
firm in his convictions but misguided and he should not
"blind faith in defense contractors."

and
have

adv

I

sed
and I

that he had spoken about numerous programs
I fel

t

that, if Asp in was "let loose"
some good "but now he has to hold on to his
bills to pay" and has to do a lot of
n stated that he personally does not think
Ee so heavily involved in defense.
Tower's relationships with defense

that no-one could touch Texas
money could be taken from their programs,

stated that Tower would not allow the second sourcing
HARM missile and | stated that not a I lowing

the wrong thing to do.
program and that

Tl .

with Les Asp in

he could probably do
job, he has too many
politicking.

|

that po I i t I cs shou i

d

continued discussing
contractors and he stated
Instruments, no

of the
second sourcing was the wrong
that China Lake handled the HARM
problems there when people challenged

adv I sed
there were

stated that companies should learn that they can
not defraud The government but he said tot al debar rment is not
the answer and is not feasible.

[

situation though wherein the Macdonald
relationship, which the press has stated
investigation, is proven and shows the
have received information illegally
the contract and be barred for life
on any part of that program again,
result would punish the compan

y
wh

I

to use it on other contracts.
a system would develop comp I I ance . I

he lectures at the Defense Management School

proposed a hypothetical
Douglas and Mel Paisley

is part of the ILLWIND
defense contractor to

then the company should lose
from ever bidding or working

]felt that such a
allowing the Services

that he felt such
TTT
stated

]also mentioned that

1'

and they may be

continued and stated that Tower did
’defense contractors and that he knew

I

with certain
had hearsay concerning TRACOR

play favorites
of Tl and he

stated further that]

knowledgeable concerning Tower, his
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activities and other defense contractor s

.

stated that
•MU liWV

he knew I

Talmadge.
|

probiems w
hones t and

|was a
worked for

I
when asked I f he knew I

|
stated tha

when I

~|was and he knew that
la senator, thought to be Senator Herman

ttl
|stated al so that

th the senator buti

straight. I [stated
I
for Tower

Tower on the comm I tee. Iworked for Tower on the comm I tee.
|

Senate Armed Services Comm i tee operatea a

House in that the Senators would hire p^
but put them on the Committee payroll.

|

never had any problems w I th I I and that

^

nevej^

he knew there had been
^described I l as being
that he did not know I

f

but he did know that l |

[stated that the
ea aitterently from the
people as Senate staffers

. I I
adv i sed that he

that he could work with
on joint House/Senate situations.

I I
stated that the fo llowing individuals may be more

knowledgeable concerning Tower. I

on the Senate Armed Serv ices Committee during the Towe r years
and he can be reached at I I and I I

I who are both I . .

|also stated that he knew land
] I

have strong feelings and objections concerning Tower

.

I

also stated that Tower's ex-wife would be knowledgeable.
[also advised that the China Lake low-level laser-guided

bomb (LLLQB) problem involving T1 could be described by
|

lat China Lake and Vern Orr (not further ident ified),

stated that Tower's! |
kept

telling the Navy that they would get the money or the program
back but it was eventually killed by Vern Orr. I

~| a I so

stated that! jat Chi na Lake^ wou ld be
knowledgeable about Tower and the HARM missile. I l a I so

stated that | j
was involved with Tower on the HARM

program.

Last I y

.

I I
stated that he did not think, based upon

his experiences with Tower, that Tower would make a good

secretary,
j

[stated that there were lots of hearsay
concerning Tower's drinking from his ex-wives, and about Harm,

TRACOR, campaigns and Texas Instruments (Tl). [ I
stated
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that he knew that Tower hp»i d “onto his warchest" when he decided
not to run for re-election. stated that he would be
available if necessary for additional information.
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Pn December
i nterv i ewed

h i sI n

agents I dent i f i

e

d
adv i sed

|

he provided the

12, 1988, SA 1 and SA

1 ^
office located at| |in

1

The

of the nature of the
following information;

interview, following which

JOHN TOWERS Since
1977 When he

|

1
was 1

I I

He worked there until January of
1981 , when he was|

|

He stated

ass i

g

ned
staff [

to
I
and

the committee and not exclusively to
jadvised that due to this

knowledgable or familiar with TOWERS' campaigns
the campaign fund raising area. He stated that[

I

~[ who were Administrative Assistants toSenator TOWER would
be much more knowledgable in this area. He stated he had no
knowledge of campaign contributions to Senator TOWER by any
i nd i V i dua I s

.

as such was
Senator TOWERS'

arrangement he was not
for Senate or i

n

or[

was asked about an individual named ~| and
he recalled meeting him on one or two occasions

He advised that he had no knowledge of any oi I

haye been hgivina in which hemay

advised that
some years ago.
refinery problem that|

approached Senator TOWER about and
was unaware of any campaign contributions
TOWERS' e lection comm i ttee . H i s recollection
fact that I ~l

II I so advised that he
may have made to

I im i ted to thewas

never approached him persona
non-defense related I terns

f

He stated that
regarding any defense or

in fact not exactly sure what type of business[
with.

ly

] was
]was Tnvo I ved

I
adv

i

sed
]or (FNU) I

that he did not know an individual named

]

Investigation or

SA
SA
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File .

til 12/2/88
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Regarding the Navy C-FIN purchase, advised that
TOWER In passing basical ly asked the status of the program on
Capital Hill . He stated this was approximately late 1987 or
early 1988. I

[
stated that this program was one of much

controversy because the program was initiated by the House side
of the Defense Appropriations area and there was typical
political fighting over what contractors should be available to
bid on the program. I ~l advised that TOWER was definitly not
pushing for any one contractor over any others and merely ask
about the status of the program.

provided the following biographical data upon
h imse I f :

Social Security Number:
Date of^ Birth;
P I ace of Birth:
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Date: December 12, 1988

To:
I

~|

Personnel Investigation Division
Bureau of Diplomatic Security
2121 Virginia Ave., N.W.
4th Floor SA-10
Washington, D. C.

From:

Subj ect

:

Floyd I . Clarke
Assistant Director
Criminal Investigative Division

JOHN GOODWIl^TbWER
SPECIAL INQUIRY - PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENT
WITH SENATE CONFIRMATION

be
b7C

The FBI is in receipt of a request from the White House
to conduct an expedite background investigation concerning
Senator Tower who is being considered for an unspecified
Presidential appointment which requires Senate confirmation.

Senator Tower was born on 9-29-25 in Houston Texas. He
has Social Security number 451-46-9866.

I 1 Department of State,

I
is believed to be knowledgeable concerning recently

published allegations of womanizing and drinking by Senator Tower
while he served as a negotiator in the START Talks in Geneva,
Switzerland, in 1985 and 1986.

Exec AD Adm.

Exec AD Inv._
Exec AD LES .

Asst. Dir.:

Adm. Servs.

,

Crlm. Inv.

Ident.

Insp.

tntell.

Lab.

Legal Cour

Off. Cong. &

Public Affs. .

Rec. Mgnt.

Tech. Servs.

Training

Off. Liaison &

Int. Affs.

It is requested tha'

possible regarding his knowledge
>e interviewed a soon as

of these allegations.It any,
is further requested that you convey the results of
interview to the FBI (Attention: Special Inquiry Unit)

It

Supervisory Special Agent] I a

prominence of Senator Tower's nominati
as soon
ion

as

1 -IZ=
1 - OLIA
PAM; rnt

Your assistance in this matter 'is greatly appreciated.4- I xr fa

enough
possible due to the

!,

NOTE : This lead
the 12/ 8 request
Team to

|

y APR 27 198b
RETURN TO

I

is being sent to the Department of
of Presidential Transition

Telephone Rm.

Director’s Sec‘y WAIL ROOM CD
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IMMEDIATE
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REf!
lUJ. \
.EJIJDIRECTOR FBI (lbl-SaMD3)

TO LEGAL ATTACHE ROME IMMEDIATE

BT

UNCLAS E F T jO^

JOHN SOODUIN TOblERi SPIN (A)i BUDED: IS/'l/flfi LIITHOUT FAIL.

RE TELCAL FROM SSA SPIN-. TO ASSISTANT LEGAT

b
b

LEGAT ROME-. ON IS/lB/flfl.

BUREAU HAS BEEN REQUESTED TO CONDUCT EXPEDITE

INVESTIGATION OF TOUER FOR AN UNSPECIFIED PRESIDENTIAL

APPOINTMENT WHICH RE(2UIRES SENATE CONFIRMATION. TOWER IS

DESCRIBED AS BORN ON 'l/S'l/SS IN HOUSTON-. TEXAS. HE IS A FORMER

SENATOR-. AND FROM 3/flS TO M/flb-. HE WAS AN ARMS CONTROL

NEGOTIATOR IN GENEVA-. SWITZERLAND.

PUBLIC SOURCE DOCUMENTS CONTAIN ALLEGATIONS OF TOWER'S

SEXUAL INDISCRETIONS (IN THE UNITED STATES AND ABROAD)

i

EXCESSIVE ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION-. POTENTIAL CONFLICTS OF INTEREST-.

AND SOLICITATION OR RECEIPT OF (QUESTIONABLE OR ILLEGAL CAMPAIGN

APR 26 1989

9tC 1

3

1 - OLIA
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CONTRIBUTIONS.

IN ADDITION THE PRESIDENT-ELECT'S TRANSITION TEAM

SPECIFICALLY HAS REQUESTED THE FBI TO INTERVIEU|

DEPARTMENT OF STATE-,

RE TOWER'S ALLEGED SEXUAL ACTIVITIES IN GENEVAi SWITZERLAND IN

nas-nfib while a disarmament negotiator at the start talks.

THESE ALLEGATIONS INCLUDE TOWER'S RELATIONSHIP WIThI

AT THE U.S. MISSION-. HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH A

FEMALE SOVIET NATIONAL AND THAT HE IS ALLEGED TO HAVE PROCURED

SEXUAL PARTNERS FOR HIS SOVIET COUNTERPARTS.
] |

MAY BE

KNOWLEDGEABLE RE THESE ALLEGATIONS OR OTHER MATTERS-

IftsTELEPHONICALLY advise FBIHQ-,

OF THE RESULTS OF ABOVE INTERVIEW-. AND FOLLOW BY IMMEDIATE

SUMMARY TELETYPE TO THE ATTENTION OF
| |

SPIN UNIT-,

ROOM M371.,

b6
fc)7C

BT
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'

REPORTING \ O F FI C E O F O Rl G IN

F INVESTIGATION

CLEVELAND
TITLE OF CASE

Ny^OFFICE OF ORIGIN

BUREAU

JOHN GOODWIN^T?OWER

12/12/88
REPORT MADE BY

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

12/9 -12/88

CHARACTER OF CASE

b6
b7c jmp

SPIN (A)

REFERENCE

Los Angeles teletype to Bureau, 12/8/88.
Cleveland facsimile to Bureau, 12/9/88.

- RUC -

ADMINISTRATIVE

All persons interviewed were advised of the provisions of the Privacy
Act and unless noted to the contrary waived confidentiality.

The Bureau will note that immediately upon receipt
of referenced teletype an appointment was made to interview
The earliest available appointment was 2:00 PM on December 9, 1988.
Immediately after the interview the interview was dictated on form
FD 302 and thereafter immediately transmitted to the Bureau via

. ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED NONE

SPECIAL AGENT

CASE HAS BEEN;

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR yES ( |nO
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MONTHS CDyES \ }nO

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

Bureau

SPIN Uni

Dissemination Record of Attached Report

Agency

Request Reed.

- A* -

COVER PAGE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Copy to:

Report of:

Date:

SA
i 27 i 2/yy

Field Office File ft: 161A-2381

Title: JOHN GOODW-IN TOWER

be

Office: CLEVELAND b7

Bureau File if: 161~20403

Character:

SPECIAL INQUIRY (A)

Synopsis:

JOHN TOWER
TRW, stated he has known

for approximately 23 years on a professional basis,
had no derogatory information concerning TOWER

but did identify (phonetic) and
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription^
12/9/88

J
was interviewed by S.

at TRW Headquarters, 1900 Richmond Road, Cleveland,

Corporation

T

be
hlC

unxo, arid after having first been advised of the provisions
of the Privacy Act and after stating that he waived confidentiality
furnished the following information:

[

stated that he has known JOHN TOPJBR approximately
23 years. He stated he first met TOWER when TOWER was in
the Senate and her I ]

[

]

] stated that he does not know TOWER well and
knows him mainly on a professional basis but he stated based
on his associations with TOWER, TOWER has not expressed or
manifested any bias or prejudice against any group based upon
sex, race, color, religion, national origin, handicap or age.

further advised that he does not know TOWER well
enough to comment on whether or not TOWER lives within his
financial means but I [stated that he knew nothing derogatory
concerning TOWER’S finances. TOWER, according to ' '

has never used illegal drugs nor does[
suspicion that TOP7BR used illegal drugs <

have any

nstated that he was aware that allegations
>ii<have appeared in public source documents concerning Senator

TOWER’S alleged sexual indiscretion, excessive alcohol consumption,
potential conflict of interest and questionable spending of
campaign contributions or knowledge of illegal contributions.
Regarding these matters .1 I stated that he knew that
TOWER was associated with a lady by the name ofl

;h

(phonetic) and another lady by the name of
(phonetic). According to |

~
]he had seen

these ladies at various functions. Ife stated that]
is

I
[and that he believes he saw one

of the ladies at a meeting with TOWER at the Blair House which
is across from the White House in Washington, D. C, He further
stated that

]
[had been to |

stated that when he observed TOWER with these ladies.
even though it may have been for dinner or breakfast at a
hotel, he at all times conducted himself as a gentleman and

Investigation on. 12/9/88 .at.
Cleveland, Ohio

-File #.
CV 161A-2381

by. SA prop .-Date dictated. 12/9/88

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI; It isThe property of the FBI and is loaned to yoUr agency;

ft and Its contents are not to be distributed outside-your agency.
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he had no specific knowledge concerning any misconduct.

He further stated that he has seen TOWER on approximately
six occasions drinking. He stated that these were at social
functions and that TOWER drank neither excessive amounts of
alcohol nor did he appear to be under the influence of alcohol.

stated that he had no knowledge of any questionable
spending of campaign contributions or any knowledge of illegal
contributions. He stated that he knew that TOWER was doing
some consulting work but he felt that this v/as proper and
in the event TOWER received an appointment he would in all
likelihood disassociation himself with these companies. | |

Istated he had no specific knowledge concerning any
of the companies that TOWER would possibly be consulting with.

I
stated that TOWER was v^illing to speak

up when in meetings and that the questions he asked were very
proper and showed insight into whatever problem v?as being
discussed. He stated that he could recommend TOWER for a
position of trust with the United States Government and trusted
him to act within the interests of the United States of America.

I stated that he was not personally familiar
with many of the friends and associates of Senator TOWER and
V7as not in a position to comment on his moral character.

3 *
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,1988.

ON DECEMBER 13, 1988, APPOINTEE AND STAFF MEMBER, CONTACTED

AT DALLAS, TEXAS, FURNISHED FOLLOWING INFORMATION;

APPOINTEE ENLISTED IN U.S. NAVY AVIATION CADET PROGRAM,

JUNE, 1943 AT DALLAS, TEXAS. HE WAS CALLED UP IN SEPTEMBER, 1943

AND SERVED AT SEVERAL NAVY BASIS AS PART OF BEING ASSIGNED TO

CADET TRAINI NG, DEPAW UNIVERSITY, GREENCASTLE, INDIANA, IN

FEBRUARY, 1944. APPOINTEE APPARENTLY FAILED OUT OF THIS PROGRAM

IN MAY, 1944 AND SUBSEQUENTLY SERVED AS AN ENLISTED MAN IN U.S.

NAVY UNTIL RECEIVING HONORABLE DISCHARGE, RANK SEAMAN FIRST

CLASS, ON MARCH 25, 1946 AT A NAVY STATION AT HITCHCOCK, TEXAS.

APPOINTEE SUBSEQUENTLY SERVED IN U.S. NAVY RESERVE FROM THAT TIME

UNTIL PRESENT. HE STATED HE IS CURRENTLY A MASTER CHIEFli^iuN

MATE (E9) I N THE U.S. NAVY RESERVE (INACTIVE).

APPOINTEE'S NAVY SERIAL NUMBER DURING ACTIVE DUTY WAS

5746375.

APPOINTEE HAS SINCE SWITCHED TO USE OF SSAN AS ALL MILITARY

DOES, WHICH IS 451-46-9866.
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TELEPHO^JE SIGNED CONTRACT TO WRIGHT

BOOK FOR LITTLE BROWN PUBLISHERS, LOCATED 205 LEXINGTON AVENUE,

NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK.

STAFF DEALT RE BOOK WAS

WITH WHOM APPOINTEE AND

TELEPHONE

APPOINTEE, THROUGH ms GIVEN AN ADVANCE

OF $62,500 RE WRITING OF BOOK.

AND APPOINTEE, THEREAFTER, RECEIVED

APPROXIMATELY $53,125.

APPOINTEE SUBSEQUENTLY

ON CONTRACT.

APPOINTEE AND STAFF WERE SUBSEQUENTLY UNABLE TO FINISH BOOK

BY DEADLINE, SO APPOINTEE RETURNED $62,500 TO LITTLE BROWN.

APPOINTEE NOTED THAT THIS TRANSACTION COST HIM APPROXIMATELY

$26,375 INASMUCH AS| RETAINED THEIR ADVANCE

FEES.

INDIANAPOLIS, AT GREENCASTLE, INDIANA: CONDUCT APPROPRIATE

INQUIRY OF APPOINTEE AT DEPAW UNIVERSITY. IT IS NOTED

-bo

hi

APPOINTEE'S NAVAL CADET RECORD MAY OR MAY NOT BE LOCATED IN
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RECORDS OF UNIVERSITY.

DALLAS WILL FACSIMILE COPY OF RELEASE FORM TO INDIANAPOLIS

RE THE ABOVE.

NEW YORK DIVISION, AT NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK: THROUGH

CONTACT WITH LITTLE BROWN PUBLISHERS, 205

LEXINGTON AVENUE, OBTAINED DETAILS OF APPOINTEE'S BOOK PUBLISHING

ARRANGEMENT.

L-3EW ORLEANS DIVISION, AT NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA: AT NAVAL

RESERVE PERSONNEL CENTER, REVIEW APPOINTEE'S NAVY RECORD TO

INCLUDE ACTIVE AND RESERVE DUTY.

IT IS TO BE NOTED THAT RE TELEPHONE CALL, BUREAU TO DALLAS,

DECEMBER 13, 1988, INDICATED THAT ATTEMPT TO LOCATE SAME AT ST.

LOUIS, MISSOURI, HAD BEEN NEGATIVE.

SAN DIEGO DIVISION, AT LA JOLLA, CALIFORNIA: THROUGH

INTERVIEW OF APPOINTEE'S

OBTAINED DETAILS OF HER KNOWLEDGE OF APPOINTEE'S BOOK WRITING

DEAL.

WMFO, AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

:

THROUGH INTERVIEW OF|

VERIFY APPOINTEE'S PAYMENT OF ETC. RE BOOK

WRITING DEAL.
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Memorandum
SSP\

DIRECTOR, rm.
(ATTENTION:

SAC, WTO 161

Sa^iKi

:

JOHN GOODWIN TOWER

SPIN A
B.UDED-: part

IWte 12/13/88 b6
. ROOM 4371) b7c

RE; WMFO report dated 12/10/88,
WMFO routing slip dated 12/12/88

And Bureau telephone call from
SSal ] SPIN Unit, to WMFO
an 12/12/88.

Enclosed for Bureau are the results of addition'^ investigation
conducted in connection with captioned matter;

t/i) Arlington, Virginia Police Department check negative

l/2) Common Cause recontacted and offered no comment

/ 3) Interviews of
| |

and

(T)tbihq
^wro

r





WMFO 161A-19411
WDE:wde

ARREST CHECK
.bo

, , b7C
IA

|
caused a search to be made of the

files of the Arlington, Virginia, Police Department and was
advised on Deceiriber 13, 1988, that no record was located
concerning the appointee. It is to be noted that at all times an
indefinite nuiriber of unidentified records are out of file and an
accurate search cannot be made.

4
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WMFO 161A-19411
CL;dmt

The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agent (SA)

| | on December 12, 1988, regarding the
appointee, JOHN GOODWIN TOWER.

I
Common Cause, 2030 M

Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C., stated that Common Cause has
taken no position on the possible selection of the appointee for
the office of Secretary of Defense, and can offer no comment.

tr'

tr'
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WMFO 161A-19411
KW:kw

ASSOCIATE

On December 12, 1988, Special Agent
i

conducted the following investigation concerning the appointee,
JOHN. GOODWIN TOWER ^

'

x(^0ri‘tid.3.X

Personnel, urrice or me President-elect, 1825 Connecticut
Avenue, N.W. , Washington, D.C., advised that he has known the
appointee on a professional and social basis since 1977. I

was a member of thd

friends.
During mis time, he and the appointee became good

ho
b7C

I I
and the appointee were in close contact, and

traveled extensively, during the time he was on the appointee’s
staff and they still maintain occasional social contact.

I I never knew the appointee to use alcohol to
excess, abuse it, or manifest a dependency on it. When the
appointee drank, he would have only a couple of glasses of white
wine.

_ I has never known the appointee to be involved in
any way with

^

illegal drugs, including its use, possession, or
sale. He is also unaware of any prescription drug abuse by the
appointee.

, .
I
said that the appointee has always lived within

his means ana is financially prudent. He has never had any
indication that the appointee spends excessively or would get
himself into bad debt.
member of the appointee

Tadvised that ^ former staff
who lives in

] handles the
I

telephone numoer i

~

cippoinuee's personal finances. is unaware of any illegal
activity of the appointee concerning campaign funds, either with

or spending, and had no reason to question the
integrity of the appointee's handling of campaign funds.

I
stated that the appointee is emotionally

st^le. He said that the appointee has never, either while
drinking or otherwise, shown any signs of suffering from



A

depression, mood swings, suicidal thoughts . or any other
psychological problems. Physically, ! I said that the
appointee appears to have no problems except smoking too much.

He is Tinaware of any aspect of the appointee's
character, reputation , or associates that would reflect poorly

has never known of anv sexualupon the appointee.
, ,

indiscretions or womanizing by the appointee, f Isaid that
he did not have any contact with the appointee while he was in
Geneva, Switzerland, in 1985 - 1986. j ?ave the appointee
"an A+ with respect to moral character.

"

I n does not have, any knowledge of. potential
conflicts of interest that the appointee's past work for defense
contractors would cause. He added that the appointee was always
conscientious about avoiding conflicts of interest while he was a
Senator and assimied that he would continue to act in the same
manner.

, I I
said that the appointee has never expressed or

manifestea any Pias or prejudice for or against any class of
citizen or any religious, racial, or ethnic group.

£connection witn ms
jonly knowledge concerning the appointee's

- — Rep-ublic Bank Corporation,’ Dallas, Texas, is
that the appointee either did not serve as a director or resigned
soon afte2n«rards in order to go to Geneva, Switzerland, as an arms
negotiator.

be
b7C

j I

said that the appointee is loyal to the United
States

^

Government and is well suited for access to classified or
sensitive materials. He said that the appointee is security
conscious and would not divulge classified or sensitive material,
either while drinking or otherwise.

] knows of nothing derogatory concerning
s n ^

Overall,
the appointee. He is also' unaware of anyiSing that would cause
embarrassment to the appointee or the Bush Administration.

[
highly recommended the appointee for a position of trust

ana conridence with the United States Government. He said that
the appointee "is the best qualified individual in the world for
the position of Secretary of Defense."
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1

ASSOCIATE

Agent (SA)
appointee

,

The following investigation was conducted by Special

I
on December 12, 1988, regarding the

JOHN GOODWIN TOWER.

•bo

hlC

\ I
Governmental

Operations, Rockwell Internationa l, 1745 Jefferson Davis Highway,
Crystal City./ Virginia,,, telephone l I advised that he has
known the appointee both socially and professionally for
approximately five years, but does not know him real well. He
further advised that he has met with the appointee relating to
Rockwell business once or twice, and attended a number of
fundraise rs and dinners that the appointee was also attending.

indicated that he has found the appointee to be very
knowledgeable with respect to defense issues and also very
personable

.

volunteered that he has no personal knowledge
of any alcohol abuse or womanizing on the part of the appointee,
and stated that he has does not know the origin of the rumors
which attribute such conduct to the appointee. He also does not
know the appointee to abuse prescription drugs sell^ofy-^'^

illegal drugs.
|

[believes the appointee is physically
healthy, mentally stable and living within his financial means.
He has not observed anything that would indicate that the
appointee is biased or prejudiced toward any group or class of

citizen.

I I
does not believe that the appointee's past

work for various defense contractors will present a conflict :of

interest problem because the appointee has worked with a number
of companies, rather than a single company. I I

has no

knowledge of illegal contributions to the appointee's campaign or

illegal expenditures of campaign funds. Likewise, he has no^

knowledge of the appointee participating in any illegal banking
activities and is npt familiar with the Republic Bank Corporation
of Dallas, Texas.

I judged the appointee to be a loyal citizen and
suited for access to classified and sensitive materials or

information. He concluded by recommending the appointee for a

position of trust and confidence with the United States, and
indicated that he believes the appointee will do a good job.
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DATE: 03-18-2011
V

A

. MISSION, GENEVA,. SWITZERLAND,. FOR THE AST. THIRTEEN ,YEARS ADVISED

AS FOLLOWS! J.U) .

[THE JDFFIpIAL_. .

RESIDENCE USED BY, AMBASSADOR JOHN TOWER IN. GENEVA

seJ^et
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AMBASSADOR TOWER WA$ m GgMEVA DURING 1985-1986,

ADVISED ,SHE .PID NOT ,K.NOW AMBASSADOR TOWER TO RAVE

ANY SORT OF DRINKING PROBLEM. SHE STATED THAT TO HER KNOWLEDGE,

TOWER ONLY DRANK SOCIALLY AT RECEPTIONS_AND .SO FORTH. SHE..JMEVER .

SAW HIM INTOXICATED OR IN ANY WAY IMPA.IRED BY TOO MUCH ALCOHOLjDR

FOR ANY OTHER ^REASONS. TO .HER KNOWLEDGE, TOWER DID NOT,,HAVE JHE

REPUTATION OF BEING AN ALCOHOL ,,ABUSER OR EVEN A HEAVY DRINKER.

CU)

^

, CONCERNING ALLEGATIONS THAT TOWER MAY HAVE .BEEN INV.pLVED^IN
,,

EXTRA-MARITAL AFFAIRS WHILE IN GENEVA, PJAIED,. SHE HAD

NO ..KNOWLEDGE OF TOWER BEING INVOLVED IN ANY ..AFFAIRS WITH OTHER,.

WOMEN AND DENIED THAT SHE AND TOWER WERE IN ANY, WAY INVOLVED

I STATED pHE .NEVER SAW ANY. OTHERi , SEXUALLY OR OTHERWISE.

WOMEN STAYING AT THE RESIDENCE, NOR DID SHE EVER OBSERVE ANY
,

.
ACTIVITY SUGGESTIVE pF TOWER BEING .SEXUALLY J.NVPLVED WITH OTHER,

WOMEN. (U)

I

\
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#
:• o-x I AS fO WHETHER .SHE. HAD EVER. HEARD

ANY RUMORS pR .TALK pF SUCH. ACTIVIT.IES ,BY JOWER, TO ]^HJCH_SHE

REPLIED IN THE. NEGATIVE. WHEN ASKED WHETHER SHE HAD HEARD TALK

OF SUCH ACTIVITIES .BY MRS..TOWER, REPLIED JHAT.. SHE

QUICKLY LEARNED NOT TO PAY. ANY. ATTENTION .TO. WHAT MRS. TOWER SAID.

DESCRIBED MRS. TOWER AS "A CRAZY LADY" WHO WAS.VERY .

HARD TO WORK FOR, WAS CONTINUALLY VERY DEMANDING ABOUT

INSIGNIFICANT THINGS,^ WHEN ASKED TO COMMENT SPECIFICALLY PN THE

TYPES OF THINGS MRS. TO.WER TALKED ABOUT, SAID SHE COyLD

NOT RECALL ANY .SPECIFICS,. P.NLY THAT .SHE WAS CONTINUALLY

COMPLAINING AND "TALKING NONSENS&iL. ./UJ)

„ ON DECEMBER 12, 1988,

U-S,

„ MISSION, GENEVA, ...SWITZERLAND, WAS.INTERVIEWED .AND ..PROVIDED JHE

FOLLOWING INFORMATION!

I HAS BEEN

be
b7C

AT..

GENEVA SINCE 1984 AND IT IS HER JOB TO

TO INCLUDE

JOHN TOWER WHILE HE WAS ASSIGNED TO GENEVA IN 1985-86.,

ADVISED SHE WORKED QUITE .CLOSELY WITH J1R. TOWER AND .HIS >)IFE JO ,

]
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HANDLE AT

NO TIME WAS SHE EVER AWARE THAT.JOWER ,HAD AM ALCOHOL .ABUSE

PROBLEM AND SHE HAS SEEN NO .EVIDENCE OF SUCH. A PROBLEM..,

FURTHER ADVISED THAT SHE NEVER SAW ANY INDJCAT.ION

THAT MR. TOWER MAY HAVE BEEN INVOLVED IN ANY SEXUAL AFFAIRS ,^ITH ..

OTHER WOMEN. SHE ADVISED THAT TOWER .DID NOT SJRIKE. HER; AS THE

TYPE OF PERSON WHO WOULD PURSUE SEXUAL .AFFAIRS .WITH OTHER .WOMEN
...

AND DESCRIBED HIM AS A PERFECT GENTLEMAN. (U)

WAS SOMEWHAT SURPRISED JHAT SUCH AN .^^LLEGATIpN ...

WOULD BE MADE AGAINST TOWER, IN THAT. SHE RECALLS A NUMBER OF

PRIVATE CONVERSATIONS WITH MRS, TOWER IN WHI.CH MRS.
.
.TOWER OFTEN

TALKED OF HOW WELL THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HER AND, HER HUSBAND

WORKED. IS ,NOT AWARE OF ,MRS. ...TOWER EVER ,MAKIN6 ANY,,

ACCUSATIONS THAT MR. TOWER WAS INVOLVED WITH OTHER. WOMEN. .XU)

DECEMBER .12, 1988,
-Lz.

U.S, MISSION, .GENEVA, ADVISED HE HELD THE POST OF

UP .UNTIL

1 1

WHEN THE JOWER^S ARRIVED ,IN GENEVA IN MARCH, 1,985..
| 1

was'

ADVISED HE WAS PRESENT AT ABOUT SIX COCKTAIL PARTIES,. RECEPTIONS .

b6
b7C
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I

OR DINNERS WITH TOWER AFTER HIS ARRIvit JN QENEVA AND NEVER,

RECEIVED ANY INDICATION THAT JOWER HAD A DRINKING ^PROBLEM NOR ^

, ,
lb 6

HAS Hi- EVLT i-b'RD ANY INFORNATION OF THAT NATURE. J [
FURTHER |b7c

1 ADVISED THAT HE NEVER OBSERVED ANYTHING OR ^RECEIVED ,ANY._

INFORMATION TO INDICATE THAT TOWER WAS INVOLVED JN ANY E)g"RA

‘ MARITAL AFFAIRS. (U)
i

I I

OBSERVED TJHAT nfe WAS RESPONSIBLE ,ROR

:

I

; , GENEVA DURING HIS TENURE AND TOWER WAS VERY EASY TO .WORK WITH AND
.

. I I
WAS NEVER AWARE OF ANY PROBLEMS. MRS. TOWER,.

.
ON THE OTHER

I HAND, WAS A CONSTANT SOURCE OF ..IRRITATI.ON AND I I ESTIMATED HE :

,
SPENT ABOUT 60 PERCENT OF HIS TIME RESPONDJNG TO; AND TRYING TO

, SATISFY HER DEMANDS.,
| [

CITED, AS AN EXAMPLE JHAT. WHEN THE _

,

TOWERS ARRIVED IN GENEVA,, THEY .WERE GIVEN A LUXURY APARTMENT' THAT I

' WAS FORMERLY, THE .SUMMER RESIDENCE OF THE OLD CROATION KINGS,,..
^

LOCATED DIRECTLY ON LAKE GENEVA. THIS APARTMENT,.HAD ,BEEN,. . \

1 .
OCCUPIED BY PREVIOUS .AMBASSADpRS AND HIGH-RANKING GENERAL, ..

,
OFFICERS. MRS. TOWER DEMANDED WITHIN TWO HOURS, .AFTER. .THEIR . L

i

I

» ^ ARRIVAL THAT THEY BE ,RELOCATED FROM JHIS :*HOLE“- ^ ON ..NUMEROUS
^ ^

OCCASIONS,
I [

was THREATENED BY MRS, TOWER; WITH i_OSS OF. HIS JOB '

i
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(S

ON DECEMBER 12, 1988, ADVISED

bl

bo
b7C

THE PERSON HE HAD REFERRED TO EARLIER WA-^

INTERVIEWED ABOVE. APPARENTLY, THERE WAS A, MISUNDERSTANDING

BETWEEN AND ASSISTANT LEGAT AS TO EXACTLY WHOM

WAS REFERRING WHEN HE INDICATED THE REFERENCE, PERSON HAD

AS
I CLARIFIED ON DECEMBER, 12,. .1988,. THAT. .HE.,

WAS IN FACT, REFERRING TO I I WHO:. HAD .BEEN AT GENEVA. WHEN TOWER.

WAS THERE, AND THEN RECENTLY. RET.URNED JO

.GENEVA. (U)

,

BERN CONSIDERING THIS flATJER JtUC.

C BY^^GSi^jagGL^OADR ... ,

!

#0623 1 _

mm
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I

RICHMOND . I
BUREAU

Date Jlnvestigative Period

12/13/88 12/12-13/88
"[Typed By;

I

TITLE OF CASE_.^

JOHN GOODWIN "TOWER

Report Made By

SA
CHARACTER OF CASE

SPIN (A)

be
b7C

REFERENCE ; Washington Metropolitan Field Office teletype to the Bureau dated
12/9/88.

-RUC-
/

ADMINI STRATI

V

E

;

Where appropriate/ Privacy Act (e) (3) data was furnished
to persons interviewed. Express promises of confidentiality/ both
limited and unlimited/ have been noted where granted.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy To:

Report of: SA
Date: December 13, 1-988

Field Office File #: 161A-2982

Title: JOHN GOODWIN TOWER

-b6

Office: Richmond/ Virginia b7c

Bureau File #: 161-20403

Character: SPECIAL INQUIRY

Synopsis: Appointee's
and recommends.

interviewed

-RUC-

DETAILS:

MISCELLANEOUS

On December 12/ 1988/1
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIaX

vine/ Virginia/ advised that he was

TOWER ' s|
I
for approximately nine years.

TOWER is a smart/ intelligent/ strong-willed
lot of experience in matters related to the

formerly
"1 and was JOHN

the|_
1 Charlottes-

]

States. _
character ,

not comment
strictly

stated that he considers
reputation/ and loyalty. '

on TOWER' s associates / as tneir
relationship.

GOODWIN
stated that

individual who has a
defense of the United

TOWER to be of good
stated that he could

relationship was
stated that he

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency.
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believes TOWER to be living within his financial means and does
not believe that he harbors any prejudices against any individual
or group based upon race/ religion, age, sex, national origin, or
handicap. stated that as far as he knows, TOWER has
never used or exper imented with any illegal drugs or abused
alcohol* stated that he recalls seeing TOWER take an
alcoholic drink at a party in 1985, but that TOWER certainly did
not drink to excess on that occasion.

| |
stated that he

saw no physical evidence of alcohol abuse during the physical
examinations he performed on TOWER. I I stated that he
performed two complete physicals on TOWER, and that towt^r ' s

biggest problem appeared to be heavy cigarette smoking.
also stated that TOWER had a heart murmur, but at that time, it
was not of a functional severity to be of any consequence. I I

|also stated that he had no direct knowledge of TOWER being
involved in any type of sexual indiscretions, either in the
United States or abroad, including the period while he was in
Geneva, Switzerland, in 1985 to 1986. | |

further stated
that he had no direct knowledge o f TOWER ever suffering from any
mental incapabilities.

|
[stated that he had no knowledge

of TOWER being involved in any type of conflict of interest,
illegal campaign contributions or spendin g, or any illegal
activities concerning banking. stated that he
recommends TOWER for a position of trust and responsibility with
the United States Government.

On December 13, 1988, stated that the two
physical examinations he performed on TOWER were on a voluntary
basis and that TOWER elected to have both physicals performed.

stated that he does not recall the exact dates of the
examinations, but the latest examination was performed between

stated that the exact dates could be
Jlocated at the

[

1980 and 1982.
| \

determined from tower

'

si
-I I I I

j wasnington , D.C., telephone number
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urrice or tne President-Elect
Transition Counsel's Office
1825 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Suite 910
Washington, D. C. 20270

Dear

1
1

DEC 1 3 1988
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In accordance with a request received from your office on
December 2, 1988, a background^^vestigation has been initiated
concerning Senator John Goodmir^ower . Transmitted herewith is a
copy of a summary memorandum containing the partial results of this
investigation, along with a copy of an interview providing details
of information contained in this summary memorandum.

T
Legal Coun. ^
Off. Cong.

Public Affs.

Rec. Mgnt.

Tech. Servs.

Training „

Off. Liaison &
Int. Affs.

A backg'iround investigation was conducted concerning
Senator Tower in 1987. The results of that investigation have
been incorporated into this summary memorandum. Senator Tower was
also the subject of a background investigation conducted by the
Department of State in 1985, the results of which are enclosed.

During the course of an interview of Senator Tower on
December 3, 1988, the results of which are incorporated in this
summary memorandum, he indicated that he has made an accounting to
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for the expenditure of campaign
contributions that remained after he chose not to run for re-
election to the United States Senate in 1984. You may wish to
cpritact the IRS directly for information regarding, this matter.

\ \
As contained in the enclosed/s™inar;f memorahduirt^^

s name has surfaced during the course of an ongoing criminal

WAX ^

/ ^ '

/summary memorahdm
Tower's
investigation, entitled "111 Wind”, which focuses upon allegations
of fraud and bribery within the Department of Defense. Much of the
evidence developed to date emanates from, among other things,
conSensually monitored conversations or court ordered electronic
surveillance. It is the understanding of the FBI that, as per the
direction of Henry E. Hudson, United States Attorney for the

(See note page 3.)

^ (3)

y APR 28 1S89
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Eastern District of Virginia, dissemination of this information
should be restricted, and is releasable only to the Vice-President;

I I to the President of the United
States ;[ lof the Attorney General of the
United States

;

President-Elect of the United States; and yourself.
for the

The information contained in this summary memorandum
concerning Senator Tower's involvement in "111 Wind" reflects all
information known to the FBI at this time and does not reflect any
circumstances which may be subsequently disclosed and which cpuld
impact upon Senator Tower's suitability. Attempts were made to
investigate and resolve as many of the issues concerning Senator
Tower as possible while not disrupting or interfering with the
natural progression of the ongoing "111 Wind" criminal
investigation

.

Additional interviews and records checks at the Federal
Election Commission, Securities and Exchange Commission, Federal^
Communications Commission, Central Intelligence Agency, and Public
Integrity Section at the Department of Justice, remain outstanding.
We will forward the results of the above-mentioned investigation to
your office when that information is made available.

/ours.

Floyd I ./ /Clarke
Assistant Director
Criminal Investigative Division

Enclosures (9)
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NOTE; Senator Tower is currently self-employed as a
lobbyist/consultant. He is being investigated for an unspecified
Presidential appointment, which requires Senate confirmation. A
review of public source documents indicates that Senator Tower is
being considered for the position of Secretary of Defense.

Investigation revealed the following allegations against
Senator Tower: sexual indiscretions, abuse of alcohol, mental
incapacities (as alleged by his former spouse) ,

criticism of his
ties to defense contractors (possible conflict of interest) , and
improper spending of campaign contributions which remained when he
retired from the Senate.

Additionally.
Wind” investigation in[
Dissemination of that

^Intercepted
jname surfaced in the ”111
conversations

.

information on a "need to know” basis is
authorized in the attached memorandum dated December 1, 1988, from
Henry E. Hudson, United States Attorney, Eastern District of
Virginia, to Francis A. Keating, II, Associate Attorney General,

^

which states that the Title III electronic surveillance information
may be released, pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section
2517 (2) , to the Vice-President; ! I to the
President

i

;ident;[~

I for
of the Attorney General;]^
the. President-Elect; and

[

to the president-Elect/Counsel to the Vice-
was authorized in a 12/13/88President. ( Dissemination to

telephone conversation between Mr. Hudson and ASAC
WMFO.

)

During the course of this investigation, a NEXIS check
disclosed over 9,000 articles in which John Tower was referenced.
In addition, major newspaper morgues in Texas disclosed over 4,000
additional articles in which he was referenced. All of these
articles were reviewed by the SPIN Unit and the Dallas Division
respectively, many of which contained references to the
aforementioned allegations of Senator Tower's sexual indiscretions,
drinking, spending of campaign contributions, and possible conflict
of interest due to his ties to the defense industry. The articles
specifically mentioned by Senator Tower during the course of his
initial interview were reviewed and were obtained through
appropriate newspaper morgues: Atlanta Constitution article
11/13/88, Legal Times article 2/1/88; Fort Worth Star Telegram
articles February, 1976, and 5/22/82.

During the course of this and the 1987 background
investigation, references to Senator Tower appeared in ISIS

I

(PAPERSUB) in the New Haven Division. The documents containing

I
are protected by Rule 6(E), Federal

(Note continued on next page.)
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Rules of Criminal Procedure, and could not be provided to FBIHQ for
review. However, the NH Division, FBI, has advised that the
references are non-derogatory, and only involve correspondence to
and from Senator Tower when he was chairman of the Senate Armed
Services Committee.

f
his summary memorandum was coordinated with[
Governmental Fraud Unit, WCCS, CID.

Investigation is complete, except for:

oT.Tg a-mrmrf r>-HV»o-i-g« [1 rtToyxn oTATg ^mrs'nrr m-noyg*
|

1 General Counsel at the FEC;
1

1 Senator' Tower's 1 br contact ait Little
,
Brown

Publidfeers; I
and

Checks at PIS, DOJ, FdC, CIA and FEC. The FEC is also to
provide an opinion on the disbursement of funds by the Tower Senate
Club.

Verifying Senator Tower's affiliation as a consultant with Maxwell
Communication, London, England and Jeford-McManus, Washington,
D. C. Verifying Senator Tower's military service and relationship
with Little, Brown Publishers. Attempting to ascertain the date to
registered as a lobbyist.

Enclosed are the following documents:

1. Copy of background investigation conducted by DOS in 1985;
2. Copy of DOJ memorandum dated 12/1/88 from Henry E. Hudson,
United States Attorney, to Francis A. Keating, II, Associate
Attorney General;
3. Copy of United States Senate Select Committee on Ethics letter
and attachment dated 1/25/85.
4. Interview of T-l, | [

dated 12/3/88.
5. Copies of the aforementioned newspaper articles.

b7D
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DEC 1 3 1988

, , . JOHN GOODWIN^’tOWER
^ / , K ^
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^

—
,

THE INy^E'STIGATION OF SENATOR TOWER COVERED INQUIRIES IN
THE UNITED STATES; BRUSSELS, BELGIUM; GENEVA, SWITZERLAND; AND
LONDON, ENGLAND AS TO HIS CHARACTER, LOYALTY, AND GENERAL STANDING,
BUT NO INQUIRIES WERE MADE AS TO THE SOURCES OF HIS INCOME.

This summary memorandum contains the partial results of
an investigation concerning Senator Tower. Additional
investigation is being conducted.

Birth

Texas

.

Senator Tower was born on September 29, 1925, in Houston,

Education

Senator Tower attended Southwestern University,
Georgetown, Texas, from fall, 1942, to spring, 1943, and from
spring, 1946, to spring, 1948, receiving a Bachelor of Arts degree
in history/government.

Senator Tower attended Southern Methodist University
(SMU) , Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Dallas, Texas, during
the spring and summer of 1949, and from summer, 1950, to spring,
1951, receiving a Master of Arts degree in August, 1953. Records
also indicate he enrolled in the SMU School of Law in the fall of
1949, and the spring of 1950, after which he was ineligible to
continue law school due to poor grades.

Senator Tower attended the London School of Economics,
London, England, from 1952 to 1953 (months not indicated)

,

receiving no degree.
Exec AO Adm
Exec AD Inv.

Exec AD LES

Asst. D{r.:

Adm, Servs

Crim. Inv.

Ident

Insp.

Intell.

Lab.
*

Legal Coun

Off. Cong. &

Public Affs

Rec. Mgnt.

Tech, Servs

Training

Off. Liaison &

Ini, Affs.

Telephone Rm.

Director’s Sec‘y

Military Service

Senator Tower indicated that he served in the United
States Navy from 1943 to 1946. This has not yet been verified.

bo
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John Goodwin Tower

Employment

While pursuing an education. Senator Tower was employed
on an intermittent part-time, full-time basis as a radio announcer
or insurance salesman in Beaumont, Taylor, or Dallas, Texas. His
employment as an insurance salesman could not be verified as the
company is no longer in existence, and the former owner is
deceased.

September, 1951, to
June-, 1960

June, 1961, to
January, 1985

January, 1985, and
from April, 1986,
to the present

March, 1985, to
April, 1986

December, 1986, to
March, 1987

November, 1987, to
the present

Midwestern University, Wichita
Falls, Texas, as an assistant
professor

United States Senator from Texas

Self-employed as
consultant/lobbyist, doing business
as Tower and Associates,
Washington, D. C. Senator Tower's
clients include British Aerospace,
Incorporated; Hicks and Associates;
LTV Aerospace and Defense Company;
Martin Marietta Corporation;
Rockwell International; and
Textron, Incorporated. Senator
Tower indicated that he serves
or had served as a consultant for
Maxwell Communications, London,
England. This has not yet been
verified. Senator Tower also
indicated he was formerly a
consultant for Jeford-McManus.
This has not yet been verified.

United States Arms Control • and
Disarmament Agency, (ACDA)
Washington, D. C., as a United
States strategic arms negotiator
with the rank of Ambassador in
Geneva, Switzerland

President's Special Review Board,
Washington, D. C., as Chairman

President's Foreign Intelligence
Advisory Board, Washington, D. C.
as a member

- 2 -
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John Goodwin Tower

In addition to the above employments, Senator Tower is
now or has been involved in the following professional and
educational organizations as a member or officer; Tower, Eggers,
and Greene, Incorporated; Southern Methodist University; Republic
Bank Corporation; and Advanced Intelligence Technology Corporation,
all of Dallas, Texas; Southwestern University, Georgetown, Texas;
Astrotech International Corporation, and General Space Corporation,
both of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; British Aerospace, Incorporated,
and Gray and Company, both of Washington, D. C. ; and Pergamon
Brassey's International Defense Publishers, Incorporated, McLean,
Virginia.

Public source documents indicate that Senator Tower
contracted with Little, Brown Publishers to author a book. This
has not yet been verified.

When not engaged as noted above. Senator Tower was
unemployed and residing in Wichita Falls, Texas.

Family Status

Senator Tower is divorced, and resides in Apartment 21 B
at 3525 Turtle Creek Boulevard, Dallas, Texas. Senator Tower also
maintains a residence at the Jefferson Hotel, 1200 16th Street,
Northwest, Washington, D. C.

Records of the Thirtieth District Court, Wichita Falls,
Texas, disclosed that Joza Lou Bullington Tower, plaintiff, and
John G. Tower, defendant, were divorced on December 27, 1976, on
the grounds of irreconcilable differences.

Records of the Superior Court of the District of
Columbia, Washington, D. C., disclosed that Lilia Burt Cummings
Tower, plaintiff, and John Goodwin Tower, defendant, were divorced
on September 10, 1987, on the grounds of voluntary separation
without cohabitation for more than six months with no hope of
reconciliation.

Senator Tower's father, Joe Z. Tower, is deceased.
Senator Tower has listed the following living close relatives:

Mother

Daughter

Beryl Goodwin Tower
Houston, Texas

hlC

Marian Goodwin Tower
Dallas, Texas

- 3 -
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Based on the background information furnished by
Senator Tower, he has no close relatives residing in communist-
controlled countries.

Interviews

An individual, who requested total confidentiality,^
advised that he/she was familiar with Senator Tower's prior
marriage to Lilia Burt Cummings Tower. He/she stated that Senator
Tower is *'an alcoholic”, noting that he would drink enough to slur
his words. He/she stated that f

Iwould be able to
comment on Senator Tower's consumption of alcohol during the period
of time betweep his two marriages, as Senator Tower P ~

|

during that time. He/she could not provide
specifics as to the frequency or volume of Senator Tower's alcohol
consumption. He/she spoke to Senator Tower about seeking
professional help for his alcoholism, and believes that the Towers
consulted a marriage counselor who had worked with alcoholics.
He/she recalls that at least one individual spoke to the

concerning Senator Tower's
one of Senator Tower's formerconsumprion or aiconoi . ana rnar.

aides J |
spoke to him about his drinking

.

told that Mrs.
He/she was

Tower spoke to Senator Tower's
|

|

about how easily Senator Tower could be "set up” by, the Russians
because of his reputation regarding women and drinking. However,
he/she is unaware of any unauthorized disclosures of information on
the part of Senator Tower, stating ”I would doubt there are any.”

He/she also stated that Senator Tower experienced mood
swings, such as depression, contemplation of suicide on several
occasions, and, at other times, rage. He/she added that Senator
Tower's response to those moods was to further abuse alcohol.

He/she related that Mrs. Tower had been told by several
individuals of Senator Tower's alleged sexual misconduct and
association with women other than Mrs. Tower during their marriage.
Senator Tower was said to have been involved with I I

1 « I
~l .

employee; and Iin
Geneva, Switzerland. Mrs. Tower had no positive information to

1 b7D
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John Goodwin Tower

ho
^substantiate these allegations; however, he/she believes that

^

and
[_

would be knowledgeable of Senator Tower's affairs.

He/she had no knowledge of any drug use, unusual contact
with foreign nationals, or criminal activity on the part of
Senator Tower. He/she has no knowledge of Senator Tower's possible
acceptance or solicitation of illegal campaign contributions, but
believes that his private office in Washington, D. C. was paid for
illegally by

of
I[

a-mT-iaicTn butions. He/she stated that
would be knowledgeable of th-i-s matter .

]

He/she does not recommend Senator Tower for a position of
trust and confidence with the United States government.

advised he has
known Senator Tower on a professional and social basis since 1975.
He considers Senator Tower to be honest, fair-minded, and loyal.
He advised that Senator Tower does not abuse alcohol or use drugs,
and knows of no unfavorable information concerning Senator Tower.

has no firsthand knowledge of sexual indiscretions on
the part of Senator Tower. He recommended him for a position of
trust and responsibility with United States government.

I
Virginia
that he was to 2rmerly the

He perfojpned two

,
University of

1 Charlottesville, Virginia, advised

a voluntary basis
believed the latest

on senator Towsr on
could not recall the exact dates, but

one occurred between 1980 and 1982. During
those examinations, he saw no evidence of alcohol abuse on the part
of Senator Tower. He recommended him for a position of trust and
responsibility.

described Senator Tower
as an intelligent individual who is dedicated and motivated to
serve his country. She stated that Senator Tower does drink, but
she. does not consider his use of alcohol to be abusive. She
recommends him for a position of trust and responsibility without
reservation

.

for
International Security Policy, Washington, D. C., characterized
Senator Tnwer as "a great statesman” who is a good leader.

I

denied ever being approached by Mrs . Tower concerning
Senator Tower's womanizing or susceptibility to entrapment by the
Soviets. Mrs. Tower mentioned to him that she was afraid that
Senator Tower was becoming depressed and drinking excessively;
however

,

^

Senator TbWer to be
never saw any evidence of it. He considers
emotionally and financially stable, and has

5 -
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never known him to abuse alcohol or drugs. He "absolutely”
recommends him for a position of trust and responsibility. be

b7C

[
Associates, Dallas, Texas, advised that she has beeii[

]
Tower and

]
Senator Tower for|

|
She noted that recent news articles

have raised innuendoes concerning Senator Tower's reputation, which
are, in her opinion, totally false. She has known Senator Tower to
consume alcohol, but she does not consider it abusive. She has
never seen him miss a day of work or be incapacitated for work or
other duty due to his use of alcohol. Concerning recent articles
criticizing his handling of campaign contributions, Ms. Kirkendall
advised that the fund was professionally managed and, to the best
of her knowledge, none of the money was used for Senator Tower's
personal use. She also opined that any suggestions of marital
misconduct are baseless. She highly recommends him for a position
of trust and responsibility.

[ ] John Tower and
Associates, Washington, D. C. , advised that she has known Senator
Tetw^r rm a nrnfP-Ssinrial basis since 1985, when she was I

I I
to the I [round of START negotiations

.

She also considers herself a close friend of the Senator's, and
stated that he is a complete gentleman,- and has never made an
advance towards her. She stated she has never has a personal
relationship with Senator Tower. I I related that she is
aware of an allegation that Senator Tower had a relationship w-ith|_

I

~|but she has never seen any basis in fact to lead her to
believe this allegation is true. She stated she is also aware of

to the best dt ner
] before he

allegations that Senator Tower was
before he separated from his wife, ana,
knowledge, she never knew him I

separated. She stated that Senator Tower occasionally drinks
alcohol; however, she has never seen him inebriated or even
"slightly tipsy." She recommended him for a position of trust and
confidence.

I I
stated that she has

only met Senator Tower in person on four occasions, thus, much of
her knowledge of him is based on hearsay and what she has been told
by his former wife, Lilia Cummings Tower. She advised that he has
always had a reputation as an alcoholic, although she has never
seen him drunk. She has never seen him with a woman other than
his wife. She commented that she does not know Senator Tower well
enough to provide a recommendation.

since approximareiy iy«u
foremost, a "news source

I

advised that she has known Senator
Tiand considers him to be first and
". She described him as a skilled

Tower

- 6 -
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John Goodwin Tower

politician who is intelligent, quick-witted and knowledgeable about
the defense industry. She stated that the assumption in the media
that she was involved with Senator Tower is incorrect, and
emphasized that she has no knowledge of any activities by Senator
Tower that would substantiate his being described as a "womanizer"

.

To her knowledge. Senator Tower does not abuse alcohol or use
drugs. She considers him highly qualified for a position of trust
and responsibility; however, she declined to recommend him,
indicating it is her policy never to recommend anyone for anything.

I I with Eggers & Greene, Dallas,
Texas, advised he has known Senator Tower since the late 1950 's.

He described Senator Tower as a loyal and faithful man. He
commented that interrogatories submitted during the course of
Senator Tower's second divorce, which questioned how many other
women Senator Tower had seen 1983, were drafted in order to raise
the amount of alimony for his second wife, and were not directed
towards his fidelity or infidelity. For additional comments of

I
see the Issues section of this summary memorandum.

Joza Lou B. Tower, Senator Tower's first wife, stated
that she considers Senator Tower to be a person of excellent moral
character, associates, loyalty, and a person with whom she has
maintained a cordial relationship. She has never known him to use
drugs, and, in her opinion, he would never accept an illegal
contribution or gratuity in exchange for the use of his influence.
Mrs. Tower stated that there was a period of time when Senator
Tower used to drink a considerable amount of alcohol; however, she
did not feel it ever affected his performance of duty or
incapacitated him for duty. As far as she is aware, his drinking
of alcohol currently is very moderate. She recommends him without
reservation for a position of trust and confidence.

Fifty-nine additional persons, consisting of current and
former colleagues and subordinates, present and former neighbors,
references, professional associates, associates, and social
acquaintances, were interviewed. They advised Senator Tower is a
loyal American whose character, reputation, and associates are
above reproach. They stated they are unaware of any illegal drug
use or alcohol abuse by Senator Tower, nor have they ever known
him to exhibit any type of bias or prejudice against any class of
citizen or any type of religious, racial or ethnic group. They
also commented that they believe Senator Tower lives within his
financial means. Former colleagues in Congress characterized him
as a "seasoned politician" and firm leader who enjoyed a
distinguished career. They commented that Senator Tower possessed
"incredible work habits", adding that he was responsive, capable,
cooperative, and a was "man of his word." His formier colleagues
also stated that Senator Tower was intelligent, knowledgeable,
highly professional, and strong on defense issues. Professional

- 7 -
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associates, familiar with Senator Tower's tenure as an arms control
negotiator', described him as a tough negotiator who was committed
to his job. They referred to him as direct, sincere, hardworking,
and conscientious. It was said by one of those associates that one
of Senator Tower's greatest attributes was his ability to remain
calm and patient when dealing with others. Other associates
consider Senator Tower to be composed, level-headed, and stable,
possessing a professional demeanor and good sense of business
acumen. They further commented that Senator Tower is an
articulate and effective orator. Subordinates depicted him as a
fair, helpful, and caring individual. Neighbors reported that
Senator Tower is friendly and compassionate, and that he enjoys a
good reputation in the neighborhood. They recommended him for a
position of trust and responsibility.

Among those interviewed are the following:

The Honorable Strom Thurmond, Senator from South
Carolina, Washington, D. C.

;

The Honorable John C. Stennis, Senator from Mississippi,
Washington, D. C. ;

The Honorable John McCain, Senator from Arizona,
Washington, D. C.

;

The Honorable Jeff Bingaman, Senator from New Mexico,
Washington, D. C.

;

The Honorable Alan J. Dixon, Senator from Illinois,
Washington, D. C.

;

The Honorable Phil Gramm, Senator from Texas,
Washington, D. C.

;

The Honorable Norman D. Dicks, Representative from
Washington, Washington, D. C.

;

The Honorable Charles Wilson, Representative from Texas,
Washington, D. C.

;

bo
~| British Aerospace,

Incorporated, Herndon, 'Virginia;

NTIflL
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] Washington, b?c

n Washington, D. C.

;

John J. Welch, Jr., Assistant Secretary of the Air Force,
Acquisition, Washington, D. C.

;

William French Smith, attorney, Gibson, Dunn, and
Crutcher, Los Angeles, California;

Gordon Luce, Chairman of the Board, Great American First
Savings Bank, San Diego, California; and

H. R. "Bum" Bright, Chairman of the Board, Bright Banc,
Dallas, Texas.

Credit and Arrest Checks

A review of appropriate credit records revealed either no
record or no pertinent information concerning Senator Tower,
except the following;

A check of the records of the Credit Bureau,
Incorporated, Silver Spring, Maryland,
disclosed an account with Garfinkel's,
Washington, D. C. , listed as a bad debt/placed
for collection, and an account with Neiman
Marcus, Dallas, Texas, listed as dispute-
resolution pending.

Records of Garfinkel's, Washington, D. C.

,

disclosed account number 90328116 in the amount
of $197.17 was charged off as a bad debt in
November, 1984. The account has since been
paid in full (date of satisfaction not
indicated)

.

Records of Neiman Marcus, Dallas, Texas,
disclosed account number 713566727 was in
dispute (amount not listed) , but had been
resolved in November, 1988. The account
balance is currently zero.

Information has been received from appropriate law
enforcement agencies indicating their files contain no record
concerning Senator Tower.

Security Clearances

- 9 -
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Miscellaneous

A search of NEXIS, a computerized news retrieval
service, disclosed approximately 9,000 articles relating to
Senator Tower. A search of major newspaper morgues in the State of
Texas disclosed approximately 4,000 articles relating to Senator
Tower. Numerous articles related to allegations of sexual
indiscretions, alcohol abuse, and conflict of interest against
Senator Tower. Several articles also criticized his use of
campaign contributions which remained after he retired from the
Senate in 1985. As contained in the Interviews . Issues , and Agency
Checks portions of this summary memorandum, these issues were
addressed during the course of this investigation.

During the course of a routine interview of Senator Tower
in Dallas, Texas on December 3, 1988, the results of which are
incorporated in this summary memorandum. Senator Tower advised that
he was aware of various newspaper articles, relating to the above
mentioned allegations. He denied any current or previous alcohol
abuse. Senator Tower added that articles alluding to marital
infidelity on his part were based upon interrogatories submitted
during the course of his divorce from Lilia Cummings Tower, and
were totally false. Concerning his use of campaign contributions
after he chose not to run for reelection. Senator Tower advised
that he has made an accounting to the Federal Election Commission
and the Internal Revenue Service regarding the expending of these
funds. Senator Tower's interview (Page 20, INFRA) references a
letter dated January 25, 1985 from the Senate Ethics Committee,
which sets forth two tests to avoid the violation of "personal use"

- 10 -
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rules relating to the spending of these funds, copies of which are
attached.

Senator Tower also advised that his current business
associations listed on his Standard Form 86 would be a conflict of
interest is he were to be named Secretary of Defense, or employed
by the Department of Defense. He stated he intends to resign from
all of those associations if and when he is appointed to or
employed by the United States Government again. Senator Tower is
not aware of any past associations which involved or could have
involved conflict of interest allegations.

During that interview on December 3, 1988, Senator Tower
advised that in December, 1985, he and his former wife, Lilia
Cummings Tower, consulted a marriage counselor.

I Dallas, Texas, advised that he
counseled Senator Tower regarding specific problems in his marriage
on two to four occasions several years aao . He could not recall
the exact dates of the counseling. I I was not made aware of
any drug use or alcohol abuse on the part of Senator Tower, and it
was his impression that Senator Tower was able to function very
well under stressful situations.

- 11 -
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Issues

1. Senator Tower ^s alleged marital infidelities/sexual
indiscretions

:

The following individuals were interviewed in an attempt
to resolve allegations that Senator Tower, while a United States
strategic arms negotiator in Geneva, Switzerland, engaged in a
sexual liaison with a foreign national: . ,bb

1

b7C

I
advised he knew of the rumor concerning the

above allegations, but recollected that the alleged sexual liaison
was with a member of the U. S. delegation, and not a foreign
national. He could provide no further information concerning the
allegations.

stated he recalled seeing a communication regarding the above
allegations, but that his office did not conduct any investigation
regarding it. He did not recall what type of communication
contained the allegations or their exact content.

[ ] also recalled seeing a
communication, possibly a memorandum, regarding the above
allegations. He believed the memorandum addressed the issue of
Senator Tower's alleged "drinking and philandering." His only
recollection of an incident involving Senator Tower was related to
a case involving a former Air Force | I

and
(A review of the

Office of Special Investigations (OSI) , United States Air Force
(USAF) , investigation concerning that case revealed that the only
reference to Senator Tower was a character reference letter which
he wrote on behalf of the Air Force Colonel under investigation.)

I I
advised he was

aware of the allegations against Senator Tower, stating it was
common knowledge at the U. S. Mission in Geneva that Senator Tower
was involved with a Soviet woman who was a member of the Soviet
delegation working on the START negotiations. He added, however,
that the ACDA did not conduct any investigation regarding this
matter

.

~| special agent,
recalled hearing allegations regarding Senator Tower as a result

Lgation conducted by the OSI, USAF,
assigned to the Geneva delegation.

not recall the nature of those allegations.

involving an
'

_| could
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[were contacted and were unable to locate
any cables concerning any allegations of improprieties raised
against Senator Tower...

advised that he was
1

during the
-VYS C* 4— m •

|time frame
V* fa II T Tarr /axr/all

h—He wa^ 6t a
Kvi4- eaxAT

b6
b7C

evidence of any improprieties or sexual activities involving him.

I I
knew of a rumor that Senator Tower may have

been dating an American woman, but he could not be specific as to
whom that woman was. He advised that the only mention of a foreign
national with whom Senator Tower may have had a relationship was a

Switzerland.
^

at the United States Mission in Geneva,
However

,

advised he would
seriously doubt that Senator Tower would have any kind of
inappropriate relationship with her.

bl
advised that at no time was he awarebe

of any investigation conducted' by any agency, investigative or b7c
otherwise, regarding the above allegations. He added that no
written communications addressing the allegations were ever brought
*hn hifi nn : howAVP/r

I

. . .

I

stated that at the time of his association with Senator
Tower in’ Geneva, Switzerland, as an arms control negotiator, he
never noted any improper or indiscreet sexual behavior by Senator
Tower. He had no knowledge of Senator Tower's alleged relationship
with any I I

See the Interviews section of this summary memorandum for
additional comments concerning this issue.

2. Senator Tower's alleged excessive consumption of alcohol;

bl
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All individuals interviewed during the course of this
investigation were specifically queried as to their knowledge of
Senator Tower's consumption of alcohol. As reported under the
Interviews section of this summary memorandum, only one individual
commented that he/she believes Senator Tower to be an alcoholic.
No other individuals interviewed believe Senator Tower to abuse
alcohol

.

1 1 attorney. Dallas. Texas,
advised he has known Senator Tower since the 1950^Ls, and!

bb

J
b7C

SMU, Dallas,
Texas,, advised he has known. Senator Tower since 1937-1938. Both
individuals commented that they were aware that in the 1970 's.

Senator Tower was a heavy drinker. However, neither man believed
Senator Tower ever lost control of his faculties, or ever
discussed classified information while under the influence of
alcohol. Both individual's recommended Senator Tower for a
position of trust and responsibility.

land currently a
partner in the law firm of I

~|

I I Huntsville, Tennessee, stated he has known
Senator Tower since 1961. He stated the Senator Tower enjoyed a
distinguished career in the Senate, and is universally respected.
He has known Senator Tower to drink heavily at times, but opined
that Senator Tower came from an area where heavy drinking was
accepted.

|
[stated he never saw Senator Tower drink to the

point where his judgment was impaired and advised, "to accuse John
of having an alcohol problem is ludicrous . " He highly recommended
Senator Tower for a position of trust and responsibility.

3 . Disbursement of Campaign Contributions Remaining after
Retirement from the United States Senate;

Investigation at the Federal Election Commission remains
outstanding

.

4. Current Status of "111 Wind";

Former Senator Tower's name surfaced during the course of
the FBI's "111 Wind" investigation into fraud and bribery in the
Department of Defense (DOD). procurement system. While not a
subject of the investigation, evidence has been obtained indicating
Senator Tower's association with several of "Illwind's" subjects.

"Illwind" has utilized a number of investigative
techniques to gather evidence, including: court-ordered wiretaps,
consensual monitoring, search warrants, and Federal grand jury
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subpoenas. As a result, Senator Tower's name has been associated
with three, principal issues:

1. Senator Tower's possible role in assisting a defense
contractor's consultant in the restructuring of a congressional
funding profile for a DOD program;

2. Senator Tower's receipt of monies from a businessman
to allegedly assist in the resolution of the businessman's problems
in fulfilling a DOD contract; and

3. Senator Tower's receipt of campaign contributions
which may have been made in contravention of Federal election laws.

Issue 1:

This issue developed from an intercepted conversation
between a defense consultant and a DOD contracting official in
which the DOD contracting official indicated that a second
consultant (who was not present at, nor a party to, the intercepted
conversation) used Senator Tower's influence to reprogram DOD
funds. The conversation does not identify the impacted DOD
programs, nor does it identify the amount of funds involved, the
time frame during which it allegedly occurred, or Senator Tower's
motivation for providing assistance. The conversation indicates
that Senator Tower's action resulted in the second consultant and
the second consultant's client receiving a significant amount of
money

.

Senator Tower was not intercepted in this conversation.
Senator Tower was interviewed and denied knowing the second
consultant and stated that anyone who claimed to have manipulated
him was not being truthful.

The second consultant was interviewed under a grant of
limited immunity and claims to have met Senator Tower only once and
that occasion was very brief. He denies having ever prevailed upon
Senator Tower to affect any DOD programs. The second consultant
admitted to having made two $1,000 campaign contributions to
Senator Tower (one in his name and one he made in the name of his

which were verified by Federal Election Commission
(FEC) records as having been made in June, 1983. However, the
second consultant denied that this was a cmid pro quo with Senator
Tower, but he considered it to be a politically expedient thing to
do because his client was urging its employees to make
contributions

.

The intercepted DOD contracting official was also
interviewed. He maintained that the second consultant did brag
about having Senator Tower reprogram funds, but the program, time
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frame, and amounts were never identified, and there was no
indication Senator Tower did anything improper. He believes the
second consultant was "puffing.”

Issue #2:

This issue developed from an intercepted conversation
between a defense consultant and a businessman. In that
conversation, the businessman related that Senator Tower had
assisted him in resolving problems which were being encountered on
a Government contract. The businessman continued that it cost him
money for this help. The conversation did not disclose the
Government contract involved, the time frame, or the nature of the
assistance rendered by Senator Tower.

Senator Tower was not intercepted in this conversation.
Senator Tower was interviewed and advised that during 1986 or 1987
a former staff assistant to Senator Tower on the Senate Ainned
Services Committee (SASC) approached him on behalf of a client who
was having difficulty obtaining sufficient quantities of a product.
As a result. Senator Tower spoke to the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) of a company that could assist that businessman, and the CEO
agreed to supply the needed product. The businessman then paid the
former staffer a finder's fee, and the former staffer then insisted
that Senator Tower accept $5,000 as a share of the finder's fee,
which Senator Tower did.

The former staffer was interviewed, and he acknowledged
that the businessman was seeking assistance in obtaining a
sufficient quantity of a product necessary to fulfill a DOD
contract. The former staffer attended a couple of luncheon
meetings with the businessman and Senator Tower during which
Senator Tower may have given advice to the businessman. Senator
Tower may also have helped put the businessman in touch with
another company for assistance. The former staffer received a
consulting fee for arranging the meetings with Senator Tower. The
former staffer split this fee "50/50" with Senator Tower, which he
claimed was a customary practice when one consultant refers
business to another. Senator Tower initially did not want to
accept the fee, but the former staffer persuaded Senator Tower to
accept two checks, each for $2,500. According to the former
staffer, these transactions took place after Senator Tower left the
Government and began his consulting work. The former staffer is
unaware of any other payments to Senator Tower in this matter.

The businessman who sought assistance from the former
staffer was interviewed. He acknowledged contacting the former
staffer for assistance in obtaining a line of credit for a DOD
contract. The former staffer suggested contacting Senator Tower
and giving Senator Tower "something" for his assistance.

- 35 -
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Subsequently, the businessman and the former staffer attended a
luncheon with Senator Tower. (According to the businessman, this
occurred after Senator Tower left the Senate, date unrecalled) .

The businessman is unaware of any action taken by Senator Tower
concerning his problem other than to "open the door" to another
company. However, he did arrange to pay Senator Tower $5,000 by
giving a check to the former staffer for payment to Senator Tower.
The businessman denied ever giving anything else of value to
Senator Tower except for occasional drinks and meals he purchased
for Senator Tower as a friend. A review of FEC files failed to
locate any record of campaign contributions by the businessman to
Senator Tower..

Issue 3:

This issue developed from evidence obtained pursuant to
search warrants and intercepted conversations. Evidence indicates
that a former SASC staffer (not an appointee of Senator Tower)
became a consultant for a variety of defense contractors. One
defense contractor allegedly paid this former staffer/consultant $3
million between 1981 and 1988 through various companies he owned or
controlled, in return for the submission of fraudulent consultant
reports. (This matter is being separately pursued in "Illwind.")
The former staffer/consultant is alleged to have participated with
the defense contractor's employees to launder these monies, convert
them to personal use, make political campaign contributions, confer
gratuities upon Congressmen, and charge them against defense
contracts. A "budget" and "quota list" were recovered during a
search which identified target amounts of contributions to
Congressmen and identified the defense contractor's employees and
consultants who were to be tasked to make particular contributions.

The "budget" recommended $20,000 for contribution to
Senator Tower. The "quota list" contained an entry for Senator
Tower's 1984 campaign in the amount of $10,000. The former
staffer/consultant was listed for a $1,000 contribution.

Review
^

of FEC records determined that approximately
$4,500 was contributed to Senator Tower by the designated defense
contractor's employees and consultants. However, there is no
record that the former staffer/consultant contributed his
designated $1,000.

Senator Tower was interviewed. He believed that the
former staffer/consultant had been a Democratic staffer and that he
only vaguely remembered him. Regarding the"quota list," he advised
that he did not know "how these guys network," but that it was not
uncommon

_

for individuals to attempt to raise money from within a
certain industry or trade group. He also advised that such lists
did not necessarily reflect actual donations made. He stated that
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in the area of fund raising, it was not unusual for someone to say
that he wanted to raise a certain amount of money and then to come
back with that amount in checks of $1,000 or less from some group
of individuals. However, such a group of checks would normally go
to his finance chairman, who was not a Government employee. By way
of example, he explained that in his 1978 campaign, he received
numerous individual • and Political Action Committee contributions,
but it was not his policy to attempt to go behind the information
on the face of the campaign contribution check to determine the
source of the funds. He stated he lacked the staff and resources
to do so.

When asked about those "quota list" contributions that
appeared on the FEC's records. Senator Tower responded that he did
not know some names, but one sounded familiar, although he couldn't
place it. He commented that these contributions were very small
when compared to the overall campaign fund.

Senator Tower noted that often contributions were given
by companies competing for the same program, but he never kept a
list in front of him which indicated who contributed to his
campaign.

Senator Tower denied receiving any campaign contributions
from corporations and stated that he never agreed to do anything in
return for campaign contributions. He continued that he never
promised anyone anything in return for anything and would say so
under oath.

The former staffer/consultant was interviewed. He stated
he was not aware of Senator Tower being influenced by any
individuals or corporations regarding SASC decisions. He denied
ever being solicited to give contributions to Senator Tower's
campaign.

One of the "quota list" identified contributors was the
second consultant (supra) who allegedly obtained Senator Tower's
assistance in restructuring a funding profile for a DOD program.
This second consultant acknowledged making two $1,000
contributions to Senator Tower, one in his name and one in the name
of his girlfriend. However, he denied any coercion to do so and
indicated it was politically expedient to do this because his major
defense contractor client did significant DOD business.

The "quota list" contributor's name which sounded
familiar to Senator Tower was interviewed. He did not recall
making a June, 1983, $500 check payable to the " Tower for Senate
Committee." He stated that, if indeed he had done so, it would
have been at the instruction of a particular employee of the
defense contractor. He indicated he would not have made such a
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contribution on his own. He also claimed that he would not have
been reimbursed for the $500 contribution.

In summary, no corroborating evidence has been developed
which would indicate criminal culpability on the part of Senator
Tower with regard to the articulated principal issues.

It should be noted that some pertinent "Illwind" subjects
did not agree to talk to FBI investigators about Senator Tower,
and it is unknown what information they might provide at a future
date should they be subjected to criminal prosecution.

Investigative efforts continue regarding the obtaining of
documentation to pinpoint the specific dates upon which Senator
Tower received money for assisting the businessman.

To date, no credible evidence has been developed that
Senator Tower has participated in or is knowledgeable of illegal
activities associated with "Illwind.” Inasmuch as this is an
ongoing investigation, which will continue for an extended length
of time, it is unknown as to what, if any, additional information
pertaining to Senator Tower may be developed.

As of this time, it is the opinion of the United States
Attorney who is personally overseeing the "Illwind" investigation
that "as best as can be forecast, it is unlikely that the balance
of 111 Wind investigation will unearth information reflecting
adversely on Senator Tower's integrity."

Agency Checks

Information has been received from the following
governmental agencies indicating their files contain either no
record or no additional pertinent information concerning Senator
Tower

:

Texas Attorney General's Office;
Texas Secretary of States Office, Elections

Division;
Texas State Board of Insurance;
Texas State Banking Department;
National Collegiate Athletic Association;
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency;
Defense Contract Audit Agency;
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation;
Federal Reserve Board;
Comptroller of the Currency;
Department of Education;
Naval Investigative Service;
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Office of Special Investigations,
United States Air Force;

Department of Defense;
Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office;
Defense Central Index of Investigations;
National Security Agency;
Office of Personnel Management;
Office of Professional Responsibility,

and appropriate
United States Attorneys,
Department of Justice;

United, States Secret Service,;
and the White House Office.

Information has been received from the Department of
State indicating that a background investigation was conducted
concerning Senator Tower in 1985 in connection with his position as
a strategic arms negotiator.

b7C

States Senate Committee on Ethics, advised on December 6, 1988 that
the Committee's files are not open for review by the FBI or Senator
Tower, and are not applicable under the Freedom of Information Act.
He advised that, as a matter of public record, in July, 1977,
Senator Tower was charged with "misuse of the Frank" and ordered to
pay $3.64. A review of the file by|_

charges against Senator Tower.
disclosed no further

Records of the Secretary of the Senate, Office of Public
Records, disclosed that Tower & Associates is registered as an
current and active lobbyist for British Aerospace Incorporated;
Hicks & Associates; LTV Defense and Space Company; Martin Marietta
Corporation; Rockwell International; and Textron, Incorporated.
The record also disclosed an inactive account for Tower &

Associates of Jeford-McManus International, Incorporated.
The dates of registration have not yet been determined.

During the course of this investigation, the following
representatives of non-governmental agencies were contacted
concerning Senator Tower, and provided the following comments;

I I

National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) , Dallas, Texas,
advised that he has no personal knowledge of Senator Tower, except
for that which has been documented in public records. He advised
that the NAACP, Southwest Region, would not be able to recommend
Senator Tower, noting that it is their opinion that the Senator has
a bad civil rights voting record.
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Althea Simmons, Director and Chief Lobbyist for the
NAACP, Washington, D. C., advised she is not in a position to make
a recommendation concerning Senator Tower.

Civil Rights
Organization of Black Law Enforcement Executives ;f

Vice President, National Urban League; andQ

Leadership Conference on
National

Washington Urban League, all of Washington, D. C. , advised
they do not know Senator Tower.

Heritage Foundation, and
| |

American Security Council, both of
Washington, D. C. , commented favorably concerning Senator Tower.

Numerous efforts to contact a representative of Common
Cause, Washington, D. C., were unsuccessful.

Searches of the various indices of the FBI, including but
not limited to the central index maintained at FBI Headquarters,
the index of the Identification Division, the indices of all field
offices and other appropriate computer data bases, did not identify
any documents that contain pertinent information identifiable with
Senator Senator Tower or his close relatives, except the following:

Senator Tower was the subject of a background
investigation* completed by the FBI in October,
1987, in connection with his appointment to the
President's Foreign Intelligence Advisory
Board.

It should be noted that the currency of the data input
into the various indices can vary from days to even months from the
date of the document as a result of existing clerical backlogs
throughout the FBI.

*161-20403
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Rep. Chaf^l’sJ
BackdoorMovei
Foreign AircraftFirms Benefit

m
Ifcsi

' BY GREG RUSHFORD

Few members of Congress who voted for final passagd' '*
i-

of the massive 1988 spending bill knew that the potential-o U-'— > M —Lll.

beneficiaries of an obscure multimiliion dollar alrd^Il ;» Chappell JrJ ,

program were three foreign compani^. And the legisla- i
contract. r

tors certainly had no idea.American. aircraft companies-thaVhad.-.wanted to'bid had'b^i)^'
deliberately excluded. • V 1. >

. .

But Rep. Bill Chappell Jr. (D-Fla.), the feisty and powerfuj. chairman of the Hou.se

Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense, did know.
' '

It was Chappell who was mainly responsible for lan^ag^ buried deep in the 1 ,033-page

bill, inserted without public debate, that potentially irkhslate^'inici A $100 'million windfall

for one of three firms from Britain, Israel, of Cinada'i^^ f " ' ' '

!

Chappell, a 20-year veteran of the House known for his staunch support of military

spending, defends his actions on grounds of national security. He argues that the aircraft

SEE CHAPPELL, PAGE 16
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ChappellMoveMeans Windfall for Foreign Aircraft Firms

CHAPPELL FROM PAGE 1

produced by the foreign companies who
qualify to bid under his language are better

suited for their mission.

*‘I don^t care who gels the contract,”

says the 66-year-old Democrat. “If I feel,

something is good for this country, Vm a

fighter and I will fight for it.”

Air Force Undersecretary James Mc-
Govern, who has met with ^appell^-^ays

through a spokesman that at no time did

Chap^tl “even hint that he had a prefer-

ence lor - who would be award^ the

contract.’*

But a number of critics, including Air

Force officials responsible for the pro-

gram, describe Chappell’s move as anoth-

er example of the congressional budget

process gone awry;;

“This is a snejwftrickdesigned to avoid

the normal budget process in the hope no-

body will ask questions,” says one key

congressional aide.

Says one indignant Air Force official:

“I never thought I’d sec the day when,.a

U.S. congressman deliberately, kept Amer-

ican companies, away from a con-

tract in favor of foreign Intere^*’

Fueling the Budgetary Fire

The controversy over Chappell’s aircraft

program is yet another offshoot of the

growing debate over the congressional

budget process. A number of last-minute

additions to the continuing resolution, crit-

ics contend, would never have survived

more open and deliberative treatment.

Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) has

drawn fire for his amendment forcing Ru-
pert Murdoch to sell some media proper-

ties, while Sen. Daniel Inouye (D-Hawaii)

has had to explain his sponsorship of an $8
million amendment to fund a school for

Jewish refugees in France,

The controversial appropriation for the

foreign aircraft bidders pushed by Chap-

pell occupies less than one page of sub-

committee testimony; yet, millions of dol-

lars are at stake. In September, Congress

rejected a backdoor method to fund the

program, and the Air Force itself is luke-

warm at best about the project.

Against this backdrop, critics are won-

dering why Chappell has been moved to

intervene so aggressively.

Chappell acknowledges that he has met

with officials from two of the three foreign

bidders, ^^90^
he flatly rejects any insinua-

I Uonthat he is responding to the special

]
pleading of an interested parly,

i Lobbying on the aircraft program has

been nearly invisible. Spokesmen for all

three foreign manufacturers deny that they

lobbied Chappell or anyone else.

But Chappell says he met with Charles.

'QCSb director of government relations for

Canadair, a Montreal-based aircraft manu-

facturer'and a potential recipient of Chap-

pell’s largess; Chappell describes Gray, a

retired Air Force officer, as “a__fden_d.
”

Gray says he told Chappell that the pro-

gram “deserves the committee’s support.”

Chappell offers, “I talked to the presi-

dent of British Aerospace when I was in

London—what’s his name?” Sir Edward
Hanson is president of British* Aerospace.

One powerful former official may have
played a behind-the-scenes role in the con-

troversy. According to two Senate aides,

former Sen. John Tower YR-TexasL who*1
once chaired the Armed Services Commit- 1

tee, has made calls on behalf of British

Aerospace and a subcontractor^ the Dallas-

based LTV Corp. Tower, now an aero-

space consultant in Washington, is a Brit-

ish Aerospace * director and an LTV^
consultant.

Tower, who is not registered as a British

Aerospace lobbyist or agent, declined re-

peated requests for comment. Two Senate

sources say that Tower has placed calls on

the issue to Air Force Undersecretary

Jf^mes McGovern, who directed the staff

when Tower chaTred the Armed Services

Committee, and to Arnold Punaro, now
the committee’s staff director.

Punaro could not be reached for com-
ment. Chappell says he does not recall

talking with Tower about the aircraft

program.
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7 t-imiting the Bidding

..Chappell’s initiative would replace six

aging executive-type “flight inspection”

jets that have been in the inventory for

more than 20 years. Four are Lockheed Jet

. Stars, now' out of production, while two
are Sabreliners, first buiit in the 1950s by
the predecessor to Rockwell International.

The small jets have been based in Europe
and Japan and contain a sophisticated iner-

.

tial navigation system.

“Essentially, in case of a combat-type

crisis,” explains one Air Force Reserve

pilot, “they fly ahead to check the ground
instrumentation landing systems to ensure

it is safe to land.”

Chappell’s provision requires the Air

Force to award the contract for replace- .

ment flight-inspection planes, known as C-
FlNs, to aircraft that can fly at least 2,4T5Tr

TTautical miles.

This seemingly innocuous language es-

sentially limited the bidding to three firms:

British Aerospace, Israel Aircraft Indus-

tries, and Canadair. I..arge domestic com-

panies* including the Cessna Corp., the

Gates Learjet Corp., and the Beech Air-

craft Corp., are excluded because their air-

craft fly shorter ranges.

Chappell says Air Force officials com-
municated to him that the longer-range air-

craft was desirable. In fact, the Air Force

in 1984 originally planned to replace the

aging jets with 2,400-mile C-FINs. But in

subsequent years, the Air Force officially

sought the shorter-range jets.

“The C-FIN Is a very important pro-

gram that doesn’t have much visibility,”

says Chappell. “I strongly feel it ought to

be done.”
Knowledgeable aircraft industry sources

say the Cessna and Learjet ^craft are

cheaper than their British and Canadian
counterparts. The Israeli aircraft is compa-
rably priced to the American planes, in-

^

dustry sources say. t

“Cessna and Learjet at least, on their
‘

merits, should have been allowed to bid on
C-FIN,” asserts one knowledgable Air

Force official.

Through the Back Door

The Pentagon did not ask for C-FIN
funding in its 1988 budget request. But the

public record shows that Rep. Chappell, as

his subcommittee considered the Air Force

1988 procurement budget, wanted to push

C-FIN through a back door. If C-FIN was.

not in the regular budget, money for it

could be found by reprogramming, or

transferring, funds already appropriated

for other military programs

On March 12, 1987, Lt. Gen. Bernard

Randolph, an Air Force deputy chief of
staff for research, development and acqui-

sition, had an exchange with Chappell-that

illustrates how the lawmaker was pushing

for the longer-range, foreign aircraft.

“Now, we are still talking about

a 2,400-mile-range aircraft?” Chappell

asked. “Yes, sir,” Randolph answered.

Chappell then drove home the point that

the Air Force competition was only going
to be open to the longer-range aircraft.

“I think congressional intent is clear on
that 2,400 miles?” he asked. “Yes, sir,”

the general saluted. “No doubt in my
mind.”

Shortly after the March hearing, the Air
Force—which earlier had approved an
1,850-mile-plus range for the C-FINs

—

requested a $70 million reprogramming to

, buy 2,400-mile range C-FINS.
“When the Air Force is.sued its 2,400-

mile range RFP [Request for Proposal],”
says a Beech official, “we had to drop
out,” Gates Learjet and Cessna also quit

the competition.

Gates Learjet officials would not take

calls on C-FIN. A spokesman for General

Dynamics Inc., the giant defense contrac-

tor that owns Cessna, says that the corpo-

ration decided “not to make a big fuss over

this one program (.hat might antagonize

Congressman Chappell.”

But Kansas-based Cessna did not go
without a fight.

“Cessna exercised the rights of any con-
stituent, says the General Dynamics
spokesman, who confirms that the compa-
hy alerted its home-state senator. Minority
Leader Robert Dole.

Dole could not be reached for comment,
but Senate sources credit him with inspir-

ing last September’s congressional action
to kill the reprogramming request.
The Kansas senator complained about

the 2,400 mile C-FIN requirement in let-

ters to Sen. John Warner (R-Va.), the
ranking Republican on the Armed Services
Committee, and the committee chairman,
Sen. Sam Nunn (D-Ga.)\

“Nunn and Warner were cool to the way
the C-FIN reprogramming was handled
anyway, and Dole’s letter gave them an
excuse to kill it,” says one key defense
aide.

Dole also talked to the ranking Republi-
can on the Senate Appropriations Subcom-
mittee on Defense, Sen. Ted Stevens (R-
Ala.), who agreed not to support the repro-
gramming, according to congressional
insiders.

The reprogramming died after Sept. 30
when the Senate Appropriations and
Armed Services Committees failed to ap-
prove it before the fiscal year ended.

British Aerospace hopes its jet will win the $100 million contract.
Sen, Robert Dole intervened for
some Kansas-based companies.



"On Top of the Table'

But Chappell, combative as ever, was

not ready to quit. He resurrected the repro-

gramming by inserting language in the

year-end continuing resolution that Con-
gress approved last Dec. 21

.

Chappell says he is “very much op-

posed” to the practice ofenacting omnibus

year-end continuing resolutions. ”1 think

t it’s the worst way we can legislate.”

t He says the committee did not not intend

to hide anything. “We try to put every-

thing on top of the table,” Chappell says.

The Air Force has not announced which

of the three foreign bidders will be award-

ed the contract. The Air Force also has not

said which defense program will lose the

$ 100 million-that will be transferred for the

C-FIN procurement. “Usually, we kind of

hope we don’t have $100 million lying

around that we can use to buy corporate

jets,” says one official with a trace of

sarcasm.

Although the firms now destined to win

the C-FIN contract arc all foreign, some

American firms will also benefit since they

serve as subcontractors to the foreign

companies.

For example, both Canadair and Israel

Aircraft Industries use

which are built by Arizona-based Garrett

Aerospace, a division of Allied-Signal.

Aceordingly, Garrett and C-FIN have the

support of both Arizona senators. Republi-

can John McCain and Democrat Dennis

DeConcini, who recently wrote letters to

Air Force Undersecretary McGovern sup-

porting Chappell’s provision.

Although Chappell says he is unaware

of it, his stance on C-FIN appears to have

done little to harm his political fortunes in

the eyes of hopeful C-FIN subcontractors.

According to Federal Election Commis-

sion records, several American defense

contractors who hope to be C-FIN subcon-

tractors -have- supported Chappell’s 1988

re-election campaign. They include: Al-

lied-Signal PAC, Sl,000;lhe LTV Corp.,

$2,000; the General Electric Co., SI ,500.

Also contributing are loser Beech Aircraft,

$1,000; and Cessna’s parent corporation.

General Dynamics, $1,000.

Chappell says anyone who thinks he is

doing a good job in Congress is free to

make campaign contributions.

mrns that
^
hey havejio_inllucnce on his

poiicie.^.

RclTinterested in C-FlN, he says, “be-

cause of the taxpayers of this country and

for no other reason." (]
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